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The objective of this thesis is the study of the history and 
doctrines of one of the J1r1uslim sects namely the Karramiyya sec·t, 
with special attention made to Fakhr ad-Dln ar-RazI's 
criticism of the sect's doctrines and views. Therefore the first 
chapter of this study is dedicated to the study of ar-Razi's life 
in particular that part connected with his involvement with the 
Karramites. In the second chapter I have treated the history of 
the sect starting from its founder Muhaunnad Ibn -Karram including 
• 
various aspects of his life as well as bis achievement and 
significance. It is also dealt here with the history of the sect 
,I-
- L '4 after Ibn -Karram and the role which his adqentSbad played in the 
- - -
life of Kburasan and the Gbur regims.
The following chapters have been devoted to the explanation of 
the theological doctrines of the sect. In the third chapter it is 
dealt with the Karramite views regarding the nature of God and the 
problems related to their views in this respect. Therefore a 
section of this chapter is concerned with the sect's views of the 
Essence of God, another with their Vitv/S of GodSattributeB and 
the third with their theory of the origination and annihilation 
of the world. The sect's views regarding the problem of Free will 
and predestination have been considered in the fourth chapter, and 
in the fifth their Doctrine of faith and its further implications 
have been treated. And in the last chapter the Karramite concept 
• 
iii 
of tae PropbeC1bave been considered. All this bas been dealt 
with in comparison between the Karramites views and the views 
of other sects, particularly the Asb'arites whose views were 
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Il'i rRODUCTI ON 
·rhe purpose of this thesis is an attempt to investigate
the history and to expound the theological doctrinesof one of the 
Muslim sects, namely the Karramiyya. This sect was founded by Abu 
'Abd-Allah Mu1?ammad Ibn-Karram in the third century A.H., and its 
adherents con�inued as a distinct group among the &lnnite Muslims 
for nearly three centuries. 
In dealing with any of the early Muslim sects, however, one 
is confronted with various difficulties and many problems. The 
very definition of a group as a sect in the heresiographers' works 
must be taken with caution; because the heresiographers in their 
classification of the sects were largely influenced by the Tradition 
of the Prophet, in which be foretold that his community would be 
divided into seventy-three sects. There is also the problem of 
whether these views ascribed to certain sects were the real doctrines 
upheld by the sect's followers or whether they were distorted and
misrepresented by their opponents. Iloreover there is no certainty 
that those heresiograpbers were neutral in recording the sect's views, 
or that they were not influenced by their own sectarian partisanship 
and affiliation and their personal interest in ascribing certain 
tenets to certain groups or sects either to discredit or to honour 
them. 
These difficulties and problems are well exemplified in the 
case of the Karrimiyya sect. We will see in the course of this study 
how the hereeiographers differed regarding the classification of ·the • 
2 
sect and that they ascribed to ·the Karramites views which they 
did not uphold. In the case of the Karramiyya sect, those 
problems were aggravated and the treatment of the history and doctrines 
of the sect were rendered more difficult by two factors: Firstly, 
the sect's existence has been neglected by many historian� and those 
who mentioned them gave very scant and insufficient information. 
secondly as for the doctrines of the sect there is no extant work of 
the .L{arramite scholars which would have presented their doctrine 
from their own point of view. These factors make it difficult for 
the student of the sect to trace its historical existence and 
development on one hand; and on the other they leave him dependent, 
on his evaluation of the Karramite doctriner, upon the works of t;be 
sect's opponents or advocates which are often partial and of a 
polemical nature. 
A special reference is made, in this thesis, to ar-Razi's 
involvement wich the ICarramites and to his criticism of their doctrines 
for two reasons: (1) After ar-Razi's death we find no trace of the 
Karramites either as individual thinkers or as a collective body. 
Therefore it seems that ar-RazI witnessed the last phase of the sect's 
existence. (2) Ar-RazI who, as an Ash'arite theologian holds 
opposite views to those of the Karramiyya, engaged in conflict and 
disputations with the sect's adherents. Thus he thoroughly examined 
the sect's views and preserved, in his works, material concerning 
the Karramite doctrineswhich is not available in other sources. 
Therefore, by referring in particular to ar-Rizi's criticism we are 
















of the Ash'arite on one hand, and on the other to find out to what 
extent ar-RizI was fair in bis treatment of �e sect's views. This 
might also help in promoting an understanding of the whole objective 
of the thesis. 
The first chapter of this work is devoted to the study of 
ar-RazI's life from his birth until his involvement with the 
Karramites. 
I'he second chapter is concerned with the origin and the 
history of the Karramiyya sect. In this chapter the history of the 
sect is traced back to its founder Muhammad Ibn-Karram • '.rhe various 
aspects of bis life and movement as well as bis significance and 
achievement are considered. The chapter also deals with the 
history of the sect after the death of its founder. We follow the 
sect's adherents as scholars and as a collective body in Jerusalem 
and Kburasan, and their role in the Ghaznavid Empire and the Ghurid 
sultanate. 
In the following chapters we examine the theological doctrines 
of the sect. I'be third chapter outlines the sect's views regarding 
the nature of God. In the first section of this cha pter we have 
treated the problem of the Essence of God, and tried to find out 
the motive behind the sect's anthropomorphic views, and to what 
extent Ibn-Karram's views were different from those of bis followers 
regarding this problem. The second section of this chapter is a 
discussion of the sect's views concerning God being the locus of 
temporal phenomena and the problem of His attributes. rhe sect's 
theory of the origination and annihilation of the world is discussed 
• 
4 
:in ·the ·third c't ion. 
he ·fourth chapter is dedicated to 'th
of free will and prodestinat1on, t:be cri·terion 10
udy 10.f tb,e problo4..J 
ood and bad and 
wbotber or no·t l·t is :incumbent upon God to do
beings. 
a·t 1 ood .for humnn 
The fi.f ·th cbap·ter ie concerned wi'th ·t·be study of the sec·t 1 s 
views regarding the p�oble� of faith. The similarities between 
these and those of the Murji ',itea a.re outlined. 
The problems or p.ropbecy and ·the sinless·neaa o.f itbe p ro phets 
are dealt with ·in the sixth chapter. Hero the sec·t 's ·views conce:rn.in
the nature of prophecy and whe·tbe.r :i·t ie acqu .ired or bes·towed ·by God,
as well as the Ka�ramites' distlnct:ion between rasul and mursal ar 
analysed. 
In comp iling this thesis we have relied on sources of different 
natures. There are those works related to the study of ar-·Razi' s 
life, others are rela·cive to the history or ·the Karramiyya, and some 
are connected with the theological doctrinesof the sect. My 
intention bare is not to criticize or evaluate these works, but 
rather to give brief notes on their treatment of the aspects related 
to this subject. 
(1) Sources for the biography of ar-Razi.
As for the biography of ar-RazI, we have mainly relied on 











Tarajim Rijal al-Qarnayn, written by Abu-$bama Shihab 
ad-Din Abu-!It19ammad al-r-1aqdisi (d. 665/1266).
'Uyun al-Anba' fI rabaqat al-Atibba', by Muwaffaq ad-Din 
• • 
Abu-L-'Abbas .AJ;lmad Ibn-L-�asim Ton AbI-Usaybi'a (600-668/1203-1270) .
• 
vlafayat al-A 'yan wa-Anba' az-Zaman by Abu-L-'Abbas Ar}mad 
Ibn-l{ballikan (608-681/J.211-1282).
Al-warI bil-Wafayat, by �aliil:i ad-Din .lilialll Ibn-Aybak a�-�afadI
{716 or 17-764). 
'fabaqat ash-Shafi 'iyya al-Kubra by Taj ad-Din as-SubkI. 
{727-771/1327-70). 
Sbg_dharat adh-Dhabab fi-Akhbar man Dhabab by Abu-L-Fatal} 
-
T 'Abd-al-Hayy Ibn-al-'Imad al-�anbali (d. 1089/167e). 
Although these works differ from each other in giving fewer 
or more details of ar-RazI's life, they all pay more attention to its 
later phase and almost neglect bis early years. The importance of 
al-�ifti's work lies in its being the earliest source. Those of 
as-SubkI and Ibn-AbI-Usaybi'a give more details and preserve a text 
• 
of ar-Razi's will; they also give some information concerning bis 
family. 
- -
Ar-Razi's work al-Muna�arat is of great value it gives 
- -
a record of ar-Razi's travels in Transoxania. 
(2) Sources for the biography of Ibn-Karram and t he history
of his sect. 
As for the biography of Ibn-Karram we have relied upon the 
following sources: 




1112-66). This work provides us with some information about the 
origin from which the word Karram was derived, and tells us about the 
origin of Ibn-Karram and where be was born. It also gives a biography 
- - h ' -
of one of the Karramite scholars, namely Abu-Ya 'qub Is'�aq Ibn-l-Iapi,t3hadh. 
Other sources for Ibn-Karram's biography are the �abaqat of as-Subki 
and al-WafI of as-Safadl previously mentioned. 
• • 
As- Subkl 's work 
provides us with a discussion of the origin of Ibn-Karram's name, with 
other information about Ibn-Karram's life. 
Two of the sources which give biography of Ibn-Karram are 
Mizari� ��l�--I�'tidal fi Nagd al-Rijal by Abd-Allah AJ?mad Ibn- 'Uthman adh-
- • - - � - T -Dbahabi and Lis_an al-Mizan by Sbihab ad-Din Abu-L-Fa�l Al:mad Ibn-�ajar 
al- 'Asqalanl. Both these works were concerned with men connected 
with Tradition, therefore adh-IbahabI supplies us with information 
concerning this aspect of Ibn-Karram, and Ibn-�ajar practically 
-
repeats the material given by adh-Dhababi. 
- - - T -
Kitab al-Uns al-Jalil bi Tarik al-Quds wa-L-Khalil by 
Abu-L-Yumn Qa�I Mujir ad-Din al-'UlamI-al-ijanbalI, provides us 




Al;lsan at-Taqasim fi Ma rifat al-Aqalim by Shams ad-Din 
---- - - ··· ·- - -
-
Abu- 'Abd-Allah I�lll;lammad Ibn-AJ;lmad al-?1Iaqdisi is of great value for 
the history of the sect after the death of Ibn-Karram. It supplies 
us with useful info1•rnation about the Karramite groups scattered in 
different regions visited by this geographer. 
At-Tarikh al-Yamini written by Abu-Nasr Muhammad Ibn- 'Abd-• • 
al-Ja-bbar al- 'Utbl (d. 427 /1036 or 431/1039-40) informs us 
concerning the history of the Karramites in Khurasan, particularly 
• 
7 
their relation with the Ghaznavids. 
'Izz-ad-Din Ibn-al-Athir (555-6J0/1160-12J4) provides us,
in bis work Al-Kamil fi-t-Tarikb, with valuable information about 
the Karramites' history in the Gbur region, and their conflict with 
Fakhr ad-Dln ar-RazI. 
(J) Sources for the theological doctrines of the sect.
As for those works which deal with the theological doctrines 
of the Karramiyya sect they might be divided into two kinds 
1) Heresiographical works, (2) works of theology.
Heresiography.
Among the early heresiographical works in which referen ce 
is made to the sect's doctrine is riaqalat al-Islamiyyin of al-Ash'ari 
(d. 9 35) • In this work al-Ash'arI recorded the Karramite views 
without commentary, mentioning only the sect's views regarding the 
problem of faith and classifying the sect among the r,rurj'ite groups. 
Another heresiograpbical work which dealt with the sect's 
doctrinef is 41-Farg ba311 al-Firag of 'Abd-al-Qahir Ibn-'J:1ahir al-
Baghdad! (d. 429/1037). The importance of al-Baghdadi's work lies 
in the fact that he derived some of his information concerning the 
Karramite doctrinesfrom one of Ibn-Karram's books called 'Adhab al-
-
� 
3abr from which al-Baghdadi gave some extracts. 
-
T .rhus al-Bagbdadi 
unlike al-Ash'arI, was able to give some views of the sect 
concerning various theo logical problems. But the defect of al-
Baghdadi, in dealing with the Karramite doctrines shows itself in 
that he, overcome by his sectarian bias, engaged himself in the 




Among those heresiograpbical works in which some of the 
sect's views have been mentioned is Al-Fi�al fi-L-I•1ilal wa-L-Ahwa'
wa-n-I�ihal of Ibn-�azm (d. 456/J.064). It, however, contains less
information about the I(arramite doctrines than those mentioned in al-
Bagbdadi ' s work • Moreover Ibn-Hazm does not seem to be acquainted 
with any of the Karramites' works. 
One of the heresiographical works which deals wi·th the 
Karramite doctrinesis At-Tab�lr fi d-Din by Abu-L-Mu�affar al-
Isfara'ini (d. 471). The section of this work dealing with the 
sect's views is almost a summary of that of al-Bagbdadl's Farg with 
some addition. His method in the treatment of the sect resembles 
that of al-Baghdad!. 
In his heresiograpbical work Al-Milal wa-n-N�al, ash-ShahrastanI 
(d. 548/1153) mentioned the same views of Ibn-Karram which had been 
ascribed to him by al-Bagbdadi and al-Isfara'ini, but asb-Shahrastani 
supplies us with more details about the views of various Karramite 
sub-sects. In the Milal there is also much more information about 
·the Karramite views concerning God being the locus of originated
things• 
-
� Moreover ash-Shahrastani appeared to be acquainted with 
the views of the Karramite scholar Ibn-L-Hay�m. He acknowledged 
Ibn-L-Hay�am's attempts to correct Ibn-Karram's views, and pointed 
out the changes brought about by him. 
Fakhr ad-Din ar-RazI gave an accurate acc ount of the sect's 
main trends, in his work I '·tiqadat Firaq al-I1uslimin wa-L-}Iushrikin, 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The section on the Karramiyya in c.E. Bosworth: Th�
• - • 
- -
n 
Ghaznavids, and bis articles "The Rise of the Karramiyya in Khurasan
in the Muslim \-/orld Vol. l (1960) and "The Early Islamic History
of Gbur" in C.A.J. Vol. 6 (1961) are indispensible for the history
of the Karramiyya. They provide us with valuable information about 





T�e Life of ar-Razi and His Involvement with 
--





His full name is Abu-'Abd-Allah Muhammad Ibn-'Umar Ibn-al-
' 1· - - 1ijusayn Ibn- A i  ar-Razi. He is well known as Fakhr ad-Dln ar-
- - • -
TRazi and is often called Ton-Khatib ar-Rayy or Ton-al-Khatib, 
• • 
which came to him from his father's profession as a preacher in 
Rayy. In his later age, ar-Razi got the title Sbaykh al-Islam 
while be was in Herat.2 Ar-Raz! lived in the sixth and the early
years of the seventh centuries A.H. He was born,according to 
some of his biographers, on the 25th of Rama�an, in the year 
543/6 March, 11493 or 544/27 February, 1150.4 His bdrth place
was Rayy, a town of fame and importance before and at the time of 
bis birth.5 It gave its name to many distinguished scholars and
philosophers, among whom was the well known philosopher Abu-Bakr 




... Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi the subject of our study. 
1. Ibn-Khallikan, Waf&yat, Vol. 1. p. 600, Maqdisl, Tarajim Rijal
al-Qa1wna3n, p. 68. Ibn-Abl-U�aybi'a, 'Uylm al-Anba', Vol. 2, p.23. 
2. Tabaqat ash-shafi'iyya, Vol. 5, p. 35.
J. Wafayat, Vol. 1, p. 600; �abaqat, Vol. 5,
Khal.likan gave the date of the day.
4. ijukama', p. 92; Sbadharat, Vol. 5, p. 21.
5. V. )Iinorsky, E.I.
1, Vol. III, art. "Raiy", 
p. 35. Only Ibn-





- ... Ar-Razi was born in a family of scholars and learned men. 
- -
"T His father Abu-1-Qasim 'Umar Ibn-1-Husayn, who was known as .t{ha�ib 
ar-Rayy and preserved the title 
scholar and prominent figure in 
• 
-
T Diya'-ad-Din, was a 
• 
distinguished 
Rayy.1 He studied figh and
occupied himself with the study of khilaf and usul al-fiqh until 
he became distinguished and set a rare example in these fields.
2
Ar-RazI's father was a follower of the Ash'arite school of 
theology and the Sbafi'ite school of fiqh; the links of his 
masters in these subjects goes back to the founders of the schools, 
i.e. al-Asb'ari and aah-Sbafi'i respectively. He took Tradi·t ion
from the well-known Traditionist Muhyl-as-Sunna al-Baghawi (d. 516/
1123) 3 and theology from Abu-1-Qasim al-An�arI (d. 511 or 512).
The pupil of Imam al-�aramayn al-Juwayni (d. 478/1085).4 It is
said that ar-Razl's father compiled several works on u�ul al-fiqh,
theology and preaching as well as other subjects; one of these
works called Ghayat-ul-Muram, consists of two volumes; its subject
was theology- and it was highly admired by as-Subki.5 Ar-Razi's
1. tabaqat, Vol. 4, P• 285.
'
-
2. Uyun, Vol. 2, p. 25.
3. Abu Mul?ammad al-�usayn Ibn-Mas'ud al-fare' al-MarwazI, the
author of at-Tahdll_Ib, Traditionist, mufassir and Jurist.
Tabaqat, Vol. 4, pp. 214-16.
,I,-- - - ---
4. Tabaqat, Vol. 4, pp. 222/2J.
5. Tabaqat, Vol. 4, pp. 285-6.
-
• 
• - - , 
13 
father bas been described as being eloquent and powerful in 
preacbing, renowned and distinguished in fiqb, well known as a 
Traditionist and theologian and a man of letters.
1
Another member of ar-Ra3I's family of which some information
bas reached us, was his only and elder brother Rukn-ad-Dln, who 
bas been described as being rash, thoughtless and often mentally 
deranged. He had, however, grasped some knowledge of theology 
- . . and u�ul al-fiqh, but he bad no reputation for learning. He
showed great dislike for bis brother Fakhr ad-Din and used to 
follow him wherever he went, slandering him, and depreciating those 
wbo occupied themselves with the study of bis brother's works. 
when ar-Rukn became so troublesome and caused his brother embarrass­
ment, the latter requested the sultan Khwarizm-Shah to confine ar­
Rukn in some remote castle and put restrictions on his movements. 
The request was complied with, and thus ar-Rukn ended the rest of 
his life. 
His education 
In such a family, ar-RazI was brought up and educated. with 
bis father he studied fiqh and theology in their shafi'ite's and 
Asba'rite'a versions. In one of his works called Ta��il al-�aqq 
which is believed to be on theology, ar-Razi mentioned that he 
studied theology with bis father who was the pupil of Abu-1-Qasim 
• 




sulayman Ibn-Na�lr al-An�arI, who was the pupil of Imam al-�aramayn 
al-JuwaynI (d. 478/1085) and thus the chain of the masters goes 
back to al-Ash'ar!. Similarly he stated that he studied figh with 
his father who in this field was the pupil of Abu-f\1u]?ammad al-!jusayn 
Ibn-rlas 'ud al-Fara, al-BagbawI, and thus the chain of the mast;ers
- - - 1
goes back to al-Imam ash-Sbafi'i. 
After the death of his father, of which no definite date 
was given, ar-Rizi left Rayy and went to Samnan,2 where be joined
al-Kamal as-SamnanI with whom ar-RazI studied figb.3 As -Safadi, 
. -
however, mentioned that the master of ar-RazI after the death of 
his father was a scholar called at-Tabasi who wrote a book known as 
• 
- - I - T • Al-Hayiz fi ilm ar-Rawbani (the comprehensive book on The Spiritual 
• • 
Knowledge).4 so far nothing is known about al-kamQl as-samnaili, 
apart from his being a prominent scholar in f:f._gb. At-Tabasi, 
• 
however, is an unknown figure; the title of his book, suggests that 
be might be a mystic or preacher, and so ar-Razi might have studied 
with him one of these subjects. 
- -
T From Samnan, ar-Raz1 returned to Rayy, where he continued his 
study with another scholar on different subjects. Ar-Razl's master 
in Rayy, was al-Majid al-Jili with whom be studied philosophy and 
theology. He attended al-JilI's lectures in Rayy, and when the 
1. Wafayat, Vol. 1. p. 602;
Vol. 1. p. 44-6.
Tash-kupri Zada, Mifta� as-Sa'ada, 
2. Samrian was a to-wn in Qumas region, located between Damghan
- � 
-
and Gbur of Rayy, Ibn-al-Abhir, al-Lubab, Vol. 1, p. 565.
3 • 'f ab a q at , Vo 1 • 5 , p • 35 • 






master was inv ited to teach and preach at Maragba, ar-Raz1 
accompanied him and remained there for a long time studying the 
same subjects.
1 Al-JllI has been described as one o f  the great
scholars of bis time, remarkably distinguished in philosophy and 
theology and co mpiled many works on these subjects.
2 Al-JilI
was also the teacher of the sufi-philo sopher Sbihab ad-Dln as­
SubrawardI al-Maqtul the founder of the illuminist (ishraqiya) 
school of philo sophy and mysticism, who was executed in 587/1191
for bis heretical views.3
It is said that ar-RazI spent some time at a school in 
Martad, where be studied fi�h with one of its Juriats.4 But 
neither the time nor the name of the master with whom he studied 
at Martad, was given. According to Ibn 1-Qifti however, after ar-
Razi studied 'Ulum al-Awa'il, and after acquiring a considerable 
mastery in u�ul -�al_-fiqb, he went to Khurasan, where be occupied
himself with the study of the works of al-Farabi and ibn-S1na, from 
which he benefited a lot.5 The exact places in Khurasan, and the
persons who taught ar-RazI these philosophical works, have not 
been mentioned. 
-
T • • As a student ar-Raz1 was described as being diligent, indus-
trious and bard-working. These m erits were combined with an 
1. �abaqat, Vol. 5. p. 35.
2. 'UyUil, Vol. 2, p. 23; war!, Vol. 4, p. 249.
J. �adharat, Vol. 4, pp. 290-91.
4. Wafl, Vol. 4, p. 249.






indefatigable determination to acquire knowledge and to master 
the various branches of learning. His travels in pursuit of 
knowledge gave him a first hand information in certain fields and 
show bis eagerness and desire for knowledge. It is mentioned that 
ar-Razi said: "By God, I regret the time I have spent in eating 
instead in the pursuit of learning, for Time is precious." 1 Ar-
RazI bad a remarkable memory. It is believed that he learnt by 
heart and committed to memory Imam al-I;faramayn's volume on theology 
entitled Ash-Shami!, al-GbazalI's book on u�ul al-fiqh entitled 
�-Muxta�fa as well as Al-Mu'tamad of Abu-�1-�usayn al-Ba�rI the 
I·!U 'ta z i 1 it e • 2
With this intellectual capacity and disposition, ar-Razl 
was able not only to be acquainted with all the science of bis 
time but also to master several branches of knowledge. He was an 
expert in figb, u�ul al-fiqh, theology and philosophy, and was an 
authority on both Arabic and Persian languages and literatures. 
He studied medicine and history and wrote works on both the 
subjects. He was acquainted with geometry, astrology, physiognomy 
(firasa) and mineralogy, and it is believed that be had made an 
unsuccessful research on alchemy. In all these branches of 
knowledge, it is said that ar-RazI had compiled works. His extant 
works which vary from theology, philosophy and u�ul al-fiqb, to 
' 
-
1. Uyun, Vol. 2, p. 23.





alchemy and medicine clearly demonstrate bis encyclopaedic knowledge. 
-
His commentary on the Qur'an called l-1afatih al-Gh_azb or At-Tafsir 
al-Kabir, is viewed by his critics as being inclusive of everything 
excep� tarsir,
1 and by his advocates as having all possible details
of knowledge in addition to tafsir.2 
-
T 
This is because ar-Razi 
bas dealt in it with all aspects of Muslim intellectual activity 
and demonstrated in it his prolific knowledge. Ar-Razl bas been 
described by a�-�afadI as one who bas a unique combination of many 
gifts: "He bad ability to express himself, sound mind, knowledge 
which knew no bounds, an all embracing memory, and be bad all bis 
proofs and examples at bis finger-tips".3 It bas been said that 
be was careful in dealing with the questions of fiqb, theology and 
pbiloaopby.4 
His Travels 
Having completed bis study and mastering both Islamic and 
philosophical subjects, ar-Razi set out on travels. From the 
statements of ar-RazI's biographers, as well as frctn his O'Wil account, 
it seems that be had almost covered the Eastern part of the Islamic 
empire, and travelled through the area extending from Kburasan, 
Khwarizm and Transoxania to Ghazna and India.5 He first wmt to 
1. Wafi, Vol. 4, P• 254.
2. Ibid., Vol. 4, p. 254.

















to Goldziher, were at that time in majority in 
After bitter debates with the Mu'tazilites, ar-
RazI was expelled from Khwarizm but no reason has been given so 
far for bis expulsion. It is possible, however, that he was 
expelled because of his harsh and severe criticism of his 
opponents, and that the highest abilities he had displayed during 
bis disputation,
2 roused the scholars of Kbwarizm and their
followers against him. 
After this unsuccessful journey in Khwarizm, ar-RazI went 
to Transoxania (Mawara' an-Nabr).3 It seems, however, that ar­
RazI visited the region of Transoxania twice: The first journey, 
which bas been mentioned by al-Qif�l, took place 
was a student wandering in search of knowledge.4 
- ,. when ar-Razi 
Ar-RazI's 
second visit to the region took place when he was an authority 
on philosophy and some of bis philosophical works were part of the 
curriculum in the region.5
Concerning this latter visit to Transoxania, ar-RazI has 
left a full and elaborate account of the places he visited, the 
people with whom he bas discussions, and the subjects be discussed. 
All this bas been clearly stated in his Work entitled al-Munaiarat. 
1. Der Islam, Vol. • 
• • 
111 
2. Wafayat, Vol. 1, p.
3. 1abaqat, Vol. S, p.
4. Hukama', p • 291.
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From al-�1una�arat we know that ar-RazI visited the towns of B11kbara 
and Samarqand; and bad disputations with the scholars of these 
towns. In B1Jkbara he met ar-Ra9-l an-Nfsb:spiirI who, according to 
Ibn-Abi-al-\-Jafa
,, was one of the great scholars of his time, and
was known for bis dialectical = method - called the "Radawiyya 
method". 
1 Ar-Razi though found him a man of integrity but dull
of understanding.2 Of the same town was an-Nur-as-Sabunl,3 who
• • 
claimed himself to be a leading scholar in theology and basic dogma 
( 'aqa, id.) • 
-
T In a debate with him, ar-Razi completely confused and 
perplexed him, and he beseeched ar-RazI not to reveal bis ignorance 
and short-comings in theology.4 Another scholar from Bukhara 
was ar-Rukn al-QazwinI,5 the pupil of ar-Radi an-NisbapurI who
• 
was described 
- 6 of ar-Radi. 
by ar-RazI as one of the most distinguished students 
Ar-RazI bad also discussion in Bukhara with Sharar-
ad-D!n !-iluhannnad Ibn-Mubannaad al-J.'Ias 'udl, who was the renowned 
• 
• 
philosopher of the tovJI1. But to ar-Razi I s surprise, "he was a 
short tempered man, who got furious and irritated by any objection 
to his arguments or views. Moreover, in addition to that he was 
a blind follower of al-Ghazal! and accepted all that al-GhazalI 
1. Al-Jawal}ir al-Mu�I'a. Vol. 2, p. 370.
2. 
- -
!1unazarat • p. 1; Trans. p. 29.
J. His full name was Ahmad Ton-Muhammad Ton-Bakr
, 
. 
distinguished theologian, died on the 15th of
See al-Jawru)ir al-�1u91' a, Vol. 1. p. 124.
4. Munazarat, pp. 14, 17, 23-24.
S 1 - �, • A -Jawahir al-I�fug.1 a, Vol. 2, p. 370.









said and wrote.'' 1 In Samarqand ar-RazI met al-Farid al-GbaylanI,
who, it is said, was a great philosopher and well known for his 
staunch criticism of Ibn-Sina, and particularly bis theory of the 
eternity of the world. lie wrote a treatise on this subject. Ar-
Razl refuted the proofs which al-Gbayle.nI put forth against the 
? - 2views of Ibn-Sina. 
After bis involvement in these relentless disputations with 
the scholars of Transoxania, ar-RazI was forced to leave the region. 
No explicit reasons have been given here, but it seems that the same 
reasons, which la:11Dar-Razl's expulsion from Kbwarizm - that is, the 
harshness of his arguments, the jealousy of the scholars, and blind 
acceptance of masses the prevalent beliefs - made him to leave 
Transoxania. 
- .. -
T In his al-Munaiarat, ar-Razi mentioned that in one of 
bis debates with ar-Ragi an-Nlshapuri, about four hundred of the 
latter's followers were present in listening the discussion, feeling 
himself corned and humiliated, ar-RadI instigated his followers to 
make trouble and disturbance. The disruption was averted at 
ar-Razi's appeal to ar-Ra�I that he should not give up his good 
behaviour, and not to defame his reputation of being just and fair 
in the treatment of his opponents.3 A similar event occurred in 
one of ar-RazITs debates with an-Nur as-SabunI.4 
• • 
1. Ibid., pp. 31-36, 42-43•
2. Ibid., pp. 59-62.
3 • Ibid • , p • 5 7 •
4. Ibid., p. 14.
It is possible 
• 
21 
that such events led to ar-Razi's expulsion from Transoxania. 
His relation with the Ghurid Sultans
From Transoxania ar-RazI returned to his native town Rayy, 
and from there it is believed he entered into relations with the 
Gburid Sultans. The Gburid sultanate emerged in the 6th/12th 
century from the Gbur region, the centre of what is known now as 
- . - 1 - . Afghanistan. At the time ar-RazI approached the Gburid court, 
the Gburid sultanate had reached the peak of its strength under the 
rule of the two brothers Ghiyath ad-Din of Gbur (d. 599/1202) and 
shihab ad-Dln of Ghazna (569-602/1173-1206), and was the great 
single power on the Eastern part of the Islamic World. These two 
brothers, especially Ghiyath ad-Din, were great patrons of Arts and 
literature, and were extremely generous towards men of letters, 
and scholars were favourites in their court.2
It is said that ar-RazI first came into contact with the 
- - T Gburid Court, through the younger brother Shihab ad-Din of Ghazna, 
who had borrowed an amount of money from ar-Razi and to pay him this 
debt shihab ad-Din invited him to visit his court in Ghazna, and 
- -
there it is said, ar-Razi enjoyed the favour and the generosity of 
shihab-ad-Din. 3 Then ar-Razl joined the courts of the sultan 
Ghiyath ad-Din at Firuzkuh and Herat. He was warmly welcomed and 
received by the Sultan; and a special school was built for him 
in Herat. 
1. Bosworth, Cambridge History of Iran, Vol. 5, p. 160.
2. C.E. Bosworth, E.I.2, ii, art."Ghorids", pp. 1099-1104.





. But, as we will see in the next chapter, the Gbur region 
was largely dominated by the followers of the Karramiyya sect. 
And the teaching and doctrines of the sect were for a long time 
deeply rooted in the region, and bad great influence on the public. 
At the same time, ar-RazI was an Asb'arite theologian and philosopher, 
and we will see later from his criticism of the Karramite doctrines 
that he was an opponent of the Karramite's teachings. The 
Karramites on their part also considered him as their bitter opponent 
and arch-enemy. Therefore by having a school in which he taught 
- . - ... in public and refuted the doctrinesof the Karramites, ar-Razi came
into an open clash with the adherents of the sect. The Karrami t es
saw in the favour given to ar-RazI by the Sultan a real threat to
their position and influence in the court. 
-
� The school of ar-Razi 
represented a direct danger to their teachings, especially when ar­
Razi succeeded in attracting large audiences, and in converting 
some Karramites to his Ash'arite doctrines. 
Realizing the danger presented by ar-Razl's teachings and 
bis position in the court, the Karramites resolved to expel him 
from the court and prevent him from holding public lectures. so 
they started opposing, repudiating his views, and did not hesitate 
even to use any calumny t o  discredit him. 1rbey found an opportunity 
to achieve their aims, in an event which took place, according to 
- 1 
Ibn-al-Athir, in the year 595/1199. In this year, Ibn-al-Atbir 
says: "a dangerous riot (fi�p.a) occurred at Firuzkub where the 





sultan Gbiyatb ad-Din had bis headquarters. In a ·theological 
disputation which to ok place in the presence of the Sultan and 
was attended by scholars from the Karramite sect, and the 
Shafi'ite and �anafite schools, Fakbr ad-Din ar-RazI met the head 
of the Karramiter, al-Qadl Iiajd ad-Dln 'Abd-al-Majid Ibn 'umar known
• 
as Ibn-al-Qudwa, who was the follower of the Hay�amiyya sub-sect 
and was highly respected by the Karramites for his piety, learning 
and nobility. Ar-Razl started the disputation and when Ibn-al-
Qudwa objected to what be bad said, ar-Razl attacked him and 
severely criticized the heretical and ill-expressed doctrines of 
the Karramites, and even burled abuses at Ibn-al-Qudwa. The 




a patron of the Karramites and an opponent of ar-Razi, complained 
to the Sultan of ar-RazI's harsh treatment of Ibn-al-Qudwa, and 
the rude language he used. 
-
T • He also accused ar-Razi of being 
Zindiq and follower of the philosophers. The Sultan, however, 
paid no attenti on to the complaint and the accusations against ar-
- -
Razi. But the following day the situation got worse; the 
followers of the Karramite sect assembled in the mosque, where 
they were addressed by Ibn-al-Qudwa. Ibn-al-Qudwa started by 
expressing bis sincerity and loyalty to the sunna of the prophet. 
At the same time be attacked the philosophy of Aristotle and that 
of al-Farabi and Ibn-S!na as being heresy, and repudia·ted those 
who followed them (referring to ar-RazI). Then Ibn-al-Qudwa 














and bitterly wept at the end of his speech. This dramatic 
presentation roused the mob to riot.
1 The sultan who wished to 
- -
support ar-Razi, feared that by publicly upholding him be might 
lose the popular support of the Gbur people upon whom bis military 
strength largely depended. Therefore to calm the situation, he 
promised that be would expel ar-RazI, and to avoid any further 
complications he ordered ar-Razi to leave Firuzkuh and to go to 
- 2Herat. 
In Herat, however, life was not so easy and peaceful for 
- T ar-Razi. There, 
were Karramites, 3 
too, the majority of the town's inhabitants 
besides a great number of Hanbalites, who took 
• 
the same position as the Karramites against ar-RazI. It is said 
that the �anbalites in Herat used to put lampoons full of abuses, 
scandals and curses on ar-Razi's pulpit. Once, while he was 
delivering his sermons, his attention was drawn to one of these 
papers which stated that bis son was licentious and a fornicator 
and that his wife was an adulteress. 
-
� Ar-Raz1 read the paper and 
replied by saying ''this piece of paper states that my son is 
licentious and committed fornica�ion. This is to be expected of 
youth, which is a kind of madness and we pray that God will gui de 
him aright and accept bis repentance. As for my wife, women are 
like that unless God makes them chaste. I am an old man who has 
1 • c f. Sha dh a rat , Vo 1 • 4. pp • 31 8-1 9 • :Mir' at , MS. 
2. Bosworth, c.A.J. Vol. 6 (1961), p. 132.
J. I.A. Vol. 12, p. 71.
-
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nothing 'to o,f ter to women. o�bin2, however, in this paper 
u�geets thtrt my so:n ,or my w,ife be.11 tba't God is 
tbo't 'they compare ·a:,1m wi·th any o·r ,Hie o·reatu,res.
'body o,r 
And so to 
I have never aaid that 'the Crea'tor 1 ·body and I :bave ,
I 
likened flim to wha·t He wae C'reoted, n•or osc:ribod to Him ·posit.ion
,, lin space. 
Ar-Raz1 expressed h.is despair and 'f.rustra'ti'"'�• ,of li in 
Hera't in a po em, which it is sa,id he addressed 'to 'tbo people of 
Herat sa ying: ".A man 'ls desp'iaed as long as be lives, ,he 1e 
appreo.iated when be dies."2 This shows bow ar-Rizl was badly 111-
treated and n egl ected in Hera't. Because or this be left rat 
and went to Ohazna, ho ping to f,ind a moro co mf,ortable 're.fuge and 
secure place to live in. :rn Ohazna ar-Razl was waz•mly received
by the then Sultan S hihab ad--'Dln o f  Gbazna, and was endowed w.i·th 
honour and res·pec t. But tbis did not last 'f or a l ong time, 
because a few years later the Sultan was assassinated immediately 
after bis return from Nahavound in 602/1203. 3 It is sa:id that 
Shihab ad-Dln was murdered by some of the unbel'ievers, who were 
against bim for he killed many of them in the wars. It is also 
ass11med th at he was assassinated by the Batini tes, who feared that 
• 
Shihab ad-D!n was going to destroy their centres in Khurasan.4 But 
the Karramites tried to utilize the event against their old enemy, 
1. Tabaqat, Vol. 5, pp. 26-7; \�fl, Vol. 4, p. 250.
2. Wafayat, Vol. 1, p. 602.
J. I.A. Vol. 12, p. 98.
-
1abaqat, Vol. 5, pp. 25-6.







ar-Razl. So they accused him of boin,g involved in the 1ntr1stu
ths t .led to the aasas,ainatio:n o:r tbo su.l·tan. 1Qn hearing ·thl
allegation, ·the olavee of ,Shihab ad·-Dln who wore faith:Cul to their
master I go·t extremely angry end a·t·temp ·too ·to ll't'tnn..- _rr -
was saved by ·the .Protection or the Vizi'r Mu'oyid. ol-.t•lulk wh,o
arranged b:is escape to a ,p:lace or safety .
1
llis .rela'tion wi·tb Kbwarizm-sbeb 
Af·ter the death of the Sul·tan Sb1hab ad-:Din, th burid
dynasty began ·to dooline and a dacado .'later it f :1nally colla,psed.
Realizing tbe poten·tiol end ot· ·tbe dynast·y and after losing his 
protec·tor Shihab ad-D!n, ar-'l1az! dissociated himself f:rom tb 
Gburid court and joined tbe court of lOlwarizm-sbah. Khwar·izm-
shah's dynasty arose in tbe 6·th/12tb oen·tury in ·the region of 
IOlwarizm, it put an end ·to tbe SUljuq rul e in Khurasan and engaged 
with tbe Ghurid in an intensive war. After ·the defeat and dec:l.ine
of the latter, tbe Khwarizm-shab dynas·ty under the rule of the 
Sultan 'Ala' ad-Din reksb MW?onanad became ·the potent and supreme 
power in the Eastern part of the Islamic Empire. 2 At this time 
of glory, ar-RazI came into contact with the Court of the sultan 
'Ala' ad- Din. According to his biographers, er-Raz! was warmly 
received with respect and honour by the Sultan .talwarizm-shah, who 
showed great consideration to  him. It is said that the sultan 
1. Ibn-Katblr, al-Bidaya, Vol. 13, p. 43.







gave ar-RazI the royal palace at Herat to be his permanent 
residence,
1 and under the patronage of the sultan a special school
was built for ar-Razi. Khwarizm-sbab used to come and attend his 
-
T - -
lectures, and ar-Razi compiled for him a book called Al- 'Ikhtiyarat 
I -, . . 2 
'Al-,al- Ala iyya. ?-Ioreover, the Vizir of the sultan called a 
al-I1Ulk married the daugbt er of ar-Razi. 3 In this en vironment 
of respect and honour, enjoying bis position in the court of 
Khwarizm-shab and widespread reputation ar-Razl spent the rest of 
bis life as teacher and preacher in H�rat. 
Eis Death 
Early in the year 606/1209 ar-RazI felt sick; it is beli eved 
tnat at the time be was in the town of Khwarizm.4 From there be 
returned to Herat; on feeling that he was getting worse and 
realizing that his death is approaching, ar-RazI dictated bis last 
will to his disciple Ibrablm Ibn-Abu-Bakr al-Isfara'!nl, on Sunday,
the 21st of M�aram, in the same year. A month later on the 1st 
of shawal 606/29th of f,farch 1210 ar-Razi passed away. S 
Of his will, our concern here is mainly with the part in 
which ar-Ra'zl emphatically requested bis disciples, the Sultan and 
his fam,ily, to keep the report of bis death a secret and to tell no 
one a'bout its occurrence, and to bury him in accor dance wi·th the 
1. 'utun , Vo 1 • 2 , ·p • 2 v •
- -
- - I -
2. Ibn-Taym:iy,ya, Majmu at_ ar-Raaa'il, p. 140.
3. _ 'U,:un , Vo 1. 2 , p • 2 6 •
� Ibi�, Vol. 2, p. 26.
• Ibid. ,I 'PP. -7-
• 
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- 1Muslim prac�ice, on the mountain of Muzdakhan near Herat. 
.�ether due to this part of his will or to other reports, ar-Razl's 
death and burial became a subject of speculation and conjecture 
for bis biographers. ?lost of the biographers maintained that ar-
Razl's death resulted from poison given by the Karramites in his 
driDk or food. 
2 As to his burial, it is said tbat be was buried
on the same day of his death, at the same place wbich he had 
requested. According to al-�ifti, when ar-RazI died it was 
• 
announced that he had been buried in the mountain in the neighbour-
hood of Herat, but in fact, he was buried secretly in bis house, 
and the reason for that was to prevent the mob of Herat from ill-
treating and mutilating bis corpse, because ar-Razi was suspected of 
being negligent in matters concerning religion.3 
AnawatI rejected both these ass11mptions - that ar-RazI was 
poisoned by the Kar1·amit ea, and that he was buried secretly - as not 
likely to be true, because there is no evidence to support the 
first assumption, and also of the second one for ar-Razl's tomb is 
still visited and venerated at Herat.4 It is true that there is no 
p ositive evidence to support these assumptions, but by considering 
the circumstances and the environment which surrounded ar-RazI, 
and .bich was full of hatred and envy, one tends not to reject these
-
1. ;abaqa·t, Vol. 5, p. 38; 'Uyun, Vol. 2, p. 28.
2. ,Shadha:rat, 'Vol. 5, p. 21; Jjukama' , p. 92;
i.r 1st, lifS. vratI, Vol. 4, p. 2.58. 
3 • JI{U� 8.mS I I p • 2 91. 
Tarajim, p. 66. 




speculations about ar-Razi's death and burial so easily. rlore-
over, ar-Razl's emphasis in his will on being buried secretly, 
and of keeping bis death a secret, indicates that he was afraid 
that his opponen·ts - the Karramitea and the Hanbalites - might
ill-treat his remains. 
From what has been said abo ve, it is clear that, although 
ar-RazI enjoyed wide reputation and worldly success as a great 
scholar and philosopher, and had the protection and patronage 
of the great sultans and rulers of bis time, he spent most of bis 
life in conflict with the followers of the Karramiyya sect and 
similar groups. The Karramites used every tactic to defame 
ar-RazI, to repudiate and attack him. 
- -
Ar-Razi, on his part, and 
as will be shown later in the discourse did bis best to refute the 
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Cl-IAPTER II 
The Origin and �he History of the Karramiyya Sect 
The Muslim heresiograp bers, in dealing with the sects were 
greatly influenced by their sectarian affiliation, partisan loyalty 
and personal interest. They were also influenced by the 9aditb 
of the prophet that his community would be split in 73 sects. 
These elements led to ·the confusion about many sects found in the 
beresiograpbers' works, and to the distortion and misrepresentation 
of the views of these sects. This is exemplified in the 
Karramiyya sect. On the one band, l-Ie find that asb-ShahrastanI 
included them among those whom be called �ifatiyya such as the 
Asb'arites and ahl-al-Hadlth, who shared in ascribing attributes 
to God, though the Karramiyya went too far and fell in gross tajsim.1
On the other hand, we find that other heresiographers regarded the 
Karramiyya as a sub-sect or a branch or the Murji'a,2 and to others
they were one of the extremist Murji'ite sub-sect.3 Al-Bagbdadi
-
T T followed by al-Isfara'ini, however, considered the sect as one of 
the musbabbiha groups, 4 but they classified and treated them a s  a 
separate sect.5 Moreover various and numerous sub-sects of the
Karramiyya were mentioned by those heresiographers, while Baghdadl 
1. Milal, p. 79.
' 'T 
- - T T 
2 •. Ash ari, Magalat, p. lLµ; al-Jili, Ghunya, Vol. 1, p. 102. 
J. Ibn-Hazm, Fisal, Vol. 2, p. 111 •
4. Farq, pp. 228-9; Tab�ir, p. 65.








and al-Isfara'InI mentioned the �aqa'iqiyya, rara'
iqiyya and
rs•�Sqiyya as the three Karr8mite sub-sects,
1 according to ash­
SbahrastanI, the Karramite sub-sects amount to twelve, thoug
h the
major ones are six - 'Abidiyya, Nuniyya, zuryaniyya, Is
'�aqiyya,
w�idiyya and Hay�amiyya.2
This confused picture of the Karramiyya, however, might
bave been caused by the difference of aspects from which those 
heresiographers have dealt with the sect. Those who considered 
them mushabbiba, mujassima or one of the � ifatiyya groups, were 
only concerned with the problems of the essence and attributes of 
God, wh ile the others who were concerned with the problem of faith 
regarded them as a sub-sect of the Murji'a, since they share with them 
similar views on this problem. 
The Founder of the Sect 
The Karramiyya, as some other Muslim sects, was named after 
its founder, J,IuhEtrtnuad Ibn-Karram, and his followers came to be 
• 
- . known as the Karramites.
Ibn-Karram's full name was Abu- 'Abd -Allah Muhammad Ibn-Karram
• 
Ibn-'Arraf Ibn-Khizana Ibn-al-Bara' as-SijistanI an-NisbapurI.3 
Ibn-Karram's name caused controversy among his biographers, who
disputed whether his name was Karram, Kiram, or Karam. 
As-Sam'anI favoured the first pronounciation, i.e. Karram.
1. Ibid. , p. 25, Ibid • , p. 6 5.
2. Milal, pp. 79-80.






To support bis view he mentioned that Ibn-Karram's father was a
vine tender, therefore he was called al-Karram, and bis son 
Mcl;iammad came to be known as Ibn-Karr8m. 1 In favouring this pro­
nounciation, as-Sam'SnI was followed by az-Zabldi,
2 'Ulami3 as
well as adb-DhahabI; ,- TI but the latter rejected as-Sam ani s 
explanation of the origin of the name. To him, as-Sam 'anI's view 
is doubtful and had no evidence to support it.4 
Among those 1bo seem to favour the pronounciation Kiram, was 
as-SubkI, who recorded a disputation about Ibn-Karram's name, and 
quoted in support of bis view the Karramite poet al-Busti, who said 
in one of his eulogies of Ibn-Karram: 
Those people whom we do not find following !1ubammad . -- -- . Ibn-Kiram are not noble ones (Kiram). 
The real fifb is that of Abii-danifa alone;and the rea dogma (Di.n) is that of ?1W?amro�d Ibn-Kiram.5 
rhe Karramites themselves did not accept as-Sam'anI's view.
According to adh-Dbahabi, the Karramite theologian, Ibn-Haysam 
• 
said that t he name should be pronounced either Karam which means 
- -
( 
6karama or Karam; or Kiram plural of Karim generous). 
rt seems that the dispute about Ibn-Karram's name, was in 
fact, a difference of opinion about the evaluation of Ibn-Karram's 
himself; that his opponents tried to repudiate anddebase him by 
showing bis humble origin, while his followers tried to defend and 
show the nobility of their master's ancestors. 
.1. Sam 'an!, f. 477. 
2. 
- -
Az-Zab idi, E£. cl t_., 
.., 
__; . Una al-J_alil, Vol. 
Vol. 9, p. 
l, p. t!.6?.
4. Miz�n, Vol. 4, p. 21.
5. Tabaq�t, Vol. 2, p. 35.






view seems more likely, but the pronounciation Karram became 
prevalent and commonly agreed upon among most writers. 
Ton Karram's Life. 
Information about Ton Karram's early life are vecy scant.
It bas been mentioned that he v1as born in Sijistan at 
Zar�u,, about the year 190/805, and that be was of Arab origin, 
- - 1 
namely from the tribe of Banu-Nizar. No mention of his family
or the environment in which he was brought up is given by bis
biographers. sources are silent about bis early life, apart from 
that be bad spent some time in Sijistan. 
His :Education 
Little is known about Ibn-Karram's education. There are no 
records of the date or the places where and when he started and 
pursued his learning. It is mentioned, however, that he studied 
Tradition and commentary on the Qur'an,2 and some names of the
scholars with wh om he came into contact were given. rherefore by 
giving a short outline of the places where those masters used to 
teach, and the subjects which they taught, we hope that something 
about Ibn-Karram's education might be known. 
According to his biographers, Ibn-Karram left Sijistan and 
went to Kburasan where he came in contact with the famous ascetic 
Abu-'Abd-Allah Af}mad Ibn-�arb (d. 234/850).3 But by that time Ibn-
1. Sam'anl, f. 477.
2. WafI, Vol. 4, p. 375.




Karram must have been old, since he was able to move about for
learning. Thus if it is considered that the normal age of
education began about eleve�, then one is inclined to maintain
that Ibn-Karram bad started his study in Sijistan before be came
to Khurasan. Concerning Ahmad Ibn-Harb, however, it is said 
• • 
that be belonged to the Murji'ite sect, and is believed to have been 
an active propagator of the sect's doctrine. He was a Traditionist
and made a visit to Baghdad where he taught this subject; neverthe­
less he was considered as a.n unreliable authority in this field, 
and narrated Tradition which had no foundation. vJith Ton-Harb, 
• 
Ibn-Karram learned asceticism and was introduced to the life of 
ascetics.
1 and the Karramites claimed to be Ibn-Harb's followers.2
• 
Another master of Ibn-Karram is believed to be Ibrahim Ibn­
Yuaur al-Makiyani (d. 2 39 or 244), 3 who was a �anafite Jurist well­
.known for his scholarly gift among the Hanafites, and was the most 
• 
learned man of his time in Ba)kh. He has been, however, accused 
of being Murji'ite, and for this reason Imam Malik forbade him from 
attending his lectures. For the same reason, i.e. being 
I•.iurji'ite, Ibn-Q,utayba expelled al-Makiyani from Balkh and then he 




was a Traditionist and considered as trustworthy narrator by 
1. Tarlkh-Baghdad, �/ol. 4, pp. 118-19; �abaqat, Vol. 2, p. 164.
1-1Izan, Vol. 1, p. 89.
2. Tarlkh-Bap)ldad, Vol. 4 ,  p. 119.
-
3. His full name was Yusuf Ibn-11aymun Ibn-Qudama al-Balkbi al-Jawabir





. - 1Ibn-Hiban. 
• 
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Among Ibn-Karram's masters was mentioned Malik Ibn-Sulayman 
al-HarawI, who was the �a�I of Herat, and was also described as 
being Murji'ite and a Traditionist as well. Though Ibn-�iban 
considered him trustworthy, ad-Daraqu�nI described him as being 
a weak authority in Tradition.2 Of Ibn-Karram's masters was
mentioned 'Ali Ibn-�ajar as-Sa'di who it is said was Imam in 
Tradition and died in 244,3 and !J?mad Ibn-al-Azhar (d. 263) who 
was also a Traditionist. 4
In the transmission of Tradition, Ibn-Karram mainly depended 
on the authority of Muhammad Ibn-·ramim as-SS. 'di al-FaryabI, who was 
• 
one of Ibn-Karram's masters in this subject, and on the authority 
of AJ?mad Ibn-'Abd-Allah al-Juwaybari, or al-Jubarf (d. 247). Both 
al-JuwaybarI, and al-FaryabI, were described as being liars, 
notorious fabricators of Tradition and inventors of chain of 
authority (isnad). It is said that they might have fabricated 
- -
more than a thousand unauthentic Traditions. Moreover, al-Juwaybari 
in particular was accused of complicity with Ibn-Karram in 
fabricating Tradition according to the latter's wishes. Adh-
Dhababl gave an example of these Traditions which Ibn-Karram related 
on the authority of Abu-Y�ya al-Mu'allim, on the authority of 
Hamid Ibn-Anaa that the Prophet says "from my community (umma) will 
• 
- -, 1. al-Jawahir al-Mudi a, Vol. 1, pp. 51-52.
• 
• 
2. Liaan, Vol. 5, p. 4.
J. I.A. Vol. VII, p. 55.
4. Tarikh Baghdad, Vol. L�, PP• 39-43•
.. 
�6 
appesr a man called Abu-Hanifa on whose hands God will revive my 
Sunna.'.l 
. - . 
That is all we get from the biographers of Ibn-Karram regarding 
bis education and the scholars with whom be was associated. It is 
-
' clear, however, from this scant information, that all Ibn-Karram s 
masters were Traditionists with the exception of al-MakiyinI and al-
HarawI who were Jurists as well. Most of them also have been 
described as being Murji'ite, such as Al}mad Ibn-�arb, or suspected 
of being so; that means that they held certain theological 
doctrines. From all this it might be concluded that Ibn-Karram 
studied with those masters Traditions, fj.� (in its �anafite 
version), and the Murji'ite theological views; and that he 
• T 
- � - - -travelled lll Nishapur, Balkh, Herat and possibly Juwaybar and Faryab 
where his masters used to teach. It is natural that Ibn-Karram's 
education should be mainly composed of Tradition, since be lived 
in the period in which.the movement for studying and collecting 
Tradition had reached its zenith,
2 and that be was a contemporary
of the two great imams of Tradition namely Bukhari (194/810 -
d. 256/870) and Muslim (d. 261/875).
But certainly these were not the only aspects of the 
Intellectual activity of the period. Thus it might be asked whether 
Ibn-Karram's education was only confined to these aspects or not? 
The surviving ex·tracts from Ibn-Karram' s works do not support the 
first assu·mption, on the contrary they suggest that he was acquainted 
1. Mlzin, Vol. 1. p. 106; Vol. 3, p. 494.
2. J. Robson, E.I.2 Vol. III art. ".fJadith", p. 24.
• 
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with other aspects of knowledge. Al-Baghdad! had already noticed 
a similarity between some of Ibn-Karram's views and those of the 
philosophers and the f.1agians. 1 As-Sam'anI also pointed out the
resemblance between Ibn-Karram's concept of God and those of the 
Christian Jews and Hisham Ibn-al-Hakam.2 some modern scholars 
saw in certain aspects of Ibn-Karram's theology an endeavour to 
work the Qur'anic texts into certain parts of the Aristotalian 
philosopby.3 \-le are not suggesting that Ibn-Karram studied 
philosophy, or that he came into contact with philosophical works, 
since we have no positive evidence to support such an assumption. 
But a critical study of Ibn-Karram's views in the contexts of the 
time he lived in, might suggest his acquaintance with some 
philosophical ideas. Those ideas might possibly have passed to 
him through the contact with or through the work of the ?'iu 'tazilites 




Kburasan being the crossroad of many cultural activities might have 
given Ibn-Karram an opport11nity to come across some aspects of these 
cultures. 
The beginning � of Ibn-Karram' s activity. 
During bis study, Ibn-Karram showed a tendency and devotion 
towards ascetic life. So after be had finished bis learning, and 
about the year 230/844 he went to Mecca, where be spent five years 
1. Far9., p. 218.
2. Sam'anI, f. 477.
3. Margolioutb (D.S.). E_. I.
1 art. "Karriimiyya", Vol. ii, p. 773.
• 
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in complete isolation as a ijuJawir.
1
After this period of 
hard discipline of worship and ascetic life, he returned (via 
Jerusalem) to Nishapur, and then went to Sijistan, where it is
related be sold all bis possessions.
2
In Sijistan and among his compatriots and own people, Ibn-
Karram started the propagation of his teachings. His teachings 
appealed to the people, and it bas beBil said that a considerable 





governor of Sijistan got alarmed about the movement of Ibn-Karram 
and tried to suppress him, bu·t be failed to put restrictions on 
bis activity. The local governor saw in Ibn-Karram's movement 
potential political danger. The ulema saw in it a deviation 
from Sunnism; therefore they prosecuted him. To avoid any danger 
the governor expelled him from Sijistan on the pretext that he was 
an innovator. It bas beoo said that Ibn-Karram's prosecutors 
demanded that he should be executed for his heretical beliefs. 
The governor feared Ibn-Karram's piety; and that his execution 
might cause some trouble, rejected the demands of Ibn-Karram's 
opponents. 3 This implies the prestige of Ibn-Karram and the power 
of his adherents at that time.
- -
His Activitz in Khurasan 
After bis expulsion from Sijistan, Ibn-Karram went to 
1. Sam'ani, r. 477.
2. Sam'anI, f. 477;
J. Iabaq�t, Vol. 2,





lliurasan, hoping to find a better environment for the propagation 
of his teachings, and to carry on his ascetic way of life. He 
travelled through Gborcbistan, Gbur and the rural areas of Khurasan; 
- "W' 
T and went to Sbamin, Ifshin and Herat. He used to dress himself in 
a sheep-skin, tanned but not sewn, and to wear a white cap �alansuwa. 
Wherever be went with his disciples, a sort of travelling platform 
made of brick was built for him; from it Ibn-Karram preached and 
recounted Traditions.1
Ibn-Karram's powerful and warm preaching and simple appearance 
appealed to many people of these areas, especially the Lower classes. 
-
T -Al-Bagbdad1 described Ibn-Karram's followers as feeble minded, most 
of them were of the weavers, distressed peasants and riff-raff of 
- - 2_{burasan. 
The continuous increase of Ibn-Karram's adherents and 
influence, brought upon his head and his followers, the wrath of 




by the fagih and mu.1?��?�th Abu Sa id ad-Darimi (d. 280), strongly 
opposed Ibn-Karram and got him expelled from Herat.3 On his arrival 
in Nisbapur, Ibn-Kbuzayma and other ulema joined their efforts to 
drive Ibn-Karram out of the town. 
4 Thus wherever he went, Ibn-Karram
1. warI, Vol. 4, p. 375; Tabaqat, Vol. 2, p. 54.
2. Far�., pp. 215-16.
3. His full name was 'Uthman Ibn-Sa'ld Ibn_Khalid Ibn_sa'id as-
s•JistanI, the author of the book on the reputation of the
Jahmibes (ar-Rad'ala-1-Jabmlyya). See Tabaqat;, Vol. 2, p. 35.
4. Ibn-�ajar, lisan, Vol. 5, p. 356. Ibn-Kbuzayma al-�usayn Ibn­
al-Fadl al-Bajall who condeumed the .tCarramites and considered




was welcomed by the lower classes, and met by the opposition and
the contempt of the ulema and the Traditionists.
-
t Thep:>poular attraction, and the appeal of Ibn-Karram s
- -teachings to the common people, frightened the governor of Khurasan
'Abd-Allab Ibn-1ahir (230/844 - 248/862), and aroused his suspicions
about Ibn-I(arram and bis followers. Therefore in order to nip Ghe 
movement in the bud, and diffuse any potential danger; he put the 
leader in jail, where Ibn-Karram spent some time in custody. A 
few years later he was released and soon left Kburasan to the Syrian 
frontier borders (tbughur)1 where be remained until the death of the 
governor in 248/862. 
After the death of Ibn-Tahir, bis son MuJ?.ammad Ibn-'Abd:Allab 
Ibn-rabir (248/862 - 259/872) succeeded him. At that time Ibn-Karram 
returned to Nisbapur, and be probably thought that the change of 
Governor might have brought about a change of policy as well. But 
the new governor pursued the same policy of his predecessor in 
suppressing any suspected movement. \\hen Ibn-Karram started his 
activity, and gathered around him a considerable number of adherents, 
Ton-Tahir met him by the same treatment which Ibn-Karram bad before • 
• 
This time it is said that Ibn-Karram, with some of bis followers, 
were imprisoned for eight years (243-251).
2 But this figure seems 
historically incredible since MU1;1ammad Ibn-rahir came to power in 
248, and according to the biographers, Ibn-Karram was released in
251, ao it is more likely that this period of eight years represents 
1. 'Ulami, ·Una al-Jalil, Vol. 1, p. 262.
2. r-1aaaignon, Ea aai, p. 261.
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tho whole time which Ibn_Karram had spent in the '¼abirids' prison.
1
After nearly four years of imprisonment, Ibn-Karram was 
sat free in Shawwal 25l;Nov. 865. It is said that the governor
Mcl?ammad Ibn-�abir summoned Ibn-Karram, and asked him to explain 
the origin of bis doctrines and ideas. To this Ibn-Karram replied, 
that bis knowledge was a private inspiration (ilham) from God. At 
this, Ibn-Karram, according to bis opponents; was ridiculed, jeered 
a� for his fault in pronouncing ilham as ill?am, and eventually driven 
2aw�Y from the assembly. 
His activity in Jerusalem 
\Jbetiher Ibn-Karram saw no promising future for his activity 
in Khurasan, or he was ordered to leave the region, be nevertheless 
- -
lefr; tlisba pur and went to Jerusalem. 
In Jerusalem he started his activity of preaching and propa-
gating his views in the town and its neighbourhood. He used to
preach in public near the column adjoining the cradle of Jesus. 
And according to his biographers, a large crowd of people were 
attracted by bis preachings. rhey soon, however, discovered that 
Ibn-Karram taught that faith is only gawl, that is pronouncing the 
f1:ld-hada - accordingly the people turned away and burned the notes 
wb.ich they had written from him. 3 This does not seem to be true




- I, 4, P• 375;- -ia. 'l .IbT • , p • 3 7 � • 
Ibn-llajar, 5, p. 354 • 
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, ,,, .. ., i, •una al-Jalil, Vol. 1, p. 262;
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Ibn-Hajar, lisan, Vol. 5. 






followers in Jerusalem were more than 20,000 in number.
1
In Jerusalem Ibn-Karram did not find peace and free band 
in preaching be was looking for; and soon hostility against him 
and bis teachings emerged. Eventually, Yunus, the governor of 
Jerusalem and Ramallah expelled Ibn-Karram from the tovm to the 
� 
h. village of Zugar, where it is believed be spent the rest of is
·r 2li e. 
His death 
-�--
According to some of his biographers, Ibn-Karram died in 
$afar 255/Jan. 869,3 while others believed that bis death occurred 
in 256/Jan. 870.4 They differed also whether the place of his 
k 6 death was Jerusalan5 or the village of Zugar - where be was expelled.
Both groups agreed that Ibn-Karram was buried in Jerusalem at the 
gate of Jericho near the tombs of the prophets. 
Ibn-Karram's Achievement and Significance 







T 1. T,Ja f 1 , Vo 1 •
2. Ibn-Hajar,
• 
bold him in high rank and admired his asceticism and 
while to others, he was a mere ignorant man and a 
This conflicting view persisted up to the present. 
4, p. 375.
lisan, Vol. 5, p. 356.
3 • Sam 'an I , f. 4 7 7 , 'Un s a 1-c[ a 111 , 1, p • 2 6 2 •
4. Wafi, 4, p. 375.
,- -5. Sam ani, f. 477;
• t-la f l, Vol. 4, p.
7. '.f'abaqat, \/ol. 2,
Az-Zabldl, Taj-al- 'Atus, Vol. 9, p. 43.
375; Ibn-�ajar, lisan, Vol. 5, p. 356.
p. 304.




And while he was seen by some as one of the great thinkers of 
Muhammadan scholasticism; 1 others considered him as one of those 
wooden-minded literalists.2 Therefore to do justice to bim, I
will try through Ibn-�arram's works, fields of interest and personal 
conduct, to estimate what he really con�ributed to Muslim thought, 
and to what extent the scholars were fair or justified in their 
estimation of him • 
His 1vorks 
vre have already mentioned that Ibn-Karram's learning was 
composed mainly of Traditions, commentary on the Qur'an, ot her 
Islamic sciences and possibly some aspects of philosophy. It bas 
been said that Ibn-Karram compiled many works. Some of them survived 
until the Stb century A.H.3 It is regrettable, however, that none 
of bis books have reached us. It is possible that the frequent 
engagement of the Karramiyya in clashes with other sects, and their 
persecution which ended sometimes in the destruction of their 
schools, had contributed to the extinction of Ibn-Karram's works. 
some of Ibn-Karram's views and ideas, however, survived 
in extracts from bis books mentioned by the heresiographers and 
the theologians, ,�o were often in opposition to the sect doctrines. 
1I'bey exposed Ibn-Karram's view in the course of their polemic with
the sect's members or during their biased exploration of the sect's 
1. Massignon, Essai, p. 364.
2. Macdonald, Development •••• p. 171.
3. Ar-Riz!, I'tiq�dit, ••• p. 67.
• 
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beliefs. 'Thus their statements were often liable to be distortion
and misrepresentation. 
At tbe time of the Ash'arite theologian al-Baghdadi (429-
10 37), one of Ibn-Karram 's works called ''The Torture of the Grave"
'Adbab al-Qabr was well known. 
- T In his Far�, al-Bagbdadi gave 
extracts from the book, which shows Ibn-marram's views on many and 
various theological problems.1 'Adhab al-Qabr, is believed to be 
, Ibn-Karram's basic work, that contains the principles of the sect, 
doctrines. Al-Isfara'lnl in bis criticism of the Karramiyya 
admitted the importance of the book among the sect's followers, and 
the reverence they showed to it. However to repudiate Ibn-Karram, 
al-Isfara'InI said that  the book in its present form was not the 
original copy tha t had been written by Ibn-Karram. This copy was 
compiled by some learned scholars who joined the sect and came to 
realize the absurdity of Ibn-Karram's views. They attempted to 
keep the merit of the master by compiling a new book under the 
same title, and destroyed the original copy.2
The weakness of al-Isfara'InI's assertion is shown by the 
fact that an even more hostile opponent like al-Baghdadl does not 
make such an assumption, and this proves its absurdity • 
According to Massignon,the Shafi'ite Qa�l Abu-Ja'far M�ammad 
Ibn-Muhammad Ibn-Ishaq, had made a collection of some of Ibn-Karram's 
• 
views in a book called Fada'iJ? Ibn-Karram, and Ibn-ad-Da'l gave two 
1. Far�, pp. 216, 219, 220.
2. Tab�Ir, p. 68.
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extracts from one of Ibn-Karram's works called Kitab as-Sir.
1
That is all we know about Ibn-Karram's works though they 
are believed to be numerous. 'The titles of only two were 
preserved. Ibn-Karram's opponents tried even to deny the authen-
ticity of these works and doubted Ibn-Karram's authorship. 
As-Safadi for instance stated that most of the books of Ibn-Karram 
• 
• 
were compiled for him by someone called I1a'mun Ibn-Al?mad as-SullamI. 
2
As far as our knowledge is concerned we cannot value positive 
statements regarding the rejection or the acceptance of such an 
assertion. A�-�afadi's assumption, however, is not in a better 
�y� position than that of al-Isfa'InI, mentioned before, and the same 
reason � given for the rejection of the latter might be put forward 
to demonstrate the weakness of the fo1�er. Ar-Razi acknowledged 
that Ibn-Karram had compiled many books, nevertheless he described 
them as being ill-expressed and very poor in style.3
From the surviving extracts from Ibn-Karram's works mentioned 
by bis opponents, it is clear that he occupied himself with 
theological problems and tried to give answers to the questions 
raised in this field. Thus he was rightly described as a theologian 
(mutak41Lim) • 4 But this was not the only field in which be interested 
bims elf. His biographers and heresiograpbers ascribed to him 
1. Essai, p. 263.
2. vlafI, Vol. 4. p. 376; According to adh-Dbahabi, l1Ia'mun was a
liar and fabricator of Tradition, The example of which is that
"faith is only _g_awl. and actions (a 'mal) are its expression".
Mizan, Vol. 3, pp. 429-30.
-
3. Ar-R�zl, I'tigid�t, p. 67.






particular views on figh. Al-Maqdisi in bis classification of 
the ?fuslim sect5put Ibn-l(arram's sect with those who had dealt witb 
- - . . 1 both fi9f!_ and kalam., such as the Shl 'iGes, Kharijites and Ba�inites.
1-Ioreover, Ibn-Karram's devotion to ascetism and his interest in 
mystical life., led him to set an example and to formulate teachings 
which were followed by many ascetics. The title of his book 
kitab-as-Sir suggests the esoteric and mystical nature of the work. 
Theologz 
At the time of Ibn-Karram, the Mu'tazilite school bad already 
established itself, raised many questions, and pursued to some extent, 
free enquiry in the field of theology. From within the other 
sunnites' group, which up to that time were strongly holding the 
doctrine of bi-la kaif_, appeared a tendency for supporting the dogma 
by using scholastic argument and dialogue. That is apart from the 
anthropomorphic trend, represented in the circle of the extremist 
Sbi'itesand some Traditionists. 
It seems that Ibn-Karram and his followers came into contact 
with these groups, or at least tackled the problermwbicb interested 
them all. 
. t . 
2 t,th 
- ·
Accordi ng o Massignon ., e Karramiyya brought to all 
these questions raised by the Mu'tazilite's inquiry, productive 
suggestions and a new analytic precision; not only based on sustained 
consideration but controlled by mystic experiment and enlightened 
and enlarged concept of words� Ibn-Karram's views on theology will 
1. Ar}san at-Taqasim, Vol. l, P• 73.




be dealt with and discussed in detail in the following chapters. 
rt is appropriate, however, to give at the moment general outlines 
of the problems he tackled and the questions he discussed. 
rhe main problem which seems to have occupied Ibn-Karram's
thought, was that of God's essence, bis attributes, and the 
relation between Him and the human beings and the natural phenomena. 
In bis book The Torture of the Grave Ibn-Karram devoted a chapter to 
deal with this problem, and entitled it "A Chapter on the Qualitiness 
(Kayfawiyya) of God".1 He also dealt with the problem of faith and
formed unprecedented views, and in bis above-mentioned book he 
allotted a section dealing wi tb this problem entitled "The Refutation 
of Traditionists on Faith".
2
Ibn-Karram also tackled the problem of Prophecy, its nature 
and the sinlessness of the Prophet, and used such terms as rasul 
and mursal to convey his views.
Moreover Ibn-Karram introduced new terms in the field of 
theology to express his ideas, such as khaligiyya, razigiyya, 
�ythawiyya and kayfawiyya.3 He attempted to give his own 
-·- - -
. -
definition to some terms-such as Jabr, Irja' and �s�baj!k, which were the 
the topic of bis period. He defined Jabr ,,determinism" as the 
intervention of God's grace at the beginning of the Act, and shakk 
as to make istitbna' with regard to one's own faith, while Irja' 
meant to him, not taking into account the external accomplishment 
of the acts (nafy_far� al-a'mSl). 4
1. Farg, p. 219.
2. Ibid., p. 220 • 
3, FarQ, p. 219; Tab�Ir, pp. 67-8, 





t,o work of Ibn-Karram in the field of fi� has been 
mentioned. Al-Maqdisi who considered the Ka.rramiyya as Juristical-
Theological-sect mentiontJ, only four points, on which be thought
the majori·cy of Muslims disagreed with the Karramites. Tbe here-
siograpbers such as al-Bagbdadl and al-Isfara'InI recorded some 
. -juristical points and ascribed them to Ibn-Karram. Close examination
of these points might explain ·the bases on which Ibn-Karram formed his 
views, and showed to what extent he had contributed in this field. 
One of the points ascribed to Ibn-Karram and his followers 
in the field of fi� was their dispensation with the declaration of 
the niyya "intention" before obligatory duties (fara'i9-) such as 
prayer, fasting and pilgrimage.1 Niyya, the Karramiyya sa id, is
only needed for the supregatory deeds (nawafil). On this point 
the l{arramites> views were based on their doctrine of faith. They
believed that the man is a believer from the first creation (adh-
dh_ap _El_l-aW}-lal) • Since that time be has taken the responsibility 
for doing the obligatory duties, but he did not promise to do the 
supregatory ones, therefore the performer of the latter needs 
2 . -nina where the former does not. If Ibn-Karram meant by this 
�at there is no need for verbal pronounciation of niyy�, his view 
would not be strange, but would be in agreement with almost all 
schools. 3 But it seems that Ibn-Karram meant even the denial of 
niyya altogether which his linking between his view on this point 
1. Ibid., p. 40; Farg, p. 224 .
2. Far�, p. 224. Ta9�ir, p. 69.





and bis view regarding the faith might suggest. '.rhe point on ·the 
wtiole shows to what extent was the relation between fiqb and theology 
in the Karramite views. 
The Karramiyya were accused of maintaining that obligatory 
prayer might be done on the horse back and be correct, and that a 
man shall be held to have duly performed his prayer even if the sun 
should have risen in the meantime, and that if a person, through 
ignorance of time, takes food after dawn (fajr) he may still1continu e 
bis fast, and there will be no need to fast a day instead (qa�a')f 
These points are not exclusively Karramite's. some schools of fiqb 
uphold the same views, supported by Traditions and Practice.2 Ibn­
Karram's unprecedented views on fige_, however, are his statement that 
it is sufficient for the travellers to say All_ah-j\kb_fl_r twice; bis 
declaration that it is proper to offer prayer in dirty clothes and 
on dirty ground and with a dirty body, yet �e required ablutions 
for a�dath and not for anjas. He believed that the washing of the 
dead and prayer for them are customary not ordained by the law: 
\·.hat is obligatory consists merely in shrouding and burying them. 3
. -
He maintained that tjtihad is permissible in both fields of theology 
(u?iil) and fiqh, and the mujtabid is correct except the zindiq.4
That is all we know about Ibn-Karram's views concerning fiqh, 
and from them it does not seem that be contributed much in this field, 
thus his being neglected by the fE..9.aha' can be understood. 
-
,. 
1. �san at-Ta9iasi_IJ1, Vol. 1, p. 40.
2. Ibn-Qudama, al-MugbnI, Vol�. 2, p.
J. Far�, pp. 223-24.
4. Al)san at-Ta_qasim, Vol. 1, p. 39.




Karram and bis followers, however, were associated with the �anafi·te 
school as far as the fiqh's problems were concerned. It bas already 
- -
been mentioned that one of Ibn-Karram's masters, namely al-11akiyani, 
was a �anafite Jurist. Al-Maqdisi described the Karramites as being 
ascetic an':i!odly folk, and they derived ultimately from Abll-�anlfa.
Ibn-Taymiyya\referred to them as being Hanafite. 
?]lsticism 
!Iysticism to Ibn-Karram and his followers was nothing but a
way of life. As has already been mentioned, Ibn-Karram himself 
showed a tendency to piety, and set an example of ascetic life. He 
devoted his whole life to preaching and encouraging people to be 
virtuous and honest. That distinguished character of Ibn-Karram 
bas been acknowledged by many writers of the sect. Ibn-�ajar, for 
example, in spite of his criticism of Ibn-Karram for the forged 
Traditions, 
1Iur j i ' i t e • 
1
described him as a devoted theologian and ascetic 
As-Subki saw Ibn-Karram as a respected personality as 
far as asceticism, piety, devotion, and abstinence are concerned. 
Both Ibn-Kbuzayma and Abu-Sa'id 'Abd-ar-R�man ibn-•1-�usayn al­
Hakim, who were the leaders of the Sbafi'ite and Hanafite school, 
• 
• 
respectively, highly praised and admired Ibn-Karram for his piety and 
devoi;ion.2 Even the mutual opponents of Ibn-Karram could not deny
outright his characteristic ascetic, and to repudiate him, they
only said t hat he was a pretender and hypocrite. 
Ibri-Karram's personal conduct and mystical teachings had
1. Liaan, Vol. v, p. 353.




great influence on his adherents. Some of bis followers were
noted as mystics, and one can mention such figures as the myScic
- � it -
y8�ya Ibn-i1u 'adb ar-Razi (d. 258/871), IIakl:ul, Is};laq Ibn-:I�m�adh,
bis son Abu-Bakr I"luJ:.lammad as well as Ibn-al-Qudwa, some of whom
- • • 
shall be referred to later. Some similarities between tbe arrami -r;es ..
mystical 
� 
doctrines and -tha-t of 'Umar as-Suhrawardi (d. 631) made 
Hassignon to say that the Subrawardiyya order is of Karriimit.e origin.
1 
Since we are not concerned with the mystical aspect of the 
sect I will leave the details for the expert in this field. But,
as l/att stated, ''a fuller examination of the historical materials 
in connection with the mystical works might lead to a deeper under­
s-canding", 2 and show us to what extent the Karramiyya contributed
to mysticism. 
The Charge against Ibn-Karram of using Forged Tradition 
\� have already mentioned that Ibn-Karrim's masters and the 
authority on which be depended in transmitting Traditions was 
severely criticised. He himself was accused of complicity in 
forging traditions. �ven the Karraymiyys as a sect was included 
by the cri�ics of �adith among those who fabricated Traditions and 
show ed permissive attitudes towards those for ged hadith destined for 
. --�-- �- -
tar�ib and tarhib.3
To clear this point we can say that the Karramiyya were not 
1. tssai, p. 272.
2. Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theology, p. 79.
J. Ibn-Kathlr, al-B8'ith al-Ha1:Ith, pp. 78-9. Ibn-Hajar,
al-Fikar .•. p. 32.
_ __. _ _ . 
N1lkhbat 
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alone wbo adopted this attitude. They were a part of a group of
mystics and preachers who indulged in narrating such false 
Traditions. Some critics of rraditions discriminated between 
those traditions destined for targhlb and tarhlb and those which 
were concerned with lat-r and rules. 
It is reported that Ahmad Ibn-Hanbal says "�en we transmit 
• • 
from Allah's apostle about what is Lawful and what is Prohibited, 
about what usage and legal ordinances, we are strict, but when we 
transmit from the prophet about virtuous actions and what does not 
lay down or rescind a legal ordinance we are accommodating about the 
isnad. rrl This does not mean that Ibn-�anbal encouraged or accepted
forged Traditions, but simply showij, bis differentiation between 
those two kinds of Traditions. 
Those mystics and other similar groups of preachers and pious 
people, who encouraged and accepted the fabrication of Traditions, 
were not motiv ated by vicious aims. On the contrary they were 
seeking reward, and thought that, by this deed they had rendered 
Islam a great service. When one of them
2 was blamed for forging
Traditions concerning the virtues of the Qur'an, he replied that 
"I saw people had turned away from the Qur'an and occupied themselves 
-
T - T I with the fi.9E_ of Abu�anifa and the magazi of Ibn-Isbaq, so I forged 
these Traditions to recall them back to the Qur'an, and seeking the 
reward in the next world.3 OtherJ, replied that he invented 
1. Al-Hakim, al-Madkhal, p. 7. Robinson's Trans. p. 11.
2. �Tllfl Ibn-Abu-l�aryam; see al-Ba 'ith al-Hatblth, p. 79.
3. This was attributed to the ascetic Ghulam al-Khalil; see
al-I�adkhal, p. 2 9.
, 
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Traditions in order to make the hearts of the people tender and 
soft (wa9A'tuha li-uragiqa biha gulub al-'a�a). 
such were the m o tives behind this trend; since Ibn- Karram 
was educated and lived on the same pat tern, be might ha ve seen no 
harm in using forged Traditions in the course of his preachin g, and 
works; to  make his subject persuasive, effe cti ve, and m ore 
interesting, and t o  give justificat ion for bis views and doctrines. 
From wha t has b een said, it becom es cl ear that Ibn-Karram 
was not an insignificant man; he was neither ignorant nor a 
pretender as his opponents described him . It is nei�her his extant 
c� 
views, nor his personal conduct vwieh give suppor t  to such a verdi ct; 
and one can har dly agre e with the su ggestion that "Ibn-Karram bas 
lost himself in theol ogical subtleties v-bicb seem to have failed to 
understand". 1 It is sufficient to sh ow the importance of Ibn-Karram
b� po;..,..h -.., '3 au,t 
aad to the attention given to his views and do ctrines by 
scholars of different scbools,2 particularly the Asb'arit es such
- � - T 
-
T - - -
as i mam al-Haramayn al-Juwayni, al-Gbazali, al-Bag bda di, al-Isfara'ini, 
asb-ShahrastanI, ar-RazI and al-I'jl. It sho uld also b e  remembered 
that Ibn-Karram was able t o  found a sch ool of thought which gained 
numerous adherents, and lasted for three cen turies after his death. 
1. !1acdonald,
2. It is said 
DeveloEment p. 17i. 
that a Hanafite called Muhamma d Ibn-al-Yaman as-• 
SamarqandI, perhaps connected with al-r1aturidi, wrote a refutation




The Hi�torL._o_f the Sect after Ton-Karr&!!!
It has already been mentioned that Ibn-Karram's activity 
-
T 
covered a wide area extending from Sijistan and including Sbafin, 
Ifsbin, Ghurja, Gbur and the rural districts of Kburasan; as well
as Herat, Jerusalem and its neighbourhood. By the time of bis 
death (255-6) Ibn-Karram left behind b�m a considerable number of 
followers in these regions. After that bis adherents and the 
school be founded did not vanish or disperse, but remained and 
lasted as an active body for nearly three centuries, and occupied 
a proper and continuous place in the history of Muslim thought. 
In Jerusalem 
After his death, Ibn-Karram's disciples used to pay regular 
visits to their master's tomb in Jerusalem. Around the tomb they 
built a khangai which they used as a place for worship as well as 
a centre for teaching, preaching and learning . Al-1"1aqdlsI had 
noticed the difference between the well arranged and systematic 
methods of the Karramite's preachings, and the typically story-telling 
1
type of the other preachers. 
This khang_a with its systematic method of teaching led some 
scholars to regard it as being the first institution for learning 
establis hed in the i,ruslim world. 
2 With the increase of the sect's
members, many khanqas were built throughout the town, and in the 
4th Century al-Maqdisi referred to the Karramites as being numerous 
1. AQ_san_ at -Ta.:ia s Im, p. 182.
2. Massignon, Essai, p. 262.
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in number and possessing many lchanqas and riba��- in Jerusalem.
1
And up to the time of Ibn- 'Asakir (d. 571) a Karramite community 
was in existence in Jerusalem.2 
them was mentioned. 
However no prominent scbolars of
The Karramiu�Jn Khurasan 
- -
Kburasan which was the base of Ibn-Karram's activity, 
continued as an important centre for the sect, throughout the coming 
three centuries. In the 4th Century, the Karramiyya were a strong 
party in Herat and Ghurfistan, and possessed several khanqas in places 
such as: Fa.r�na, 1\huciel, Gu3,-an, Marw� and samarqand as well as 
Gurgan, Biyar and the mountain of �abristan.3 
The Sect's Activitz 
In these regions the Karramiyya were very active in propaga­
ting their teachings and defending their doctrines against the attack 
of other sects. 
sects. 
This led to their engagement in clashes with these 
Al-IIaqdlsI referred to the continuous struggle in Nisbapur
be�ween the Shi'ite on one side and the Karramiyya on the other 
caused by religious sectarian prejudice. In Herat the main sectarian 
prejudice ('a�abiyya) was between the Karramiyya and the '@md.liyya, 4
-
-
1. Ahsan at-Taqasim, p. 179.
2. Ibn-IJajar, lisan, Vol. 5, P. 354.
3. Af:san at-Taqasim, pp. 323, 360.
4. There is no definition of the 'Am4liyg�group; however Bosworth
suggested that they might have received their name from their
opposition to the Karramiyya assertion that faith \.1as summed up




while in Gurgan there were fierce struggles and strong 'a�abiyia 
between the Karramiyya and tbo ijusayniyya.1 Mutual hatred, frequent
riots and disputation were the counnon features of the relation 
between the Karramiyya and the I1u'tazilites in the East.2 And as
late as 489 A.H., Ibn_al-Athlr recorded a riot in Nishapur, between 
� �
the Karramiyya on the one side led by the son of L�\n'shadb, and the 
Sbafi'ites and the �anafites on the other, led respectively by Abu-
1-Qasim son of Imam al-�aramayn al-Juwayn1, and the �a�I H�ammad
Ibn-Abmad Ibn-Sa 'id • In atrocious struggle the Sbafi'ites and Gbe 
Hanafites won over the Karramites and many of the latter were 
massacred, and their madrasas were razed.3
The Scpo_lars�_o_f the Sect 
Toe mutual fighting between the Karramiyya and other sects 
did not prevent the appearance of prominent Karramite scholars, who 
pursued intellectual debates and disputations with the scholars o f  
other sects. 
Al-Bagbdad1 recorded a disputation between him and a Karramite 
scholar called Ibrahlm Ibn-:t-fubajir, which occurred in 370, in the 
presence of Na�ir ad-Dawla Abu-'1-�asan Mu.1:amrnad Ibn-Sit11$�r.4 The 
Karramite scholar was defeated in the debate and al-Baghdadl 
refuted some of his abysmal errors.5
1. Al}san-at-Taqasim, p. 371.
2. MaqrisI, Khu�a�,Vol. 2, p. 357.
J. I.A. Vol,. 10, p. 171.
4. General of the Samanid army.
s. Far9... p. 224. Trans. 29-J0. c/. 8#SW#rte.., M.W. 1/•l. L (.11,•) rr. 1� j
• 
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Ano'the·r Kar.ram1t e scholar and leader o·f' th et ot t'bi 
t.ime waa '.Abd-ar-Ral.unan :rbn-l1uh&rmaad al- hap·ur.I. who li V•ed fOY.
igh·ty years and died in 360. 1
� & 
.l-1dm�adh fem.ily in .Khuras.on prod·u,oo,d two 
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aace·t ic end learned man. lte studied .figh with Shafi 'it 







no concern for world.ly sf .fairs, and dedicated himself for preaching 
and propagation of 'Islam, and t'bue he succeeded .in converting mo:r 
thon 5,000 1�1agians, Jews and Chr.ie•tians to Islam. 'He wos th 
leader of ·tbe aect in .'Nlsha1)ur, and the Ka1�ramite sub-sec·t al-Ishaqiy
is believed to be nomod after him.3 As T.raditionist, h·owever, 
Isboq was criticized for 1""orging hadltb, concerning ·the appeax�ance of 
Ibn-l(arram, and he  was blamed for compiling a bo,ok on the v.ir·tues of 
the master.4 By bis deotb on the (25th Rejab, J8.3/1�.tb ,Qct. 993) 
. - -
Is:paq was succeeded by his son Abu-Bakr l·Iul}ammad in t.he leadership 
of the Sect. Similar to bis father Abu-Bakr Muhammad was a man 
• 
of piety and asceticism with great learning and scbolarshi·p . An 
anonymously written manuscript in the British l-i\lseum (I-1S. Or. 8<J49) 
contains a collection of moral and pbilosopbico-mys�ic traditions, 
was claimed to be written by Abu-Bakr. 5 He died in 410. 
1. Adh-dbaijabI, al-Iiushtabab, Vol. 2, p. 546.
2. Sam'anI, f. 477 • 
3. Ar-Razl, 'Itiqadat •.. p. 67.
4. Mlzan, Vol. 1. p. 200.







In the fifth century appeared the Karramite scholar and 
theologian Mul:ammad Ibn-'1-Haysam.1 He was praised by Ash-
• 
shabrasta.n.I for his successful attempt to bring the absurd views
- 2 of Ibn-Karram to an acceptable measure. Ibn-Abi- ·' 1-Hadid• 
acknowledged Ibn-1-Haysam's erudition and intellectual gift, and gave • 
an extract from one of bis books called al-I1agalat. J Ar-Raz I 
referred to a di.sput at ion between Ibtj- '1-Haysam, and the Ash 'ari t e 
• 
theologian Ibn-Furak, and gave a summary Jf it.4 The Karramite sub-
sect Hay�amiya, is believed to be named after him, 5 though al-Bazdai,i 
described the Hay�amiya as holding together ICarramites and 
·t . 61�adari es views. 
The !Carramiyya and the Ghaznavids 
"' 4 
Through mdmshadh family, the Karramiyya came into contact 
with the Gbaznavid rulers. The piety, sincerity and asceticism 
k A 
of I�aq I·!Eim'shadb and his son Abu-Bakr, impressed the Ghaznavid' s 
ruler Sebuktigin who showed his favoritism to the Karramiyya and 
was eventually converted to the sect's doctrines. When l'-iahmud 
• 
of Gbazna came to power, be kept up this warm relation between the 
�ourt and the sect. 11oreover he entrusted to Abu-Bakr Muharurnad 
• 
)"'C,.,i,6 -
a political power by appointing him RayB of Nishapur. Abu-Bakr 
1. Soma time referred to as Ibn-Hay�am, Bazdawi, pp. 1,12,53; and 
- • T l 
Ibn al-Haygam, al-Jawahir al-I·1UsJ.i7rua, Vol. 1. p. 357.
2. l-1ilal, p. 83.
J. Shar� Nabj al-Balagba, Vol. 1, pp. 659, 661-2; 664-5.
4. Asas_� ay_-:�Tagdis , pp. 61-4.
5. Ar-rtazi, I 'tig_adat, p. 67. Shahrastani, Jilal, p. 145.





r-I�ammad and his l{arr�mite followers used this political power to
liquidate their enemies; and pursued a bard policy against the
other sects in Khurasan. A task which fully coincided with
- , . . 1iiabmud s aim to get rid of heretical movements in his domains.• 
As a result of this policy, the heretical Ba�ini�es were 
persecuted, and their new built mosque was pulled down by the 
Karramites. 1/ben the Isma 'ilI Da '! al-Taberti came in a mission 
from the Fatimid caliph al-Hakam to the sultan Ma�mud, Abu-Bakr 
Mt41ammad sus pected the Da 'I of holding heretical beliefs. rhe 
sultan entrusted the interrogation of al-raberti to Abu-Bakr I·Iul?ammad, 
who exposed �h.S Shi'ite heretical views, and eventually executed 
aL-TabertI in 406. 2 The Shi'ite Abu- 'Abd-Allah al-ijakim (d. 405),
-
the biographer o f  the ulema of Nishapur, fell foul of the Karramiyya. 
rhey smasheJ bis pulpit (minbar) and prevented him from leaving his 
house to the mosque.3 rhe Ash'arite followers did not escape the 
Karramiyya policy, the Ash'arite theologian and scholar Ibn-Furak 
fell victim and was badly treated by them. It is said that Ibn-
Furak was invited to teach in Nisbapur, where a madrasa was built 
for him. However, the Karramites accused him of holding heretical 
beliefs, and had him to vindicate and establish bis orthodoxy before 
the Sultan Mahmud, and eventually the Karramites bad him poisoned 
• 
while he was on his way back home in 406.4
1. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, pp. 187-8.
2. 
,- T sam ani, f. 103; cf. M.w. Vol. L (1960), p. 10-11.
-
3, p. 68.J. 1,1abaqat, Vol. 
4. rabaqat, Vol. 3, PP• 52-5;
- - -
Qazwini, Athar ••• p. 297;





The famous sufi sbikh Abu-Sa 'id Ibn-Abi_al-Khayr l1ihanI, 
went through a similar experience. He was charged of holding
heretical beliefs and destructive thoughts; but no harm was 
inflicted upon bim.1
On the pretext of fighting heretical groups the Karramiyya 
went too far in exacting their severe policy. Even innocent people 
came to suffer, So they complained to the sultan. 1Ioreover the 
increased influence  of Abu-Bakr and bis arrogant treatment of the 
ulema, brought him into conflict with the members of this aass. 
One of the prominent and respectable scholars, the �a�I Abu­
'1- 'Ala' Sa'Id Ibn-Hu}:lammad Ustuwa'I (343/431) went for a pilgrimage 
in 402. He was received with honour by the caliph al-Qadir (d. 4,22) 
and messages from the caliph to the Sultan �8.I;lmud were entrusted 
to him. The Qa�i took the opportunity of bis presence in the 
Sultan's court and exposed to Maltmud, the heterodox views of the 
Karramiyya. Their anthropomorphism and that they attribute to God 
what did not befit him.2
vtnen Abu-Bakr I'-f�ammad was confronted by these charges, be 
denied holding such beliefs, and strongly rejected the accusations. 
He saved himself by that denial, but the Sultan ordered the local 
governors in Khurasan to investigate all the members of the Karramiyya, 
and to purge the madrasas and minba�s from those who hold such views 
unless they repented and renounced them.3
1. Bosworth, The Gbaznavid_s, pp. 189-94.
2. 'Utbi, p. 4.27.




t.rhis humiliating situation led Abu-Bakr Mul;lammad to seek 
He put forward the case that �adi Sa 'id is of I-iu '·tazilite 
• 
The Sultan ordered an enquiry about the charge, and 
formed a commission of scholars, presided over by the Qa�i of Ghazna 
- -
Abu-irul;lammad Na�i�i, to investigate the allegation. Knowing the
falsity of his accusation, Abu-Bakr withdrew bis charges; and 
apologised by saying that these mutual accusations between him and 
Qa�i Sa'id, were groundless, and were only motivated by the rivalry 
between them; and in fact neither he was anthropomorphist, nor �agi 
Sa'id of Mu'tazilite leaning.1
No further step was taken by the sultan against the Karramite 
leader but the increased complaints of Abu-Bakr's abuse of power in 









....-a.� - - - -
Hasanak., !l�i-s of i'Tishapur. 
• 
�asanak took severe measures against the Karramites, and 
treated them with cruelty, according to 'Utbi, surpassing that of 
Ziyad Ibn-Abihi. The Sect's leaders were jailed, their properti es 
were confiscated, and Abu-Bakr 1-1.W;lammad, after being deprived of 
spoilitation, was left to fade away into a life of seclusion and 
isolation.2
I-ial]mud' s early sympathetic attitude t awards the Karramiyya, 
and bis later cruel treatment of them, and the similar policy he 
1. 'UtbI, pp. 428- 30; Bosworth, r-1. ,,r. , op. ci t. , pp. 11-12.




pursued towards other orthodox sects, led some scholars to see 
l·Ial1mud as mere opportunists who have understood the link between
• 
political and religious conservacism, and felt that conservatism
in religion was the best support for an autocratic s�ate. rrhus he 
gave his patronage to this group, but only so long as they remained 
the obedient tools of his policy.1
As far as the Karramiyya sect is concerned this explanation 
of Jwiab10ud policy is applicable and justified . 
• 
Since !.Lahmud used 
the sect and gave them bis patronage in order to harry the heretical 
movements in his empire, but when he felt that the existence of the 
sect as a powerful body might cause trouble, be did not only disperse 
them, but treated them with severity. 
This severe measure taken against the Karramiyya did not put 
. . - -an end to their existence in Khurasan. They persisted even as a 
collective body. At the town of Baihaq at some time just before 
414/1023, a rich man descended by marriage from the Mikali family, 
which one of its members replaced Abu-Bakr had persecuted the 
Karramiyya, built four madrasas allotted them impartially to the 
Hanafites, Shafi'ites, 'Alides and the Karramites, implicitly 
accepting the latter as meriting position with the otber.
2
Ibn-al-JawzI (d. 561/1166) spoke of the Karramites at bis 
time, as representing considerably large numbers in Sijistan and 
- - ' 
Khurasan, where they bad many Ma bade and bold certain views of 
1. Barthold, Turkfstan, p. 289.





anthropomor phism and incarnat.ion.1· 
·rbe I{a�ramiyya in the Gbur� Region 
The early contact bet�1een the .Karramit nd. tb o:n of 
Gbur is still a matter of speculation and conJocturu. .P 
of the sect's followers in the region might go bock to th
of Ibn-Karrem himself, since his activi·ty, as it h b
before, extended as far as the Gbur region. But how r
influence and the effect of Ibn-Karram in the re�ion i 1.11 
It is possible however that "the sprinkling ,of uslims in Ghur
mentioned by the geographers of the lOtb century m1$1:b·t be tb 




\,U.i.n. no wn • 
rui•t 
That influence of Ibn-Karram might .hove posaibl·y been car ried 
on through the activities of his followers. :r·t has already been
ment ioned that th e followers of the sect bad a ·prominent place .in 
the Ghaznavid empir e. They were favoured by sultan I"lahmud o:f • 
Ghazna for their zealous activity and piety, and they were ·to som e 
extent exploited by the sultan to liquidate his enemies. If :i·t is
considered in addition to this, that 1•18.Qmud carried out a series of 
campaigns in the Gbur region, and made successful atcempts to
introduce the Ghurids to Islam; and that the Karramite were zealous 
evangelizers, it might be possible to say that Mahmud used the • 
Karramites to achieve these aims.3 
1. l·.' a r I , Vo l • 4, p • 3 7 7 •
2. 1�.E. Bosworth, "The early Islamic History of Gbur", c_._A._.J. Vol.
VI ( 1 961 ) , p • 12 9 • 





Apart from these possible suggestions, it is a matter of 
certainty that by the time the Gburid dynasty came to power the
Karramiyya sect had already established itself in the region, and
that the Karramite doctrines were predominant among the populace
of Gbur. The early rulers of Gbur as well as the people were 
adherent and loyal to the sect's tenets. Thus al-Juzjani spoke 
about the Sultan Ghiyath ad-Din Muhammad (d. 599/1202-3), and bis 
• 
brother and successor r1u 'iz ad-Din (Shihab ad-Din) :tv1uhammad (d. 602/
1205-6), as that they had inherited the Karramite tenets which their 
dynasty had always held, and which had always been the m a jority 
faith of their subject.1
The period of Ghiyath ad-Din !iuhammad, however, witnessed
• 
the departure of the Ghurid Sultan from the Karramite tenets to 
those of the Shafi'ite school. It is said that this change of 
loyalty to the sect took place in the year 595 A.IT., and that the 
sultan henceforth became adherent to the Shafi 'ite school.2
Different explanations for the cause of this change were given. 
- - � 
One of them was that the poet of Ghiyath ad-Din Court, Fakhr ad-Din 
I1ubarkshab, who was loyal to the Sultan, came to realize the 
absurdity of the Karramite doctrine, therefore to change ·the Sultan's 
loyalty towards the sect, he introduced to the Court the Shafi'ite 
faqili, asb-shaykb Abu-'1-Fatal;l Mu}.lammad Ibn-l1�mud al-}Iarwazi known 
as Wajih ad-Din. This Shafi'ite scholar succeeded in convincing 
1. Tabaqat NasirI, Quoted, Bosworth, op.cit., p. 130.
2. I.A. Vol. XII, p. 72 •
-
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the sul·tan of the sect's errors, and exposed to him their here·tical 
views, and eventually converted the sultan to the Shafi 'ite rites. 
The sultan then built madrasas in his domain for the Shafi'ites and 
built a mosque for them in Ghazna.
1 Other explanations to this
change was given by Ibn-al-Athir,,Jlo said that "when the Sultan 
Gbiyath ad-DI.n }1tt1?ammad and his brother Shibab ad-Din of Ghazna, 
conquered Khurasan they were told that all the people of this land 
[sc. Khurasan] condemned and despised the Karramiyya, and that it 
would be advisable for them, [i.e. the Sultan and bis brother], to 
give up the sect•s doctrineJ, therefore both became Shafi'ites; Some 
said that Shibab ad-Din was a Hanafite.2 According to JuzjanI,
, 
when Shihab ad-DI.n began to rule in Ghazna [sc. in 569/1173-4], be 
saw that all the people of Ghazna and the surrounding territories 
were Hanafites, thus he became a Hanafite.3 From these statements 
• • 
Bosworth came to the conclusion that the Ghurid sultan's abandonment 
of the Karramiyya doc�rineswas connected with the extension of 
- -
their power in Khurasan and the region of Ghazna, and was necessitated 
by the social and the religious circumstances in those areas.4 
The adherents of the Karramiyya sect, supported by some 
members of the Court did not easily accept the Sultan's abandonment 
of their doctrine. It is said that the Karramites attempted to do 
harm to the Sbaykh Wajih ad-Din who it was assumed bad converted 
1. I.A. Vol. XII, p. 72.
�· - - -
2. Ibid., Vol. XII, p. 72.
3. 
4. 
:f'abaflat Na�IrI, 'J_uot ed, Bosworth, op. cit., 
Bosworth, C.A.J. Vol. VI (1961), p. 130.
P · 130. 
-
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the Sultan Ghiyath ad-.uln to the Shafi 'ite school. 'l'he I{arrami ·tes 
showed their resentment more openly in the event of 595 wblch was
mentioned in the previous chapter.1 This event seems to have
occurred shortly after the sultan's conversion, and that the sultan
intended by his encouragement and favour of ar-RazI to combat the 
·.carramite views on intellectual grounds. As bas been said before, 
the Karramites and their supporters respond to this challenge by 
rioting, and the \"1IlOle event shows the still considerable power 
"' t�t �ec.t
/\ . -
and strength in the Gbur region. 
But gradually the position and the prestige of the sect began 
to decline, and even the populace of Gbur began to change their 
- -
' loyalty from the Karramite to the Shafi ite school. After the 
assassination of the sultan Shibab ad-Din of Ghazna (602/1205-6)
'Ala' ad-Din Ibn-Muhammad Ibn-Abu-'AlI, who was the ruler of Gbur• 
during Shihab ad-Din's Reign, entered into rivalry for the throne 
with Ghiyatb ad-Din lla};mud, the son of the Sultan Ghiyath ad-Din 
J.Iuh azmn ad • This 'Ala' ad-Din bas been described as being an 
extremist Karramite, and was greatly disliked by the people of Firuzkub 




Later on, Ghiyath ad-Din I-1ahmud • 
captured some followers of 'Ala' ad-Din who were Karramites and put 
2them to death. 
This seems to be the last presence of the Karramites as an
active body in the Gbur region. 
1 .• ,,Sae Chapter one, PP. 1.2-2 4-. 
2. I.A. Vol. XII, pp. 103-4•













of the mongol robbed the Karramitereven of their separate identity.
No traces of the sect followers are to be found in the sources of
the period following that devastating invasion. Thus it seems 
that the mongol invasion put an end to the Karramite presence as
well �s to their works, and intellectual achievements. But the 
Karramite views and doctrines have been preserved mostly in the works 














The .Nature _o·t G•od � ---·--·-
Thie obapt er wi.11 deal w.itb the Kar.ram1·t e 'Yiewa re�ardin 
the nature or God, the oonoept ot Hie essence and the prob.le'm or 
Hie at·tr.ibutea, as well as ·the imp.licat ione o.r ·their v1e·ws •on 
these mat·tera. 
A. '!'be Essence (dha·t) of God. 
The Karramitee are notorious tor their oorporealiat v.iews, 
and .ror balding tba t God i e "body". According to al-Bagbdadl 
"Ibn-Karram and hie adberente maintained that God ·1a 
body ( ism) poeaeaaing an end and limit on the 
lower aide w ere He oomea in oontaot wi·tb His throne, 
and tba·t the throne is a place for llim. Ibn--Karram 
desoribed the object of His worship as a substance 
(jawbar), and believed that God is a U-9it or essence 
and a unit of substance (fll:adiu-adb-dbat wa-al;ladiu-al-Jaw!l�ar);at the same timr He is a locus (ma;ial) In which created 
�� 
entities exist" 
1.I'bese views attributed to Ibn-Karram and his followers pose some
problems to be solved, and certain quea·tions to be answered. First 
it might be asked in what sense did Ibn-Karram use the word "body" 
in relation to God. Did he me an the materialistic sense of the 
term, which his assertion of limit and end to God and that He is 
a locus of originated things might imply? Or did he rather mean 
something different which the saying of God is a substance, and the 
emphasis on the tmity of His essence and substance might suggest. 
1. Farg, pp. 216-17. et. �ab�Ir,
• 
�wagit, Vol. 8, P• 399. 



















connected with this question is the point whether Ibn-Karram 
came to bold such a concept as a result of his literal inter­
pretation of the Qur'anic verses and Traditions, or wbetber be
was influenced by some elements foreign to Islam. The abandon-
ment by Ibn-Karram's followers of the term substance suggests a
change of views and a development in the later Karramites' thought,
so that it might be asked to what extent that change was rea l and 
genuine. 
To begin with the first point, we find asb-SbabraatanI of 
the opinion that Ibn-Karram used the word body in its materialistic 
connotation, and thus be labelled Ibn-Karram as corporealist 
(mujassim). Ash-Shabrastanl rejected the claim of some Karramites, 
that their master used the term 'body' for God in the sense that He 
is self-subsistent (qa'im bi-nafsibi) Because "their leader's 
tenets" said asb-SbahrastanI "were that God is a locus of tanporal 
pberu:>mena, speaking with vowels, sitting on the throne on high ••• 
Ibn-Karram did not mean self-subsistence by his corporeality, 
nor God on high by "an upward direction", nor taking possession of 
l -
I the throne by ''settling himself on it n. Ash-Sbahrastan acknow-
ledged and appreciated the efforts of Ibn-Karram's followers, namely 
Ibn-'1-Hay�am, to correct their master's views; but be emphasized 
that Ibn-Karram himself was an antbropomorphist and corporealist 
through and through, and that his thoughts are incorrigible and bis 
2 beliefs cannot be supported. 
1. Igdam, p. 122.







Of the same opinion, but with moderate temper and much 
more objectivity than asb-SbabrastanI, was ar-RazI. Quoting ar-
RazI' s own words, ''What is known of the early Karramites is that 
they applied the te11u body to God, but they said we do not mean by 
it that God is body compounded of parts o�composed of portions as 
the linguiatical meaning of the term implies. We used it rather 
in the sense that God is in no need of place (gbanI 'an al-mal;lall); 
that He is self-aubsiatent",1 if the early Karramites views were
such, ar-RazI maintained, then the disagreement between them and the 
Ash'arites would be trifling, confined only to combat of words and 
to whether it is permissible on liguistical and theological grounds 
2 to apply the term body to God or not. The examination of the
sect's views, however, revealed to ar-Razi the falsity of the 
Karramitea' claim. "The Karramiyya believe that God is in a 
position (hayylz) and direction, and is pointed to by sensory 
perceptions; meanwhile , they hold that He is not so small and 
insignificant as the indivisible atom and the geometrical point. 
By holding such a concept the Karramites have to believe that God is 
extended in some or all directions; and they must admit that be is 
compound and composed. ,,J 
-
T Ar-Razi came to the conclusion that the 
Karramiyya declined to use the terms compound and composed, though 
they in fact believed in their import. They applied the term body 
to God as a result of their belief that He is long, broad, deep and 
1. Asas at-Tagdls, p.
2. Ibid., p. 78.






extending in all directions, it was only fear that prevented them
from the publication or such ideas.1
By this argument, ar-Razi did not only refute the asst1nption
that tbe early Karramites used the term body as equivalent to self­
subsistence or God being independent of locus, but be demonstrated 
even the inconsistency of the latter Karramites in holding such views. 
Opposite views to those of asb-Sbabrastanl and ar-Razi were 
introduced by Ibn-Abi-1-Hadld who counted Ibn-Karram and bis 
• 
followers among those lbo maintained that God is body but not similar 
to other bodies. Ibn-Abi-1-Hadid clearly stated that Ibn-Karram 
• 
maintained that God is body in the sense that He is self-subsistent.2
It is clear that Ibn-Abl-1-Hadld's statement is in full agreement 
• 
with what the Karramites believe to be their master's views. But 
Ibn-AbI-1-Hadid's view might be suspected on the ground that he was 
• 
highly impressed by and fully acquainted with the views of the 
Karramite theologian Ibn-1-Hay�am.3 It is possible that Ibn-Abi-
1-Hadid took Ibn-1-Haysam's concepts as representing the views of
• 
• 
the sect without making further enquiry whether the early
Karramites held tbe same concepts or not.
Similar views to those of Ibn-Abl-1-�adld were maintained by 
al-Iji. His testimony, however, is negative. He stated that 
the Karramite views regarding God's essence were that they applied 
the term body to God. But some used it in the sense that He is 
existent (mawjud), and others applied it in the sense of self-
1. Asas, pp. 78-9; Tafs!r, Vol. 1, P• 65.
2. Sbar� Nabj al-Balagha. Vol. 1. p. 658.




subsistence (ga'im bi-nafsibi).1 Al-IjI's silence about referring
to any particular views of Ibn-Karram in this respect, might suggeSt
that be considered him as holding one of these two views. Al-Ijl's
statement, however, might rightly be objected to, by saying that he 
was dep ending on second hand information, or he was only familiar 
with the sect's views in their latest developing phase. These 
objections are absolutely true, but one has to remember that al-Iji 
was in a be tter position than bis predecessors, to present the 
sect's views fairly, since he was not directly involved 1n polemic 
against the sec t's adherents. Lastly one might mention, but wi th 
caution, Ibn-Taymi yya's statement that the group o f  corporealists 
including all the Karramites, explained the te1w body in rela tion to 
God in the sense that He is existent (ma�jud) and self-subsistent 
-
) 
2 (qa'im bi-nafsihi , not in the meanin g of being compound. The same 
objections raised against al-Ijl's statement might be raised her e; 
also, Ibn-Taymiyya's l enien t attitude towards the sect may hav e 
made his judgement mor e doubtful. 
It becom es obvious from these statements, that the Karramites' 
assu1,1ption that their master m eant self-subsistence by the term body, 
is hardly tenable. And ther e are ample evidences to support their 
opponents' claim that Ibn-Karram was a real corporealist. But Ibn-
Karram's usage of the term substance and h is emp hasis on the unity 
of God's essence and subsistence, have to be explained; oth erwise 
they might rightly be used as support for the later Karramite's 
1. Mawaqif, Vol. 8, p .  25.




assumption. A possible solution to this point might be attained
by considering whether Ibn-Karram had reached his views through 
literal interpretation of the Scriptures or whether be formulated 
bis doctrines under the influence of foreign elements. 
Concerning this point, however, we find that al-Bagbdadl 
-
- -
, i i - ' and al-Isfara n referred to a similarity between Ibn-Karram s 
belief that God possesses a lower end, and the doctrine of the 
Dualists, who called their God "Light" and said He is limited on 
the side l-Jhicb borders darkness, but is not limited in the five 
other directions.1 Both writers indicated also a Christian origin
- ' 2 for Ibn-Karram s usage of the term substance. The suggestion of 
Christian and dualista' influences on Ibn-Karram is doubtful 
especially when it comes as a charge of heresy from one's opponents . 
What seems more likely is ash-Sbahrastani's view that Ibn-Karram 
fell into corporealism because of bis extreme literal interpretation 
of the Scripture. "Ibn-Karram started by ascribing attributes 
(�ifat) to God but he went to the extreme and thus fell into 
corporealism and anthropomorphism. n3 This is more likely to be 
the natural development of Ibn-Karrarn's view. By reading in 
,-Scriptures, he found the Qur an speaks of God's bands, face, eyjes, 
that He seated himself on the throne, and suggests that He is 
above etc. He found the traditions ascribe ascending and 
descending to God; 
1 • Far9., p • 216 ; 
2. Ibid., p. 216;
J. Milal, p. 79.
that the heart of the believer is between two 










fingers or the Merciru.l etc. Ibn-Karram might have accepted these
texts at their face values and have come to the conclusion that God 
is body. Thus one might consider him, quoting Macdonald; "as one
of those wooden-minded literalists for whom a metaphor is a 
ridiculous lie if it cannot be taken in its external meaning."
1
But to escape the result to which the application of the t erm 
body inevitably leads, that is, that God is originated; Ibn-Karram 
might have relied on foreign elements. His adoption or the term 
substance, and bis denial or similarity between God and other bodies 
as well as his emphasis on the unity of God's essence and substance, 
probably were attempts to establish the difference between God and 
the originated bodies. So it is possible that Ibn-Karram was 
influenced in this respect by some foreign elements, but one cannot 
be certain whether these elements were from Greek philosophy, 
christianity or Magianism. This influence, however, if it is 
accepted, must not be exaggerated. And one cannot ascribe to Ibn-
Karram himself those argurn�nts introduced by the sect's followers to 
justify their doctrine, and in which the influence of Greek 
philosophy might be detected, since neither the time of Ibn-Karram 
nor bis education can support such a suggestion. Because of this 
difference between Ibn-Karram and bis followers one might be 
ju£fied in treating his followers' views separately. 






The _vie_ws _ of Ib!l-Karram' s Adherents
It has already been mentioned that Ibn-Karram's followers
rejected the application of the term substance to God. It is
possible that they found it difficult to defend their master's
view, or it might be an attempt by the Karramites to reconcile their
views with those of the Ash'arites. The Karramites, however,
continued to apply the term body to God, but the tenn body was not 
lleas repugnant to the Ash'arites than the term substance. 
The Ash'arites objected to the application of the terms 
substance and body to God, because substance is specially used by 
them to designate the indivisible atom, which is in a position 
(bayyiz), forms part or the body, is never free from movement and 
rest, and is originated. It should not be applied to God.2 They
also objected to the usage of the tez'lll 'body' for the reason that 
body means what is compound of substances and accidents. It is 
demonstrated that God cannot be a substance, it follows that He 
must not be body, otherwise, He will be compound and originated.3 
On these concepts of body and substance the Ash'arites built their 
theory of the existence of God by demonstrating the origination 
of the world which was composed or these originated bodies and 
substances, and by establishing the world's need of an originator 
namely God. 
Regarding the Karramitea' position, it is believed that when 
1. Farg, p. 216.
2. Jrsbad, p. 10;
-, J. Il}ya , Vol. 1,
Iqti�ad, p. C, '+- ; IQya' I Vol. 1, pp. 94-5-







Ibn-Karrsm said that God is a unit of essence and a unit of
substance he used the term substance in the same sense upheld
by the philosophers that is to indicate an existent or self-
subsistent being.1 His adherents' abandonment of the ter1a alto -
gather freed them from bothering about its explanation. But they 
bad to justify and explain the term body which they retained, since 
otber•ise their views would lead to God being originated. To 
justify their usage of the tet'lll body, the Karramites challenged the 
Ash'arites' atomic theory, by first denying the existence of the 
indivisible atom as conceived by the Asb'arites.2 They objected
to the theologians' views that all bodies are originated and not 
free from accidents. The Karramites asserted the existence of two 
kinda of bodies; one is eternal, enduring and free from accidents, 
oamely, God; the other, however, is composite, originated and not 
free from accide�ts, and of this later kind are all bodies of 
this world.3
so God is body, but there is no similarity between Him and 
these originated bodies. To make their views on this point clearer, 
the later Karramites went to the extent of denying any similarity 
between their views and those of the antbropomorphists, by stating 
that what the anthropomorphists said about God's shape, form, etc., 
had nothing to do with the Karramite views that God bas created 
1. Mawagif, Vol. 8, p. 27;
2. Muwafaqat �al?"? al-Manqul, Vol. 1, p. 187.








Adam by His own hand, that He settled on the throne, or that He
comes in the hereafter for reckoning; "because", Ibn ...al-Hay�am 
said "We ( the Karramites] do not believe in one of these in an
improper sense such as "two organs" as explanation of "two bands",
or "corresponding to a place'' or "the throne holding the Merciful"
as explanation of ist_i_wa' or "wandering about in places" as an 
explanation of "God coming". To Ibn-1-Hay�am, "The Karremites 
ap plied to God only what had been applied by the Qur'an without 
asking bow, or inclining to anthropomorphism. Whatever baa not 
been mentioned in the Qur'an and Tradition we do not apply it as 
the corporealists and antbropomorphiats do".1
By this statement Ibn-1-Hay�am tried to identify bis sect 
with the SUnnite Muslims who held the doctrine of bi-ta kayf. He 
emphasized the sect's restriction to the Qur'anic te1-ms. But the 
Karrsmites' application of the tt,I'ill "body" to God refuted Ibn-1-
Hay�am' s whole claim, since this te11n was neither applied to God 
by those Sunnites, nor used in the QUr'an or Tradition i n  
relation to God. The statement on the whole, however, indicates 
the later Karramites' efforts to reject any similarity between God 
and the bodies of this world. Here it might be asked why, if tbe 
Karramitea were anxious to establish the dissimilar i ty be tween God 
and the world they used the term body. 
An answer to this question might be found in the Karramites• 




interpretation of the term body in relation to God. The Karramites
used body in the sense of an existing or self-subsistent being
(mawjud aw-qa'im bi-nifsihi).1 From these definltions one can see
the 1(arramites' emphasis on the equation between body and exiStence.
so it is possible that the Narrimites believed that the only exiSting
things are bodies, and nothing apart from body can qualify for 
existence. Therefore to establish the existence of God they said 
He is body. Or, it might be, as al-GhazalI stated, "the Karramiyya 
considered God body, because they could not perceive an existing 
thing without its being body, and pointed to (mushiir ilayh�i). 11
2
such an assumption can be supported by referring to the �arramites' 
own arguments, in which they strongly insist on maKing an analogy 
between what is perceived in the visible world and what is supposed 
to be existent in the invisible worl d. 
The ICarramites '��arguments and ar-RazI 's criticism 
Ar-Raz! has preserved in detail all the arguments which the 
Karramites used to justify and defend their views that God is body. 
1. The first argument the Karramites introduced was based on
their making an analogy betwem the things existing in this 
visible world, and those of the invisible one. The i�arramites say: 
"�e have never witnessed anything knowing, powerful and alive but 
a body; the assertion of anything contrary to what is observed, 
1. Ibid., p. 146;. Mawag�f, Vol. 6, P• 294; Vol. 8, p. 25. cf. E.I. 1
art. "Allah'', Vol. 1. p. JlO. 
2. al-GhazalI, al-I-lacjnun a�-Sag?Ir, on the margin of al-Insan al-





will neither be accepted by intellect, nor believed in the heart.
since God is knowing, powerful and alive, it necessarily follows
that he must be body. ul The weakness of this argument is obvious
,
because if an analogy was made between tbe two worlds in some
aspect, it must be applied to all aspects, and in this case it will
lead to results the Karrimites themselves will not accept.
2
In spite of the weakness of this argument, ar-RazI bas spent 
much time and effort to refute it. He starts by putting forward 
the proposition that the absence of something similar to a thing 
does not necessitate the absence of the thing itself, or rather the 
existence and non-existence of a thing does not depend on the 
existence or non-existence of something similar to it. To prove 
this proposition ar-Razl introduced the following arguments: 
(a) "The intellect does not reject as Wllikely the existence
ot a thing li4'.licbbls special characteristics, libich are not
shared by any other thing. Since this thesis cannot be
rationally refuted, it necessarily follows that the absence
of something similar to a thing does not necessitate the
absence of the thing itself." 
(b) "The existence of the thing is either dependent on the
existence of something similar to it or not. The fox,aer 
cannot be the case, because similarity means equality 
between similar things in all neoessities. If similar 
things depend tor their exis·tenoe on each other, 1 t follows 
• A1a1, p. 43•
2. Bia:1�nl, Tambld, p. 196.
• 
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that the thing is dependent on itself, which is fUndamentally
impossible. It infers that the existence of the thing
does .not depend on the existen·ce of a similar thing, likewise
the non-existence of the similar thing does not entail the
non-existence of the thing itself.n 
(c) "The essence of anything _Eer se cannot exist in other things,
otherwise the thing will be the other thing itself, which is 
fundamentally absurd. n 
From these arguments, ar-RizI concluded that the existence 
or non-existence of the thing in itself has nothing to do with the 
existence or non-existence of something similar to it. Therefore 
the Karramites were mistaken in their view that where anything has 
nothing similar in this visible world, its existence cannot be 
l conceived. The Karramites' argument supports the view that they
used the term body because they believed that no existing thing 
apart from bodies can be comprehended. Ar-Razi's refutation of 
the argument indicates that be was well aware of the Karramite views. 
2. The Karraroites' second argument is much more abstruse, and
the influence of philosophy on it can easily be detected: the 
Karramites said, that since God must know the bodily things of this 
world, the forms of these bodily things must be produced in His 
essence; and then it follows that He must be body. If these 
premises are proved to be true, it must be a dmit ted that God is body.2
1. Asia, pp. 14-16.




The Karrsroites gave the following arguments as proof for these
• 
•premises. 
(a) For the first Premise that God must be knowing the bodies of
this world the Karramites said that "all Muslims agree with them 
on this point. Besides, it can easily be proved by mentioning 
that God is the creator of these bodies, and the creator of every­
thing must have knowledge of it, therefore it follows that God 
must have knowledge of these bodies." 
l
(b) "For the second premise that the forms of bodily things are
produced in God's essence, the Karramites said: 
"The creator of bodily things must have knowledge of them 
before their coming into being, otherwise he would not be 
their creator. Every body known by God must be distinct 
from the other known bodies, in God's knowledge, otherwise 
He would not be knowing it. But if the body known was 
distinct, it would not be purely non-existent, because pure 
non-existence cannot be distinguished. It follows that 
this known body must be existing. But it does not exist 
in the external World. So it must be existing in the 
knowledge of God. It follows that the forms of all bodily
things must be existing in God's essence."
2
(c) Concerning the conclusion that He in whom the bodily forms
existed must be body, the Karramitea proof might be summarized in
the following:
1 • lb.id. I p • 43. 







"If two similar squares, which are equal in quality and
necessity were supposed to be existing, God will know them
as distin-ct entit iea. Their being distinct in God's know-
ledge, however, is not owing to their being different from
one another in quality· and necessity. so it must be 
-because of an accidental cause ( 'aradi). The only possible 
cause in this case is that they are in distinct places, and 
this wi-11 not be so unless place is a divisible body. By 
proving these premises the Karramites came to the conclusion 
that God is boc1y.n1
The Karremites' argument is clear evidence of the influence of 
philosophical concepts and views on the sect's thinkers; the
concept of forms they used might be traced back to Greek sources. 
Ar-Raz! refuted the Karramites' argument by saying that 
"if we imagined fo1•rus of trees and horses, these forms will 
be engraved in our essences. This essence will be either 
this body or a pure substance. If it was body, it would 
be impossible for the forms to be imprinted in it, since it 
is fundamentally admitted that large things cannot be 
imprinted in smaller spaces. If the essence, however, is 
pure substance then it should be admitted that the form of 
sensory objects can be imprinted in what is not body. And 
this demonstrates the falsity of the Karrami·tes' argument 
that the existence of the forms of bodily things in place, 
2 
necessitates that the place should be body." 
1. Aaas, p. 44.
2. Ibid • , p • 45.
• 
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This refutation of the Karr;mites' argument is quite
0 onvincing. But the problem of God being body or not body was
crucial to the Karramites. It is to them a matter of existence,
or non-existence, it is either to say that God is body and exiStS
or refute bis being body and by this put his existence in danger.
But if God is body and so are the things of this world, 
what will be the relation between these two bodily entities? 
would it be possible that such concepts of God and the world might 
easily lead to God being mixed with these originated bodies, or 
these bodies being mingled with Him? Were the Karramites aware 
of the problem to which their doctrine might lead or not? An 
answer to this might be found in the Karramite views about God being 
in place, boundary and direction, which will be dealt with now. 
The KarJ9arnites' views regarding God being in place, position and 
direction 
As it baa already been mentioned, Ibn-Karram, through bis 
literal interpretation of the Qur'anic verses such as "the merciful 
settled Himself on the throne" and those verses suggesting that God 
is in heaven and above, and possibly with foreign influence, came 
to believe that God touches his throne which is a place for Him, 
and that He is in the direction upwards.1 Ibn-Karram's adherents,
however, substitut ed the word contiguity (mulagat) for the word 
touching (m11massa), but they failed to show the real difference
2 between the two teI•ms. 
1. Parg_, p. 216 •
2. Ibid • , p • 216 •








Karramites maintained that the throne is a place for God, and He
is greater than it, others said He is no larger than His throne on
the side where He touches it and no part of Him overhangs it.
1 
Regarding the question whether God is finite or infinite,
"some Karramites said He is finite from al l direction, but
to others He is finite from the lower side only. Others, 
however, deny extremity altogether but say that God is
Great ( 'a�Im). These later differ as to the meaning of 
Greatness. Some say that His greatness means that despite 
His oneness God is on all parts of the throne; the throne 
is under Him and He is above all of it in the same way as 
He is above part of it. Some say that His greatness means 
that despite His oneness He touches on one aide more than 
one thing, that is in such a way that He touches all,the parts 
of the throne, for He is moat high and Great. n2
By affi1'llling "direction upwards", the Karramites might have 
established God's separation from the world, but by ascribing to 
Him a place and that He is finite will imply bis being composed and 
compound, as the Asb'arites affirmed. It seems that later Karramites 
fo11nd it diffi cult to bold and defend such views. Therefore they 
strongly deni ed that God bas a place or that He i s  finite. They 
said that God does not touch or contact the throne but He is 
parallel to it. But if God is parallel to the throne, is the 
distance between them finite or infinite? Some Karramites bold 
1. Farg., pp. 216-17.





that it is finite, while Ibn-1-Hayfam holds that the distance
between God and his throne is infinite, and that God is eternally
. 1 and infinitely separate from the world in the upwards direction.
Though the Karramites bold various views concernin g other 
points they unanimously agreed and strongly emphasized that God 
is in the direction upwards. This might suggest that the Karramites 
were aware that their doctrine o f God as body would lead to 
Pantheism. To avoid such a res ult they attempted to establish the 
separation o f  God from all bodies. Their efforts to do so might 
be demonstrated in the following statement ascribed to Ibn-1-Hay�am. 
by Ibn-Abi-1-�adid, "God is one existing essence, separate (mu�S:_1!:1) 
by himself from all other existing things. He is neither inherent 
in things as the acc idents are, nor mixed with them as the bodies. 
He is separate t'rom the creatures in the direction upward."2
This statemt:nt clearly illustrates the Karramite anxiety to 
avoi d any kind of contact between God and the world which might 
lead to Pantheism (wabdat al-wujud).' Therefore their arguments 
to establish that God is in the upwards direction might be under­
sto od. 
1. By asserting an infinite distance between God and the world, and
mai ntaining at the same time that God is in the above direction,
Ibn-1-Haysam was in obvious self contradiction since  the infinite
• 
cannot be possibly encompassed between two limits. Ibn-Abi-•1-
Hadid how ever denied t he ascription of such absurd views to Ibn-1-
• 
Hay,am. See �arb Nahj al-Ba�_agba, Vol. 1. p. 659.
2. 3'.larb Nahj a�-Ba_lagha, Vol. l, p. 659 •
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Tbe Karramiter arguments that God is in a direction 
To support their view that God is in a direction the
Karramites int·roduce the following arguments: 
1. They said: nBoth God and the world are existing entities.
It is self-evident that in the case of two existing entities, each
one of them is either penetrating the other as the accident penetrates
the substance, or is separate from it in one of the six directions
such as in the case of two self-subsistent entities. Since God is
not an accident but self-subsistence, it necessarily follows that
He does not penetrate the world, but must be separate from it in
one of the six directions. ,,l
To demonstrate the self-evidence of this proposition, the 
Karramites said: 
"This propoa it ion is undoubtedly applicable to the existing 
things of the visible world, since it is noticeable that 
where there are two things, one of them either penetrates 
the other or is separate from it. The cause of that is 
either its being substance or accident or something shared 
in counnon between substance and accident, which is either 
origination or existence. They ruled out all these reasons 
as possible causes, except existence. Since God is existing 
this Proposition, the Karramites said, must be applied to Him, 
and it follows necessarily that He must be penetrating the 
world or separate from it in a direction. But the first is 
-
1. Asas, P• 61; Arba'in, pp.
Iqtisad, p. 100. 








already demonstrated to be impossible, therefore He must
1 be separate from the world in a direction."
It is quite clear that this argument is founded on the
Karramites' basic view or making an analogy between ·the visible and
invisible worlds. From this point the argument is interes·ting 
because it supports the notion mentioned beforo that the 
Karrimites said that God is body because they could not conceive 
an existent thing wlthout it being body. ?-toreover ·the argument 
shows the Karramites' attempt to separate between God and the bodies 
of the world. 
In bis criticism of the Karramites' arguments, ar-Razi started 
by refuting the Karramites' claim tbat their proposition is self-
- '
. - ' 
evident. ,, To him tbia proposition is not so certain as the 
proposition that one is half of two; Secondly, the philosophers 
maintain the existence of objects sudl as intelligence, celestial 
souls, rational souls and primordial matter, whicb are neither 
penetrating into nor separate from the world. Similarly the 
Mu'tazilites claim that the existence of positive and negative acts 
of Volition (iradat) and (karabat), and annihilation (i'dam), cannot 
be regarded as penetrating into or separate from the world. Besides, 
the existence of relationships (i�afat) between individuals (a'yan) 
such as fatherhood and sonsbip, can easily be proved, these also 
are neither penetrating the world nor separate from it. Unless the 
Karramites prove the absurdity of these assumptions, ar-RazI said, 












they cannot claim self-evidence for their proposition. 
Furthermore, ar-RazI demonstrated the weakness and the
invalidity of the Karramites' arguments regarding the cause behind 
this proposition. He rejected their refutation of substance and
accident as being the cause; if these however are invalid, the
Karramites have no right to restrict the cause only ·to origination 
and existence. "If existence, however, is accepted as the only 
cause in this respect, the Karramites have no jus·tification for 
applying this proposition to God unless they maintain that existence 
is ·the same in the visible and invisible worlds. ait this will 
lead either to the similarity be tween God and originated things in 
all aspects, or to the view that God's existence is something 
additional to bis quiddity (mabiyya). The Karrsrnites, however, 
do not accept either of tbese, so they should not make an analogy 
between the things which exist in the visible world and those of 
2the in via ible. " 
"The disjunction, which the Karramites used, necessitates the 
division of things into three categories, not into two as the 
Karramites claimed. Therefore the disjunction should be that 
where there are two existing things, one of them must be either 
penetrating into the other, or separate from it in a direction, or 
neither penetrating nor separate. The Karramites cannot prove the 
impossibility of the third division. n3 
2. The Karramites' second argument was that the cause of the
1. Asas, pp. 62-4.
2. Ibid., pp. 67-72.







body being specified by place and direction is due to 1·ts being 
self-subeis·t ent. Since God shared with it in this respect, it 
1 
follows that He must be in a direction. Ar-RizI rejected this
argument by stating that it is quite possible that ·the cause of the
body being specified by a direct ion and place is due to i·ts own 
essence, and not to other attributes. Because if it was due to 
another attribute, say self-subsistenoe, this attribute will need 
another attribute to specify it, this will go on to an endless chain, 
2which is impossible. 
3. To prove that God is speoifically in the upward direction
the Karramites said that the people by their disposition (fi�ra),
raise their hands to the upward direction when they implore God
for mercy. This indicates that God is in the above direction.3 
Secondly, the above direction is the noblest one, and since God is 
the most noble He must be in that direction.4 
Ar-Raz! refuted the first argument by saying that the raising 
of the hands upwards cannot be a sign of God being in that direction, 
otherwise, the people placing their foreheads on the ground must be 
taken as a sign of God being in the earth, ltlich is as absurd as 
the first suggestion.5 For the second argument, ar-RazI said that
"there is no such abs olute upward direction, because the universe 
is a sphere, therefore every direction of it is above in relation 
to some parts and below in regard to others. 
1. Arba'In, p. llJ.
2. A_rba'InL p. 114.
J. Asas, p. 76; Arba 'In, p. 114.
4. Arba 'In, p. 114.
5. Asas, p. 76;
,-Arba in, p. 115. 




in the upward direction, his essence will be extending upwards
either infinitely of finitely; if it was the foz'lDer then there
could be no point supposed in his essence; without another point
above it: thus every part of Him would be below. If it was the
latter, that is finite, then the void (kbala'), which is supposed
to be above him, will be higher than God. In both cases, however, 
there will be no absolute highness. Thirdly, the nobility 
attributed to the above direction is owed to the locus and direction 
by their essence, while to the located (mutamakkin) that is God, by 
virtue of his being in them. If so, then the nobility of the place 
will be higher than that of God, which is absurd and impossible, 
- 1 and so is the Karramites' arg11ment." 
4. The Karramites quoted as support for their view that God is
1n the upward direction some Qur' anic verses and traditions, and 
believed that these were strong evidences which show that God is 
in the upward direction and in a place. 
To this ar-RazI's reply was that if it is found that the 
traditional evidences (zawahir �agliyya) contradict the rational 
proofs (barahin 'agli3ya), they cannot be held both as true, or 
discredited together as false. If the traditional evidences, 
how ever, were accepted, and the rational proofs were rejected, this 
would lead to the discredit of the traditional evidences themselves. 
Because the rational proofs are the bases of the traditional 
evidences, the only remaining alternative is to believe in the 





rational proofs, and the traditional evidences can be either
metaphorically interpreted or their 
Therefore the traditional evidences 
meanings be entrusted to God.
1
which the Karramites have quoted
cannot be taken to prove their view, since they contradict the
rational proofs. Ar-RazI himself has chosen the method of inter-
pretation and thus explained all the verses which suggest that God 
is body in a place or in a direction.2
5. The Vision of God
The Karramites' views concerning the Divine vision are quite 
consistent with their other views about the concept of God. They 
bold that God is body in direction and place, so they found it 
easy to maintain the possibility of the vision by the eyes, face 
to face in the hereafter. Even the Karramites used vision as 
support for their view that God is in a direction. They said 
since God's vision has been established, and the things seen should 
be actually or practically in front of the seer,it necessarily 
follows that God must be in a direction. The Karramites acknowledge 
that vision required certain conditions to be fulfilled, and fully 
admitted their realization. They maintain that if God is not body 
in place and direction, not only His vision will be impossible, but 
His vecy existence cannot be proved.3 As far as the conditions 
1. A�b-� ' _lA, P• 115; Asas, p. 172; Ma 'slim, p. 33.
2. Aaas, pp. 79-167; ar-Razl baa devoted almost two-thirds of this
book to interpret the Qur'anic verses and tradition which suggest
corporealism or anthropomorphism. 
). Mawigif, Vol. 8, pp. 116, 142. 
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of the Divine vision are concerned, the Karramites were in full
agreement wi·th the :t-1u 'tazilites; the latter, however, according
to their own concept of God, reached a conclusion completely 
different from that of the Karrimites. The Mu'tazilites believe
that God is not body nor in direction nor place; and the fulfil­
ment of these conditions will inevitably lead to such corporealist 
concepts, therefore they sacrificed the vision of God for the sake 
of His tanzih. They hold fast to the Qur'anic verse "The eyes 
never apprehend Him; though He apprehends them", and interpret 
the verses which imply the possibility of the Vision. They 
acknowledge, however, the possibility that the believers could know 
God by their hearts in the hereafter.1 so it can be said that both
the Karrsmites and the Mu'tazilites were consistent in their views 
regarding the problem of the Divine Vision. 
Those for whom the Vision caused difficulty were the 
Ash'arites wbo held that God is not body or in direction, though 
they asserted the possibility of the Vision. Ash'ari himself 
asserted an unqualified vision, and rejected the Mu'tazilites' 
interpretation of the verses which imply the possibility of the 
Vision. Apart from bis dependence on the scripture to support 
bis view, al-Asb'ari introduced the following rational justification 
of the Vision. He held that the only condition for something to 
be seen is its being existent, and since God is existent then it is 
1. Fipal, Vol. 3, p. 2; Tab�lr, p. 37.
• 
I 
possible for the 
brilliantly used 
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eyes t o see Him.1 Later Ash 'arites, however,
al-Ash'ari's rational argumenc t hat Vision pre-
supposes only existence, but they departed from t he concep t of
vision asserted by him. In their bands Vision turned into a
kind of intellectual experience or knowledge, relat ed to the 
existence of God. It presupposed no special organs and was 11n-
connected with any of t he five senses.
2
Ar-RazI, later on, differed from all Asb'arites over the 
rational just ificat ion of Vision. He found their rational proofs 
can hardly be tenable and used even the Mu'tazilites' objections 
to demonstrate t he weakness of the Ash'arites' proofs.3 He openly
stated bis rejection of t he Asb'arite arguments as well as the 
.Mu 'tazilite views and declared his adoption of the :r,,raturidite 
position that vision can be justified only by scriptures and needs 
no rational justification.4 Ar-Raz! on the other band refuted 
the Karramite views as well as t heir argument that vision necessitates 
the being of the things seen in front of the seer. It is true, ar-
RazI said, that "we do not conceive a visible thing in the visible 
world unless it is actually or practically in front of the seer; 
but we do not also conceive a visible thing unless it has size, 
extension and being compound. If the Karramites bold that there 
1. Ibana, pp. 10-19; Milal, P• 72.
2. Irshad, p. 100; Iqtisad, pp. 109-110.
� --- . 




4. Ibid., p. 198; Ash-Shabrastani, before ar-Razi, took the same
position and stated that vision is a matter of scriptural 
attestation and it is difficult to be proved by intellect.






is a difference in the visible world and the invisible world
regarding the latter conditions, they should admit the same
difference between the two worlds concerning the former. Thus
they should realise that the conditions of vision in this world
must not be applied to the vision in the invisible world."
1 
From ar-Razi 's arg11ments against the Karramite view it seems 
that He had realized the inner motive which led them to bold such 
a concept of God. He must have realized that the Karramites were 
not able to conceive an existing thing without being a body subject 
to the conditions and rules of the existing things of this world. 
Therefore it can be 11nderstood why he spent so much time and effort 
to establish the existence of things which are not subject to the 
necessities of sensory perceptions and imagination. ,lr-RazI 
gave an example of the concept of humanity which is something 
different from the individuals shared in it, and has nothing to do 
with specific shape or form, though it is conceivable regardless of 
place, boW1dary and direction. If such reality can be conceived 
regardless of shape and sensory condition, it cannot be impossible 
to conceive a God l,J[)O is free frcm all necessities of senses and 
imagination.2 Ar-RazI gave another example of quiddities such as 
knowledge and nature, which can be conceived by only considering 
their definition and realities regardless of their boundary, shape 
and measurement. 
- -
A person, ar-Razi said, can even conceive himself,
1. Asaa, p. 76.







while be is in deep thought, without considering bis shape,
boundary etc. 
-
.From what has been said it seems that neither Ibn-Karrsrn
11or bis followers used the term "body" for God 1n the sense which
defined and was understoOd by the Ash 'arite ·theologians, i. e • 
material compounded of indivisible atoms and composed or portions. 
Nevertheless the Karrimites emphasized that God is body in order to
affirm His existence. They saw that the denial of God being body 
is a denial of bis existence as a real being, and thus it is a 
threat to their central belief. The Ash 'aritee holding their own 
concept of body, saw that the application of the term body by 
the Karramites is a threat to the uniqueness and transcendence as 
well as to the existence of God. SO the dispute between the two 
parties 
central 
was a bitter 
1belief. 
one since each of them was defending his 







a. God is Locus (ma:;ial) of Temporal Phenomena
It is believed that the Karramites unanimously agreed that
the originated things subsist in God's essence. Even Ibn-1-Haysam,• 
who brought about many corrections in the sect's doctrine, did 
nothing regarding this point. The Karramites' views concerning 
this point are based and linked with their views about the 
attributes of God, and their theory of the origination and 
annihilation of the world. Therefore by giving an exposition of the 
sect's views regarding these two points we might understand what 
the Karramitea meant by saying that God is locus of temporal 
phenomena and to what extent their views were rightly presented 
by their opponents. 
The attributes of God 
tJ) The essential attributes 
All the Muslim theologians agreed that God is powerful, 
willing, knowing, living, seeing and articulate. But they differed 
as to whether He has attributes such as power, knowledge, will etc., 
and whether these attributes are distinguished from and additional 
to His essence or not. 
The Mu'tazilitea1 believed that God ia living, knowing and
determining per ae, not by life, knowledge and power.2 They
maintained that God is knowing, potent and willing by virtue of His 
1. The Mu'tazilites first reduced all the Divine attributes to two:
knowledge and power, they reduced even these to one attribute,
that is God unity.




own essence and not by attributes distinct from or extraneous 
to His essence.1 They thought that the affirmation of eternal
attributes would necessitate plurality of eternals and thus 
endanger the oneness of God. The eventual result of the 
Mu'tazilites' views was the denial of God's attributes. 
The Asb'arites, however, following the early Sunnites held 
that since God is potent, willing, etc. it necessarily follows that 
He must have attributes such as power and will. Thus they 
maintained that God knows by knowledge, is powerful by power and 
willing by will, etc. which are eternal, additional to and subsist 
in His essence. To avoid the Mu'tazilites' objection that such 
views will lead to the association of many eternals with God, the 
Ash'arites said that these attributes are neither the essence of 
God itself nor other than His essence.2
• 
Concerning the Karramites' views, it is believed that they bad 
affirmed eternal attributes to God, and said that He is knowing by 
lmowledge, potent by power, living by life and willing by will.
These attributes are eternal and subsist in God's essence.3 According 
to this statement ash-Shabrastani put the sect in the same category 
with the Ash'aritea, 4 and Tritton considered them orthodox as far
as the attributes of God are concerned.5
1. Bazdawi, Usul, p. 35.
2. Milal, p. 67.
J. Milal, p. 83.
4. Ibid., p. 119.
5. Muslim Theolo&,, p. 109.




sect's views on these attributes, however, might lead to a result 
different from those of ash-SbahrastanI and Tritton, and shows to 
what extent the Karramites were in disagreement with the Asb'arites 
and the other Sunnite Muslims. 
• 
God5Power 
According to ash-SbahrastanI's statement mentioned above, the 
Karramites bold the same view as the Ash'arites regarding God's 
power. But this does not seem to be the case for the following 
reasons: first, the Karramites conceive God's power as a faculty 
implying all the necessities without which an action cannot exist, 
such as knowledge, life and even the perfections of organs,1 while
to the Asb'arites power simply means the attribute \llicb make the 
thing possible actual.2 Secondly, to the Asb'arites, God's power
is not limited by certain spheres of influence, but it covers all 
possible things,3 the Karramites, however, maintain that God's power
extends only over the things originated in God's essence, but has 
no influence on the particulars of this world.4 Thirdly, the 
Ash'arites bold that God's power is one,5 while the Karramites differ 
as to whether it multiplies according to the multiplicity of the 
species of the things originated in His essence, 
the multiplicity of the originated things of the 
or according to 
6world. From this 
1. Baghdad!, Upul, p. 43.
2. Iqti9id, p. 120.
J. _!_q_tifad, p. 120;
4. Farg, p. 220.
5. Ibid., p. 334.
6. Milal, p. 82.
Mubasaal, p. 129. 






it becomes clear that God's power as maintained by the Karra
mites
cannot be said to be identical with that held by the Ash'arites.
Life 
This attribute did not present great problems to the 
theologians nor to the Karramites. Therefore the Karramites
affirmed this eternal attribute to God; they considered it, 
however, as part of God's power as has been mentioned before.
1
Knowledge 
Conceming God's knowledge, the Karramites are believed to 
have said that God knows from eternity all things in the manner 
according to which they are going to exist in the f'uture.2 This
statement suggests that they are almost in agreement with the 
Asb'arites who maintain that God's knowledge is eternal and related 
to all things knowable, regardless of their being existent or 
non-existent, whether they are possible or impossible.3 However, 
a statemoot mentioned by ar-RazI seems to contradict this assumption. 
- - -
According to ar-Razi the Karramites bold that "God bas now knowledge 
of the existence of the world, because if He had such knowledge, 
while in reality the world did not come into existence, He would be 
ignorant, which is impossible for God. Therefore the Karramites 
maintain that God knew of the existence of the world when it became 
existent; this knowledge is originated and subsists in His essence. u4 
1. Bagbdadi, U��l, P• 43•
2. Milal, p. 84.
J. Iqti�ad, p. lJO; Mil_a_l, P• 67.





BY asserting an originated knowledge, the Karramites were in dis­
agreement with the Asb 1arites' view which said that God knows the
originated things in eternity and no change occurred in His know­
ledge when they came into being. The Asb'arites solved the problem
which seems to have troubled the Karramites, that is: how God knows
the originated things in eternity, by stating that in the example 
of the world "God knew in eternity the existence of the world at 
the time of its existence. This knowledge is one, but it has 
three aspects, (1) in eternity God knows that the world will come 
into being later, (2) at the time of its existence, He knows that 
the world is in the process of coming into being, (3) and after its 
existence, He knows that the world has come into being. These 
three states come over the world successively. The world becomes 
kno'WO to God by virtue of that attribute which does not change. 
wbat changes is the states of the world."
1 The Karramites h ave
failed to reach this solution to the problem of the relation between 
God's knowledge and the originated things. Therefore they main-
tained the existence of originated knowledge lilhich is related to 
the originated things, and said that this knowledge subsists in God's 
essence. 
Will 
Sinc e All existing things are produced by God's power and 
God bas knowledge of them all, the Muslim theologians agreed that 
God has will by which He determines the possible things by existence,





or non-existence, and in which shape, measure, time, etc. He 
determines their existence. But the theologians differed as to
whether God's will is eternal or originated. 
believe that God's will is eternal, subsists 
is related to all the things possible.
1 The
The Asb'arites 
in God's essence and 
Mu'tazilites,
2 however,
maintain that God's will is originated but in no place. 
For the Karramites' views, it is believed that they affirmed 
an eternal will (masbi'a) which subsists in God's essence.3 Thus 
their view might seem similar to that of the Ash'arites. But, 
while the Ash 'arites hold that God's will is connected with all tbe 
things possible, we find that the Karramites'mashI'a is only 
connected with the origins of the mU9datbat and the temporal 
phenomena which subsists in God's essence (hawadith).4 For the 
dete1-mination of the originated things of this world the Karramitea 
asserted a volition (irada) which they said is originated, 
subsistence in God's essence, and related only to the mwtdathat.S 
Thus the Karramites distinguished between masbl'a and irada on the 
ground that the former is eternal and connected with �awadith w hile 
the latter is temporal, subsists in God's essence and is related 
1. Itllal_, p. 67.
2. Jqtifad, p. 134; Arba'In, pp. 153-4.
3. 1-1ilal, p. 83.
4. 1'11lal, p. 82.
the originated 
The Karramitea differentiate between mubdathat 
thing of this world; and �awadith that is the 
temporal phenomena which subsists in God's essence. 
to distinguish between these two kinds of originated 









From this it becomes obvious that the
- ' 
-
Karramites mashi'a cannot be identical with the Asb'arite concept
of will. On the other hand a similarity might be found between
tbe Karrami tes' concept of irada and the Mu'tazilites' views about
God's will, with the difference that to the Mu 'tazilites "will"
exists in no place while to the Karramites 1 irada subsists in God's 
essence. 
The Karramite and the Mu'tazilite concept of originated will 
was rejected by the Asb'arites, on the ground that the originated 
things depend on God's will, and if this- will was originated, it 
would need another will to determine it and this will lead to an 
endless chain. 2 Though the Karramites were considered in a better
position tbao the Mu'tazilites, because the latter's assertion of 
originated will in no locus is nonsense,3 but the Karrsmite belief
that irada subsists in God's essence was also rejected by the 
Ash'arites.4
Hearing and Seeing 
"To the majority of the Ash 'arites and the Mu 'tazilites, 
as well as to the Karramites "hearing" and "seeing" are eternal 
attributes which subsist in God's essence and in excess of His 
knowledge.05 From this statement the Karramites' view seem� 
1. Igdam, p. 104.
2. Mu.9apfal, p. 133;
J. Iqti�ad, p. 134.
,-Arba in, pp. 153-4. 
4. Arba 'In, p. 154; Iqti?ad, P• 135.





to be similar to those of the Ash'arites. But opposite views to
this were attributed t o the sect. Ash-Sbahrastanl, for instance,
stated that some of the I{arrami tea explained ''hearing" and "seeing"
as God's faculty to hear, and His faculty to see; others asserted
an eternal "hearing" and "seeing", and explained God's faculty to
hear and to see as the relationship between "seeing" and "hearing"
and the things perceived.1 Ash-ShabrastanI ascribed to them also,
the view that God hears and sees what he had not perceived before 
2 
and that hearing and seeing for Him began in time. These state-
ments of ash-ShabrastanI are in obvious contradiction with that 
mentioned by ar-Razl. While ar-Razl's statement said that the 
Karramites ascribed eternal bearing and seeing to God, that of ash­
SbabrastanI suggests that they bold that hearing and seeing are 
originated in time. Another statement, however, mentioned by ar-
Raz! himself, might help in giving the real views of tbe sect on 
this point. According to ar-RazI the Karrarnites believed that God 
neither sees the world, nor hears sounds in eternity, because 
seeing or bearing things as existing \t.Jhile they are not is wrong 
and impossible for God. So when sowid and the world come into 
being, God bas hearing and sight of tbem.3 This statement supports
the view suggested by ash-ShahrastanI that the Karramites affirmed 
an originated hearing and seeing. At the same time it is quite 
compatible with the sect's general views concerning the relation 
between God's attributes and the originated things of the world 
1. Milal, p. 82.
2. Igdam, p. 119.








wbiob have been referred to while we were discussing their views
regarding God's will and knowledge. 
_§£88C� 
To the Karramites, God's speech has two aspects: one is
kaljm, that is God's potency for utterance or speaking, the other
is gawl, that is the utterance itself. To them the first is prior, 
eternal and one, while the second is originated, subsists in God's 
essence, does not cease or pass away, and is composed of many ideas 
or phenomena such as: statements about the past and future, books 
revealed to the prophets, threats, promises and laws. As a 
result of this distinction between kalam and gawl, the Karramites 
-
. 
differentiate between the speaker (mutakallim) and the ga'il. 
They maintain that God has ever been speaker and sayer, He has been 
speaker in eternity because of His power to utter, and in the sense 
that He is ab le to produce speech in His essence. Whenever He 
produces something out of His essence, He produces the word "Be" 
(K11�11) in His essence. 2 God also bas been eternall y �a'il because
of a faculty to utter (ga'iliyya) and not because of the utterance. 
His faculty to ut ter is His power to utter, but His utterance 
. 
consists of words originated in His essence. Thus the utterance of 
God according to them is created in His essence, while God's kalam
is eternal. 3
1. Milal, p. 81. cf. Muslim theology, p. 109.
2. Iqtisid, p. 159.
..  & 
J. Farg, p. 219. One actually sees no difference between the 
Karramit e concept of kalam and their view of ga' iliyya, since 






Both tbe Mu'tazilites and the Hanbalites agreed that God's
speech is composed of letters and sounds. But the Mu'tazilites
bold that it is created by God in something other than His essence
and subsists in a temporal substrate. By the word mutakallim
the Mu'tazilites understood that when God wills or unwills some­
thing He creates special sounds and letters in a body to indicate 
His will and unwillingness.1 When God gives these sounds and
letters existence, they are beard in the substrate, but they cease 
to exist afterwards.2 Tbe Hanbalites, however, maintain that
these letters and sounds are eternal and subsist jn God's eseence.3
This definition of kalim as sounds and letters is similar to the 
Karrsmites' concept of gawl, but the Karramites did not go as far as 
to say that it is eternal as tbe Hanbalites did; or to believe tbat 
• 
it is created in a temporal substrate and ceased to exist as tbe 
Mu'tazilites said. The Karramites' view is that gawl is originated 
in God's essence, and will never pass away.
The Asb'arites, however, defined God's speech as the speech 
of the mind (kalam nafsi), not that composed of sounds and letters. 
To them, God is speaker, not by speech composed of letters and 
eounds, but He is speaker by kalam nafsi which is eternal and sub-
sists in His essence. sounds and the letters are mere indications 
of His speech.4 The Asb'arites rejected both the Mu'tazilitea'
1. Arba'In, p. 177; MW}a��al, p. 125.
2. Igdam, p. 288.
J. Mawagif, Vol. 8, P• 92.










wnption that God's speech is created in





The Asb'arites' concept of kalam nafsi might seem similar
to the Karramites' concept of kalam since both of tbem are held to
be eternal. But ·the difference between tbe two concepts is that
the Karramites' kalam is God's power to utter, while the Ash'arites
-
' maintain that kalam nafsi ia report (kha�ba.r) which includes God s 
speech conxtoanding, forbidding and threatening. These to the 
Karrimites are originated phenomena subsisting in God's essence. 
Conceming the Qur'an, whether it is created or uncreated, 
the Karramites re:rrained from saying that it is created, but they 
maintain that it is originated and subsists in God's essence. They 
refrained from saying it is created, because created things, to the 
Karramitea, are m�datbat and if the Qur'an is mubdath it would not 
be God's gawl since God's gawl is originated, but subsists in God's 
essence while the muhdathat are not. 
The Karramites used the same arg11ments of the Mu 'tazilites 
to prove that God's ape ech is originated. Apart from the traditional 
evidences they quoted, the Karramites introduced the following 
arg11ment s: 
1. To ar-RizI, the Ash'arites objections against the Mu'tazilites'
views are weak and based on misunderstanding of the latter's views.
The Mu'tazilites' views should be fully acceptable by the 
Ash'arites since they believe that all origination is subject to 
God's power, so it is possible that God will create sounds in 
animate or inanimate bodies; the real difference between the 
Ash'aritea and Mu'tazilites is that the former affirmed kalam nafsi, 








1. They said "God's command, whether it is sounds and l
etters
or ideas subsisting in God's essence, cannot be eternal, because
in eternity the person ordered and prohibited was not exiating and
command and prohibition addressed to a non-existent is nonsense.
so the Qur'anic verse 'take off thy shoes' addressed to Moses cannot
be eternal, since Moses did not exist in eternity". 
2. "God tells about many events which happened in the past such
as 'We send Noah to his people'. If these reports were eternal,
then God will be telling about events which happened before eternity,
and it follows that eternity is preceeded by time, and that God
lies in His speech. And both these are impossible." 
3. "If God's command was eternal then it would be everlasting,
because whatever it's eternity established, its non-existence would 
be impossible. In this case if God commanded Zaid to say the 
dalfll prayer for instance, this command would last for ever, which is 
absurd and so is the notion that God's coum1and is eternal." 
4. ''N_askh is unanimously agreed upon. It means either the
abrogation or the t�1wination of a rule after it is established.
In both cases it entails the abolition of the rule. But everything
abolished after it's being established is not eternal, because what­
ever its eternity established its non-existence would be impossible." 1
The Ash'arites refuted these arguments by pointing out that 
what is changing in these instances was not the attribute of kalam,
but rather the relations of the attributes to the originated things,
1. Arba'In, pp. 182-4; MuQao�al, p. 133.
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and this does not necessitate the origination of the attribute.
God's connuand, the Ash 'arites believe, is eternal without the
existence of the Person ordered. When the person concerned comes
into being, he is ordered by that ooromand without the occu1•1•ing of
a change in the order itself. They gave an example of a man who
was told by a prophet that a son would be born to him, but he would 
die before the child's birth. That man might ask another man to 
tell bis son., when the son reaches puberty, that his father required 
him to occupy himself with study. In this example an order is found 
without the person ordered. When the son reaches puberty, he would 
be ordered by that order, without change in the order itself. There­
fore the existence of order without the existence of the person 
ordered cannot be considered as absurd. 1
Regarding God's reports about events which happened in the past, 
the Asb'arites believed that God's reports in eternity are one, but 
their relationships differ according to the differences of times, 
therefore the wording indicates the difference of these tim es. In 
the example "We send Noah to bis people", the report about Noah's 
mission is eternal and subsists in God's essence. It is expressed, 
however, before the sending of Noah by "we send him", and after he 
was sent by "we sent him", the wording differs according to the 
differences of conditions, but the meaning which subsists in God's 
2 
essence does not change. 
1. �U/;l&f�al, pp. 133-4; Iqti�ad, pp. 164-5.






Concerning naskb, the Ash 'arites said it is only re lated ·to
tbe sounds end letters and there is no argument about the change in
these, but the eternal kalam which the letters indicate is not
subject to change.
1
From the exposition of the Karramites' views regarding the
seven attributes, it becomes clear that they bold dif ferent views 
from those of the Ash'arites, as they tried to solve the problem 
of the relation between God's attributes and His creatures, they 
ascertained an originated knowledge, will, hearing, seeing and 
speech, which subsist in God. 
(_ZJ The Ac_�_tve Attributes 
The early Sunnite Muslim did not dif ferentiate be�ween these 
attributes pertaining to God's actions, i.e. the active attributes 
such as creating, sustaining, originating, producing and bringing 
into existence etc. and those of God's essence that is the essential 
attributes.2 Later, however, these attributes of action were
considered as one of the points on which the Ash'arites and the 
Maturidites held real disagreement.3 
The Maturidites called these attributes takwin and considered 
it as a real attribute, like knowledge and power, which is eternal 
and subsists in God's essence.4 The function of takwln to the -�-· ·- -
Maturidites is different from that of power. Power, to them, is
1. Ml¼1aooal, p. 134.
2. Igdam, p. 181.
3 • .1su ... :·!udh.ba1 ; a1..:1R&WQ.8 al-Bahiy.ya, pp. 39-43• 






connected with the potential existence of the created things but
does not affect the created actual coming-into-being, this 1stter
was the function of takwln and through it the non-existence was
brought to an existing state. To them takwln is different from
muk awwan, that is the thing originated, because the former is 
eternal and the latter is temporal and does not subsist in God's 
essence. 
The Ash 'arites, on the other band, maintained that these 
attributes are temporal; they are nothing more than the relation­
ships between God's power and the objects created, sustained, etc. 
Thus takwill to thE111 is merely a rational expression and has no 
effect; the actual effect is due to God's power, through which 
the action took place.1
The Karramites ascribed takwln to God as the Maturldites 
did. But they often used the terms ihdatb and muhdath as synonyms 
for takwin and mukawwan respectively. The Karramites differed 
1. The Ash'arites rejected the Maturidites concept of takwln by
stating that if takwln means the effectiveness of the power
over the object it bas power over, then it will be a relational
attribute (sifa nisbiyya) which exists at the time the mukawwan
exists, and this entails the origination of takwin. If takwln,
however, has effect in the actual existence of the mWcuwwan,
then it will be the power itself. In this ,case if its effect
is voluntary as that of power, it will follow that two similars
combine to produce one effect which is impossible. If �$wln' s
effect, however, is necessary, then God will be acting by necessity
and not by choice(Dtbtiy�r), which is impossible. The Asb'arites
also denied the eternity of takwin on the ground that its being










from the Maturlditea, in maintaining that takwin is not eternal
l but it is originated and subsists in God's essence. But they
distinguished between �a�wln and mu.kawwan or between origination
and originated, creation and created. For them creation is a
temp oral thing subsisting in God's essence, and the created is 
separate. The Karramites maintained that God has been eternally 
creator, sustainer and benefactor even without the existence o f 
the acts of creation, sustenance and benefaction.2 In this
respect the views of the Karramites and the Maturidi!es are identical. 
The Karrimites, however, maintained that God has been eternally 
creating not because of creation (kh_al�) but because of a creative 
faculty (khaliqiyya), similarly sustaining by a sustaining faculty 
(raziggiyya) which means respectively His power to create and His 
po wer to grant sustenance. T o them this power is eternal while 
the acts of creating and sustaining originate in Him in time thro ugh 
his power.3 The Karramites meant by God being eternally creator 
and sustainer, His po tential power to create and to sustain; "they 
did not, however, say that He has eternally been creator of the 
world. n4 
The Karramites agreed with the Maturidites in ascribing 
takwin to God and saw no Justification for the Ash'arites' denial 
of it. At the same time, however, they held that takwin is 
1. BazdawI, Uaiil, p. 69 •
• 
2 • Farg_, p • 21 9.
3 • IJ:> id • , p • 21 9 • 








originated and subsists 1n God• 8 essence. They said tha·t all
things originated by God's power, therefore takwln must be l;ladlth
but not muhdath, because if it wae mubdath, then it would requi .re
anoth er ·takwln and this would entail an endless chain whi ch is 
1 
impossible. On this oonception of takwln and rgukawwar.i or 
Il}datb and mui}dath and their views concerni ng God's attribu·tes, tbe 
Karramit es based their theory of the origination and destruo·tion 
of the world. 
at this p oin t. 
It would be appropriate to discuss this theory 







c. •rbe Karramitee' views of the origination and annihilation o f
the world 
For the I{arramltea • views regarding this point, ther e are 
three factors connected with tbe act �f creation and annihilation;
God's power i origination {ihdath), and the originated th.ings 
(m�datbat) • CollCerning God ta power, i·t bas already been 
mentioned that the Karramitea conceived God's power as a faculty 
consisting of all the necessities required for actions; its 
effectiveness, however, is limited to the sphere of il;ldath and does 
no t extend over the created bodies and properties in this world. 
Ibdath, which bas two aspects, production(ij�d)and annihilation 
(i'dam) is a term used to signify the qualities or ideas which 
originate in God's essence, such as: God's will to specify an act 
by existence or non-existence, God's utterance "Be" {Kun), the 
vision with which He will see the produced object and His hearing 
1 of what is created if it is audible. All these qualities are 
originated and subsisting in God's eseence; and to differentiate 
between them and the originated things of this world, the 
Karramites called the latter mu.bdathat. 
For the connection between these three factors, the Karrami tes 
maintained that God's power has influence only over those created 
objects which subsist in God's essence, that is ihdatb • 
• 
Thdath, 
to the Karramites, is produced by God's power at the time of His 
creating a body, substance, or any particulars of this world. 
When God creates a substance, for instance, the will that it should 











exist originated in His essence, as well as the word Be, hearing
and sight. So with every originated thing five qualities
originated in God's essence, viz. Will, K.N., audition and 
vision; and no body or accident is originated in this world with­
out the arousing of these five phenomena in His essence. The 
same procedures apply in the case of annihilation, since no body 
or accidents perish in this world without the production of these 
five phenomena in God's essence. That is His will that it perish, 
His command to that whose extinction be desired to become non-
existent or perish etc.1 For the relation between God's power
and the mubdatbat, it has already been mentioned that God's power 
bas no influence over them. These mubdatbat are not produced or 




ijad, which God produces in His essence, the world becomes existing, 
and through ' - 2 i d�m it becomes non-existing. According to al-
Baghdad!, the Karramites bold that the creation of every originated 
thing in this world is caused by God's will to originate it and by 
His command that it should exist. Similarly its non-existence is 
by His command that it should perish and His will for its 
destruction. 3 "God's command to everything ''Be" is an act of 
creating that which should be created, and bringing forth that 
which should be brought forth and of causing destruction to that 
1. Far�, pp. 217-18.
2. Tabafut al-Falasifa, p. 115.
3. Baghdad!, U�ul, p. 50.
• 
... ...__-...,___ ............. lrri..Ji..-....s... -
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wbich should perish at'ter existing. 111 According to these state
-
ments the KarrSmites' views are that the originated things of this
world come into being and non-existence through the medium of 
i�datb
whether it is Ijad and i 'du or God's command "Be". 
We come to the question whether every act of production and
annihilation requires a special originator and annihilator, or 
that only one is sufficient for all the acts. The Karramites gave 
• 
various answers • Some of them said that this depends on whether 
these originated things were of the same species or not. If it 
was tbe firs.t then one originator would be appropriate, but if these 
originated things were of various species then many originations 
. d 2 were require . Most of the Karramites, however, maintained that 
eve-ry act of origination requires a special originator, and thus 
with every originated thing, the five qualities exist in God's 
essence.3 
Concerning the point whether iJ:ldath subsisting in God's 
essence perishes after the muhdath are brought into being, or 
whether it endures and is imperishable, the Karramites bold different 
views. To al-Baghdad!, some of them hold that the non-existence 
of the things originated in God's essence, is possible, but most of 
them considered it as absurd. Both groups, however, agreed t hat 
God's essence will not in the future become devoid of the creations 
inhering in Him; although He was devoid of them at the beginning of
1. Farg, p. 221.
2. Milal, pp. 81-82;
J. Iqdim, p. 114.




time. To al-Bagbd8d!, this view is similar to the opinion of those
who upheld the Hylic hypothesis that primordial matter was
eternally a substance devoid of properties until the accidents came
to exist in it; "It shall henceforth not be devoid of them."1 This
similarity between the Karrimites' views and those of a��Bb al-
Hayul� will be discussed later. Concerning the Karramites' view
regarding the extinction or endurance of ibdatb, asb-ShahrastanI
mentioned that one of the Karramitee' principles was that the entities
originated in God's essence will necessarily endure.2 They can never
pass away after they have existed; they must remain for ever and 
it is impossible that they should be annibilated.3
The Karramites denied the non-existence of ihdath for two • 
reasons. Firstly: if it were possible that these originated 
things could become non-existent, then successive originated things 
would subsist in God's essence, and it would necessarily follow that 
God is similar to substance in this respect.4 Secondly; if the 
non-existence of �dath is assumed to be possible, it would be 
either by God's power or by i'dam produced by God in His essence. 
But it cannot be by God's power because this will lead to the sub-
sisting of non-existing things (mu'dam) in God's essence. They
explained this point by stating that the act of non-existing is 
supposed to be by i'dam, so if it is produced by God's power without 
l. Far�, p. 218; Trans. p. 22.
2. Milal, p. 82.
J. Igdam, pp. 105, 115.




the mediation of i'dam, then it would be possible that all the
non-existing things, including the things of this world, would be
produced by God's power. Similarly the bringing of these things
into existence will be by God's power without lJad; and since God's




then these mu damat and muhdatbat will be existing in His essence, 
and God will be the locus of mUQdatbat.1 If the non-existence of
ihdath is supposed to be by i'dam, this i'dam would need another 
i'dim and this would lead to an endless cbain.
2 For these reasons
the Karrimites ruled out the possibility of the non-existence of 
ihdatb. 
Regarding the originated things of this world, most oft.be 
Karramites held that these mubdatbat will not perisb 3 but that they 
change from state to state according to the change of accidents. 
The �arramites believed that t,batever becomes non-existent after 
its being existent, whether it was body or accident, could not have
another existence. Therefore to demonstrate the possibility of 
bodily resurrection, the Karramites maintained the impossibility 
of the non-existence of bodies. They interpreted the Qur'anic 
verses l-bich implies that bodies become existent in the hereafter, 
after their being non-existent, as meaning the gathering of the 
scattered parts of the bodies and not a restoration of what bas 
ceased to exist.4 Because no body or accident, which has ceased
l. Ibid., pp. 82-8J.
2 • Ibid • , p • 8 3.
J. Farq, p. 218.






to be existent, can be renewed; another like it, howev
er, might
be created. These views of tbe Karrimites led them even tually t
o
believe like the philosophers in the endurance of the world, which
will not come to an end. The Karramites argued that if the 
non-
existen ce of the world was possible it woul d be either by an act
of annihilati on (i 'dam), or by ·the oc currence of contradictory
- , . 
elements (�ru �id) or by the absence of one of its essential 
co mpositions. They ruled out all these fact ors as cau se of the 
destruction of the world, and thus maintained that the world is 
l
eternal. 
The Criticism of the Karramites' views of origination and Annibilat i9n 
The Karramites' views regarding creation and annihilation have 
- -
been criticised and refuted by the Asb'arite theologians. Al-Gbazali 
refuted the Karramites' assumption concerning the existence of ijad 
and i'dam as qualities sub sisting in God's essence, an d by which 
the worl d became existent and non-existent, because thi s idea would 
lead to the notion that God is a l ocus of originated things, and 
because the existence of lJad and i'dam is inconceivable. What one 
conceives from the act of creation are only an existence related to 
power and will and the thing God has power over (magdur), that is the
world. "Anything apart fran these", al-Gbazali says n1s inconceivable',
and the same applies to the act of annihilation. 2 Al-Ghazall
reje�ted the Karramites' views that God created ijad in His essence
at the time He created the world, by stating that the particulari­
zation of iJad by this certain time necessitates a particularizer,
1. 11tJ1ta�9al, p. 98. for the details of their arguments and for
ar-RazI'a criticism. 





and this latter would need another, and thus would lead to an
endless chain which is impossible. 
l
concerning the Karramite views that God created the world
by His _gawl or H is command to it "Be", al-Ghaz81I demonstrated the
absurdity of such a view by saying that the subsisting of soWlds,
i.e. Kun, in God's essence is impossible. Secondly, God's command
"Be" is originated, so if it was originated without another command
then there would be no reason why the world should not be originated
without the comrnand "Be"; if it was originated by another command,
this other command would need a further command, and this wculd 
lead to an endless chain. Thirdly, God's command "Be" was an 
address directed to t;be world; and the world was either existing 
or non-existing at the time of the address. If the world was non-
existent, it could not apprehend that connnand, and thus could not 
be addressed by it. If it was existent, bowever,how could God 
coannand an existent to be existing?2
It is obvious that al-GhazalI's criticism of the Karramites' 
theory is quite convincing, and it shows the weakness of the sect's 
views on this point. The Karramites, however, might have said 
-
that iJad and i'dem are originated in God's essence by His power 
and then there would be no question of their need of another 
originator as al-GhazalI maintained. This very point, however, 
was taken against the sect by ash- Shahrast811I who said, "if' ljid
1. Iqti�ad, p. 163.




and i'daill were originated by God'a power, then why should it not
be possible that all originated things were originated by God, s
power, whether they were ½ldatb or muhdathat? There was no
difference between �datb and muhdathat in that both were not and� 
. 
tben became n. 
1
Ash-Shabrastani's argument presents a real challenge to the
Karramites' views, and they cannot avoid its consequence, unless
tbey admit that 1jad and J'd� have no real effect in the act of 
origin at ion. But do the Karramites bold such a view? A state-
-ment attributed to Ibn-1-Hay�am, and mentioned by Ibn-Abi-1-�adid
might imply such a view. It said that the Karramites maintained 
�hat when God creates a body, he creates an idea (ma 'na) subsisting 
in His essence and that is i�dath; the body becomes existent at 
the same time as the idea, or immediately after it.
2 If this
statement were accepted as representing the Karraroites' views, in 
spite of the contradictory views ascribed to them earlier, the 
Karramites might have escaped ash-ShahrastanI's objection, otherwise
th at objection would remain. 
The Asb'arite criticism of the Karramite views of God being the 
locus of originated things 
(The Ash'arites refuted the Karramites' doctrine that God is
the locus of temporal phenomena, on the ground that it will inev-
itably lead to the result that God is originated. The Ash 'arites 
l. Igdsm, p. 117.
2. 1:ilarb Nahj a·l-Balagba, Vol. i, p. 661.
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based their argumen·t s on the following points:
1. "If the originated things inhered in God's e ssence, He
would be depicted by them, and thus a change would occur in His
essence. But change is a sign of origination, since i·t
necessitates someone to bring it about. It follows that God
will be determined by someone else and originated, which is 
"bl 
u l
impOSSl e • 
2. nrr God was receptive of originated things, He would never
be free from them; and -whatever is not free from originated things ,
is itself originated. It follows that whatever is receptive of
ori ginated thing s is originated. It might be said also, that
bodies are receptive of originated things, and thus they must be
originated. Since it i s impossible for God to be originated,
therefore it would be impossible for Him to be receptive of
originated thing s.'�
3. nrr it was possible that God was depicted by the originated
thin gs, this pos sibility would be a requirement of His quiddity,
and it neces sarily follows that this possibility must have
happened in eternity. But this is impos sible, because the pos sib-
ility of God being depicted by the originated things in eternity, 
depends on the pos sibility of their existence in eternity. And 
the latter is impossible, for eternity means the negation of 
primarines s, and the origination is its affirmation, and the com­
bination between these two is impossible. n 3
1. Iqdam, p. 115.
2. Ma'alim, pp. 34-5; Arba'ln, PP• 20-21; Irs had, p. 26.




These arguments introduced by the Ash'arites are based on
t�o points. l) God must be depicted by those origina
ted things
since they subsiSt in His essence. 2) The affirmation 'that 
originated things inhere in God's essence will inevitably lead
to the notion that God is originated.
The Karramites on their part rejected these two obligations.
They strongly emphasized that though the originated things subsiSt
in God's essence they do not become attributes for Him. They 
affirmed that temporal phenomena such as creation, will and speech 
are subsisting in God's essence, but said that He is creator by 
His creativenes s (kbaliqiyya) not by creation, willer by His 
willingness (murldiyya) not by will and speaker by His speakingness, 
l . ...  - 1  ' not by speech. Al-Juwayni rightly remarked that the Karram tes 
affirmation of originated things and their denial at the same time 
of God being depicted by them is self-contradiction. Because if 
it is pos sible for an idea (ma'na) to inhere in a place in the 
unseen world without the place being described by it, then it will 
be possible for sayings {.!!_9.wal), knowledge and wills to exist in 
places in the visible world, without the places being endowed with 
tbem. This to al-JuwaynI, makes realities confused and leads 
- -
) 2people to ignorance (_Jabal�_t • 
The Karramites also maintained that the rise of these 
originated things in God's essence, does not entail God's origination
or make Him dett,1-mined by temporal causes because these originated
1. Igdim, p. 114, Milal, p. 82; Farg, p. 219.





tbings are mere ideas of a relative and proportional 
type.
origination of such ideas in a place does not neces sitate a
cbange in or the origination of the place. 1,Jbat causes ch
ange
and origination are the originated things which involve a change
in the essence of the place; such as the change from whiteness
1 
to blackness. 
To support their view that God is the locus of originated
ideas or qualities, the Karramites introduced the following arguments : 
they said that the Ash'arites agreed with us that it is possible
for ideas in general to subsist in God' s essence, but there is no 
difference between eternal ideas and originated ones, apart from 
gidam in regard to the eternals and origination regarding the 
others. Sidam cannot be considered as the cause of eternal ideas
being inherent in God' s essence, because it is an expression for 
non-beginning which is a negative definition, and thus should not 
be included in the requisite. Then the only remaining cause for 
tbe eternal ideas subsisting in God's essence, is their being ideas. 
But the originated ideas shared with them in this respect, there­
fore it follows that it is possible for originated ideas to subsist 
. ' 2 in God s essence. 
Moreover, the Karramites claim that all intelligent people 
bold the doctrine that God is the locus of temporal ideas, t hough 
tbey verbally deny it. The Mu'tazilites, for instance, asserted 
1. Ibn-Ruehd, Tabafut at-Tahafut, PP• 79-80; Sharl:i Nahj al-Bala�El,
Vol. 1, p. 662. 





that GOd wills and dislikes by positive and negative acts of
volition respectively and these are originatedfu no place, but
the attributes murldiyya and kSrihiyy� originate in God's essence.
The Mu 'tazilites also hold that when the thing seen and the thing
heard come into being, a faculty 
to see (mub�iriyya) originate in 
to hear (sami'iyy�) and a faculty
God's easenc e. The I-!u 'tazilites
did not use the term origination (hudiith) but used the te11n regener­
ation (tajadud) • This, however, does not change the fact that tbey
bad asserted that originated things subsist in God's essence. 
Abii-1-�usayn al-Ba�rI, the Mu'tazilite affirmed knowledge which 
regenerated in God's essence according to the regeneration of the 
things known. As to the Ash'arites, they believe in the 
abrogation (naskh), which they interpreted as either the abolition 
or the termination of an existing rule. By this they have admitted 
an occurrence of change in God's speech, because whatever becomes 
terminated or abolished, is in fact non-existent after it was 
existing.1 Moreover the Ash'arites admitted a change in the
connections (ta'allugat) between God's knowledge, power, will 
and the things lmown, the things over which He bas power and the 
things willed respectively. 
subsist in God's essence. 
All these are originated things and 
Muslim philosophers believe in the Relationships (iQQfQt) 
as real existing entities, and according to their view God exists 
with the origination of every originated thing. 
1 • S e e pp • J "1'} J o 9 
His being with 
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that ori
ginated thing, however, is a relative descri
pti on
originated in His essence. AbU.JIJ.-Barak8t al-Bagb
d8dl, the
pbilos
�er, affirmed the existence of originated will
s a�
knowledge in God 's essence, and claimed that the
 reco gnition of
God as lord of this world cann ot be conceived 
without the
maintenance of the d octrine that He ls the loc
us of these origin
ated
ideas.
1 These examples, the KarrBmites said, sho w t
ha� most Muslim
sects bold that an originated thing subsists
 in G od 's essen ce.
- T 
Ar-Razi refuted the Karramites' argument that 
the only
difference between the eternal ideas and the
 originated ones is
the eternity in one and origination in the 
other. T o him, it is
quite possible that the eternal ideas are d
ifferent from the
originated ones by their entities and specia
l characteristics,
Even if the only difference is eternity .9.
idam, why should it not
be considered as a requisite? The Karra
mites' assumption that
it is a nega tive definition is inadmissibl
e because .9.idam is
the negation of previous non-existen ce, a
nd the negation of the
negation is affirmation, therefore .9.idam
 must be co nsidered in
this case.2
Ar-Razl also rejected the Karrami
tes' claim that all
intelligent people hold their views
 - that God is locus of
originated qualities. He distinguishe
d between three kinds of
attributes, and sbowed in which one
 change is possible: (1) The
1. Arba'ln, pp. 118-19; cf. Mawaq
if, Vol. 8, p. 37; Sharh Nabj
al-Bala�_a, Vol. 1, P• 262. 
2. Arba 'InL p. 122.
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real attributes such as blackness and whiteness: these are free
frOIII the relationships (i�iifiit). (2) The real attributes which
ba�e certain relationship such as knowledge and power, Knowledge
is a real attribute, but it has special connection with the thing
known; likewise power which is a real attribute but has connection
with the th ing over which God has power. (3) '!'be pure proportions
(nisab) and relationships such as the thing being before or after 
another, or its being on the left or right of it. The change in 
this third kind is inescapable and wbat the Karramites recalled 
from the views of Mu'tazilites, Ash'arites and the ph il osophers 
are of this kind which no one can argue about. But the Karriimites, 
in opposition to all these groups, assumed a change in the real 
attributes.1
Ar-Razi'a statement that the Karramites affirmed a change in 
the real attributes cannot be taken for granted for the following 
reasons: Firstly, the Karramites clearly distinguished between the 
kind of attributes which ar-RazI called real attributes free from 
relationships and the pure relationships and connections. They 
clearly stated that the first kind do not subsist in God's essence 
because they entail change in His essence. Secondly, the 
- • - 'T 
Karramites considered the second k1.nd according to ar-Razi' s 
definition, i.e. the connections between God's knowledge, will and 
the things known and willed, as of the same character as the third 
kind, that is, the pure relationships. To them this kind are 
mere ideas of relations hips and proportional type, and God is not
1. Arba'In, p. 120; cf, Ma�gif, Vol. 8, p. 37,
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described by them, and they do not entail change in His essence.
From this it seems that the real difference between the KarrBmites
and their opponents concerning this point, is not so wide as it
appears to be and possibly was caused by deliberate misrepresent-
ation and misunderstanding of the sect's views.
The Origin of� �the� �arramites' views regarding God being the locus
of originated things 
The question regarding the origin of ideas and views, is 
difficult to be answered, unless clear evidences which show real
contact and similarities between the original ideas and,tbose 
assumed to be derived from them, are established. concerning the 
Karr8.lllites' views on this point, both al-Juwaynl and al-IsfarB•InI, 
referred to the Magians as being the origin from which the 
Karramites derived their views concerning God being the locus of 
1 - - -originated things. According to al-Isfara'ini, the dualists 
believe that Yazdan was once struck by the thought that an 
adversary, who challenged bis kingdom, might appear. Because of 
this thought corruption was produced in Yazdan's essence, and 
from it he created the devil. From t his concept, Isfara'inI 
said the Karramites worked out their idea that orig inated things 
subsist in God's essence. 2 such an assumption might easily be
refuted by referring to the Karramites' views expounded above, 




l. _Luma' a�l-Adilla ..• p.25. ed. F.H. Tawfiq, Ph.D. Thesis, Edinburgh
(1960); Tab�Ir, p. 67. 





In much more precise terms, al-Baghdad! pointed to a
silnilarity between the KarrSmi tes' views, that God will not become
devoid in the future of the creations inhering in H im, although
He was devoid of them at the beginning of time, and the op inion
of tbe upholder of the bylic hypothesis that primordial mat�er
was eternally a substance devoid of properties until the accidents
1 
It would henceforth not be devoid of them. came to be in it. 
In spite of the accuracy al-Baghdadl bas shown in drawing 
tbis comparison between these two views, he did not def ine the up-
holders of the bylic hypothesis. It is quite possible that, al-
Baghdadi was referring to the platonists, since it is known that 
Plato believed that the world was primord ial matter in whi ch 
originated things became existent. Plato's theory of ideas taught 
that the existing things of this world have pure forms which exist 
in the Heavenly sph ere: "these forms do neither perish nor 
corrupt, but they are eternal: v4lat perish&s and becomes corrupted 
are the existing th ings of this world. n2
A similarity between some aspects of the Karramites' views, 
and these platonists' concepts might be found. And one might 
cautiously suggest that the Karramites• concept of ihdath as ideas 
subsisting in God's essence and not passing away was possibly 
influenced by Plato's theory, or, as Tritten indicates, was a 
faint echo of Plato.3 One might also recall, the Karramites' 
1. Farg_, p. 218.
2. Farabi, al-Jam' Bayn Ra'yai al-�aklmayn, p. 105.
J. Tritton, I�uslim Theology, P• 109.
111111111. 
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argument that God is body, which is referred to earlier. In 
that argument the Karramites widely utilized the Platonic
theory of ideas. But on the whole the question of similarity
and influence, needs special treatment, and it is outside the








Free Will and Predestipation 
The freedom and det e1·1uinism of the actions of human beings
was one of the problems 'Which agitated not only Muslim thinkers,
but was and still is among the most vexed and conbroversial
questions. 
l 
responsibility on the one hand, and Divine omnipotence on the other.
It is also closely linked with the conception of human
In spite of the Qur'anic verses which seem contradictory regarding 
this problem, it is nevertheless clear that in the Qur 1 an man is 
presented as a responsible agent, and at the same time the 
absoluteness of God's power and will is strongly emphasized.2 By 
stressing only one of the Qur 1 anic aspects, Muslim thinkers came 
to adopt varying views regarding this problem, ranging from 
extreme dete1•minism to the freedom of man in bis acts. 
The determiniat views have been ascribed to Jahm Ibn-Safwan, 
• 
who is believed to have said that no one acts in reality except God 
alone. He maintains that God is the only agent and men have the 
,, 
acts ascribe to them only by way of metaphor. Thus it is said 
that the stone moves, the sphere revolves, the sun sets, and yet 
it is God who does that with the stone, sphere and the sun. God 
bas, however, created for man a power (qudra) by which the act takes
place, and the will for its choice vilereby he wills it just in the
same way as He has created for man height by which be is tall and
1. Watt, Free will and Predestination, p. 48.





colour by which he is coloured. l Jahm did not differentiate
between compulsory actions such as the movement of man's band
s}laking with fright and its movement shaking voluntarily; all,
to him, are of compulsory nature. To Jahm man has no freedom
of will, and no choice of action; man is entirely helpless working
as the machine does, he has no power over his acts, and bas no
responsibility for them. Jabm was obsessed by God's overwhelming
power and majesty, and thus be accepted those Qur'8Ilic verses -which
show the absoluteness of the Divine power and will, and ignored the 
other verses which ascribe to man some liberty of will and power 
over bis actions. 
In contrast to these determinist views, the Mu'tazilites went 
to the other extreme and advocated the absolute freedom of man in 
his acts. The 11u 'tazilit es strove to establish God's justice 
which to them requires man's freedom. They distinguished between 
compulsory and voluntary actions, and unanimously agreed that man 
decides upon and creates bis voluntary acts, whether good or bad; 
and that he deserves reward or punishment in the hereafter for what 
be does. The Mu'tazilites argued that if man is not the author 
of bis own acts and if these acts are forced on him by a pre-
arranged Divine decree, the imposition of the task would be pointless, 
and the idea of man's responsibility would be preposterous. With-
out tbe independence of man in his acts, command, prohibition, praise, 




. 1 and blame, reward and punishment would be absurd. Iwloreo ver 
God does not will nor create evil because He is the most righteous
and just, and the creator of evil works would be an evildoer, 
which is impossible for the righteous God.2
To support their views the Mu'tazilites quoted many Qur'Silic
verses such as those which ascribe action to man, praise him for 
doing good and blame him for doing bad, and the verses which show 
distinction between God's actions and those of man, and that some 
decisions were left to human will: 3 All these verses the 
Mu'tazilites said indicate that man has will and power over his 
voluntary acts, and that he is a free agent and responsible for 
what he does. 
Similar to the Mu'tazilites, the Ash'arites distinguished 
between compulsory and voluntary acts, but they did not consider 
the latter as predetermined as the Jabrites did, or agreed with 
the Mu'tazilites in granting man free choice, power and will. The 
Aab'aritea strongly emphasized the supremacy of God's power over 
tbe affairs of this world, including the acts of man, which are all 
created and related to God's power.4 They argued that the acquired
actions of man are possible in themselves, and every possible thing 
is subject to God's universal power.5 Thus these actions ascribed
1. Arba 'In, p. 233.
2. Milal, p. 30.
J. M�ap�al, PP• 142-3•
4. Farg, P• 334•
S. Mawagif, Vol. 8, P• 148.
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to man cannot be created by his power, because this would entail
the collaboration of two effective powers to produce one effect
which is impossible.
1 Moreover if man is independently and
voluntarily the creator of his actions, be must have knowledge of
their details, but this is not the case, therefore he is not the
creator of his acts.2 Man has no effective power over bis acts;
be bas, however , been given som e sort of subordinate power of the
appropriation and acquisitiveness. Thus the action of the creature 
is created, originated, and produced by God, but it is acquired by 
the creature, by which is meantj its being brought into connection
with his power and will without these producing any effect from 
him on it, or any introduction to its existence; be is merely a 
locus for it.3
By this concept of acquisition (kasb), the Ash 'arites 
assumed that they b ad taken the middle path between the extreme 
views of the Jabrites, and the Mu'tazilites. But a close 
-
examination of these views, esp ecially of al-Ash'ari himself, will 
not support their claim. It is sufficient to point out that al-
Ash'arl had denied any effect of man's power over bis actions, and 
considered that both man's power and the thing over which he bas 
power were created by God . It is quite evident that such 
does not differ in essence from that of t he determinists.4
1. Ibid., Vol. 8, P•
2. M?ia�;sal, p. 141.
J. Macdonald, E. r.
1 art. "Kasb" Vol. 11, p. 786.





Concerning the �arramites' views regarding this problem,
� is believed that they hold that all acts, whether comp
ulsory,
vol�tary, good or bad, happen according to the Destiny {�adi�)
and Decree (gadir) of God. God wills all the cre ated things whether
good or evil, and creates all the existing things, what is to be
considered honourable or what is base.1 It is quite obvious that
the Karramite views in this respect are similar to and can be 
considered as identical with those of the Ash' arites. But 
regarding whether man has power over his actions, the KarrSmites ' 
views seem to be slightly different from the Ash' arites. The 
Karramites ascribed to man an originated power through which he 
acts and they described the man�action�an acquisition (kasb) 
as the Ash 'aritas do. 
Powe 'f 
But this originated w1ll is not ineffective 
as is that of the Asb'arites . To the Karraraites this originated
l�li'i bas effect in affit•ming a meaning (fa'_iqa) 'Which is additional
to the act being produced or created by God. This additional 
meaning is the cause of the imposition of the task (takllf), and 
as a result of that additional meaning, reward and punishment are 
measured out for man in the hereafter.2
Thus, though the Karramites as well as the Asb'arites 
used the term (kasb), the views of the two parties are not identical, 
and the Karramites' views are quite different, at least from those 
ot al-Ash 'ari himself. Al-Ash'ari has clearly stated that man's 
power is ineffective, whereas the Karramites have ascribed to it 
1, Milal, p. 84. 




some kind of effect, although they did not go to the extent of 
gi�ing man complete freedom over bis acts as the Mu'tazilites 
did. This difference between the Ash 'arites and Karrami·tes 
becomes clear by the latter's assertion that capacity (iatita'a}
1 ' it 
' 
comes before the action, which is quite opposite to the Ash ar es 
views tbat capacity goes along with the action. On this point, 
however, the Karramites' view is identical with that of the 
Mu 'tazilit es. And on the whole one can conclude that the 
Karramites' views on the problem of free will and predestination 
are much closer to those of the Mu'tazilites than to those of the 
Ash'arites. 
But if the views of the Karramites and Mu'tazilites on this 
point are nearly similar, we find also that the views of the two 
parties are identical on such points as the criteria of good and 
bad, whether it is incumbent upon God to do salutary and good things 
to His servants, and whether it is incumbent upon man to know God 
even before the sending of prophets. 
The Criterion of Good and Bad 
Concerning the first point of the criterion of good and bad 
the Mu'tazilites maintain that the criterion or standard of moral 
judgement between good and bad, is reason. They maintain that 
goodness and badness are qualities belonging intrinsically to what 
is go od or evil.2 Every human act, they said, bas some inherent
merit or demerit which entitles its doer to admiration and reward 
1. BazdawI, Usul,
2. 'Milal, p. Jl i
p. 115.






or scorn and punishment. Goodness and evil are innate in the 
essence of the things themselves, and the human intellect is 
capable of perceiving that goodness or evil of the thing. The
Mu'tazilites denied that revelation or law are the cause of the 
thing being good or evil, the law, however, affirms the judgement 
of reason. Truth to them is good and rewardable, and falsehood is
bad and punishable, not because God declares them to be so, or 
because of religious commendation� or condemnation but, rather, 
because of their inner values which are reached by Reason. 
No details have been given about the Karramites' view 
concerning this point, apart from the fact that they had maintained 
the same views as the Mu'tazilites. They said that reason is the 
criterion by which the goodness and badness of actions can be 
. 
d 1perceive . 
These views of the Mu'tazilites and Karramites were opposed 
by the Ash 'arites, who maintained that good and evil are used in 
three different meanings, they are used (1) as synonymous with 
perfection and defect, (2) as corresponding to gain or loss in 
worldly affairs. In these two senses, the Asb'arites said, 
reason can be the criterion of what is good or what is bad. (3) But
good and evil are also used in the sense of what is commendable 
and praiseworthy or condemnable in this world, and rewardable or 
punishable in the hereafter. In this sense it is rev elation and 
1. Minh8J as-sunna. Vol. 1. P• 125; Milal, p. 84 .
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not reason, which determines what is good and what is bad. And
in this case goodness and evil are not qualities inhering in the
actions, and the things are not intrinsically good or bad, and
there is nothing in them which would make them rewardable or
punishable. The criterion here 
convert previously declared good 
is revelation which alone can 
into bad and vice versa.
1
Concerning the second point that man must know God by reason 
even before the sending of t he prophets, the views of the 
Mu'tazilites and Karramites are identical. Both of them bold 
that it is incumbent upon man to know God by reason, and the 
sending of the prophets with laws was a favour bestowed on man by 
God.2 The Asb'arites on their part admitted that the knowledge
of God necessarily comes through reason, but only revelation makes 
it incumbent on men; reason does not impose religious obligations.3 
For the third point, whether it is incumbent upon God to
do what is good and salutary to His servants, the Mu' tazilites' 
view was that the justice of God makes it incumbent upon Him not 
to do anything contrary to justice and equity. They maintain that 
the wise can only do what is salutary and good, and that God's 
wisdom always keeps in view the welfare o f His servants. Therefore 
God cannot be cruel to them, and cannot renounce that which is
salutary. He cannot ask bis servants to do l that vbich is
impossible or place a burden on them which iJ greater than they can
bear. 
1, Mll9a��al, p. 1'[j:7; Arba 'ln, pp.246-49; M
awiiqif, Vol. 8, pp.145-6.
2 • Milal , p. Jl. 





Regarding the KarramiGes' views on this point, ash­
SbabrastanI mentioned that the Karramites did not bold that reason
makes it incumbent upon God to keep in view \.lhat is salutary and
good for bis servants as the Mu'tazilitea maintained,
1 But
statements mentioned by al-Bagbd8dI seem to refute asb-ShabraStSnI's
proposition. "In the field of justice and injustice", al-Bagbd8.dI
says, "the Karramites proposed some astonishing theses. One of 
them is that ·the first entity which God created must have necessarily 
been a living body, endowed with reason.2 They maintain that if
He bad begun by creating inanimate objects He would not be wise, 11
3
"They maintain that if God had created mankind while knowing that 
not one of them would believe in Him, His creation would be mere 
sport; but it pleased Him to create all of them, because He lmew 
that some of them wauld believe in Him. rr4 The Karramiyya also
maintain that God's justice does not allow the deprivation of the 
lives of children about whom He knows, that if He spared them to 
tbe time of their maturity they would be believers. Nor is it 
right of Him to bring death upon an infidel who if he had been 
spared for a period of time would have become a believer unless 
an act of righteousness to someone else is involved in the 
premature death which He brings upon him. 115 The Karr811liyya also
1. Milal, p. 84.
2. cf. 1-fawiqif, Vol. 8, P• 99;
-
U�ul, pp. 150-51. 
3, Farg, pp. 220-1; trans. p. 25. 
4, Ibid., p. 221, trans. p. 25. 
5, J_bid., p. 221, trans. P· 25. 
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bold that if God had confined the charge to mankind to one
messenger from the beginning of time to the day of judgement,
and continued the law of the first messenger, He would not be
1 just. From these statements it becomes clear that the
Karr8mites were reiterating almost the same views as the Mu'tazilites
in so far as the problem of salah and aslah is concerned. Asb-• 
Sbahrastalll's proposition seems therefore completely invalid.
Against these views of the Mu'tazilites and the Karramites,
the Asb'arite maintain that since God has power over thing
nothing whatoever can be said to be incumbent upon Him. He does
what He desires and rules as He wishes. "If He had created
the unbelievers and not the believers, or if He bad created
the believers and not the infidels it would still have been
possible, and would not have impinged His justice. "2
1. Ibid.,
2. _Ibid.,
pp. 222-23. Trana. p. 27.
-
P• 22 J ; Iqti�ad, p. 1
81;
- -
Mtl.Qa��al, pp. 147-48. 
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CHAPTER V 
The Karramiyya Doctrine of 1man
The Karr8mites are notorious for holding that Im8n is only
a verbal confession by the tongue (igrar bil-lisan), which includes
neither assent nor work.l It is believed that the Karramites
were the first to hold such view and thus were severely criticized
for it by their opponents. some heresiographers, however,
mentioned that the Karramites meant by the term igrar not the
pronounciation of the �habada, but were referring by �hat term to
the primal covenant takEn at the beginning of Creation.2 This
. - -- -chapter will deal with the Karramites' concept of iman as well as 
the far-reaching results to which their views on this problem had 
led. But the Karramiyya sect is considered by al-Ash'arI as one 
-
of the Murji'ite sub-sects as far as the problem of i�a� is 
concerned.3 Therefore it is appropriate to give not only an 
account of the Murji'ite view, but to mention briefly some of the 
views of other Muslim sects regarding this problem; since the 
Murji'ite views (including those of the Karramites) were formulated 
as a reaction to the other sects' views. 
To begin with it might be said that the term iman has been 
mentioned many times in the Qur'an, but no specific definition of 
1. Magalat, P• 144; Ivlilal, p. 84;
p. 224; ar-Raz1, Tafsir, Vol.
al-lman, p. 118. 
Fi�al, Vol. 2, p. 112; Irshad, 
1, p. 164. Ibn-Taymiyya, Kitab 
2. Bagbdadi, Farg, p. 223; al-Isfara'InI, Tabtl�, p. 69; cf.
11awagif Vol. 8, p. 400.





it was given. The word Jla'minun, however, is used to deacr.ibe
those who believe in God and His apostle and the Last Day, and
perform certain duties and religious obligations.1 Similarly
the Tradition does not give 
enumerates its objects.2
- -
certain definitions to iman but
The rise of the K.harijites in the period which followed
the assassination of the third Caliph 'Uthman (36/656) gave the
question, "Who is a mu•min?" and later "what is lman?" a new
importanc e. Motivated by their puritanical concept of the Muslim
community, the Kharijites started questioning everyone' s faith and
drew a sharp demarcation between those who fully believe and 
practise religion, and those who, though believers, committed some 
sms The Kharijites consider only the first as members of the 
community and depicted the latter as infidels, devoid of faith. 
They conceived the Muslim community as one whose membership was 
restricted to those who reached certain standards of moral attain-
ment. 3 Therefore they strongly emphasized the importance of work 
as a conditi on which qualifies a person for membership of the 
community. Such a concept and views led the K.barijites to the 
- -
belief that there is no iman without work, and that whoever c onnnits 
a grave sin is kafir, excluded from the community and will perish 
for ever in Hell.4
1. See (Q.XXIII:l); (Q.XXIV:62); (Q.XLIX:15).
2. BukharI, sw:1il;i, 2, 73, 40. see Muslim Creed, pp.123,131,35.
- - -
-- -
3. watt, "The Concept o f iman in Islamic theology", Der Islam,
Vol. 43 (196 7), p. 1. 
4. Ibid., p. 1-2; Muslim Theology:, PP• 38-9; Muslim Creed, p. 47.




These Kharijites' views were later adopted, to some extent,
by tbe Mu'tazilites, who held the distinctive doctrine that the
sinner is neither a kaf ir nor 8 mu'!D_iJl, but is in an intermediate
position (manzila bayn al-manzilatayn).1 In spite of the slightly
dif ferent views held by various groups of the Mu'tazilites -
regarding the definition of iman,2 they have,
• in common, identified 
Iman and works whether supererogatory or obligatory; 
the avoidance of grave sin.3 
- -
or iman and 
The Murji'ites, however, bold views opposite to those of 
the Kbarijites and the Mu'tazilites regarding the definition of 
-
-
. im@, and the destiny of sinners. From the views of the twelve 
Murji'ite sub-sects mentioned by the beresiographera,4 it appears 
that all the Murji'ites agree on the point of excluding works 
from the definition of lman. such view is a natural outcome of 
the Murji'ites' political attitude and their concept of the Muslim 
Connnunity and its membership. In contrast to the Kharijites' 
views that whoever committed grave sins is a kafir, the Murji'ites 
asserted that the decision on such a person could not be taken by 
men, but must be left to God on the Last Day. These views led 
the Murji'ites to support the Umayyad rulers on religious grounds 
1. watt, op. c it. , p. 2.
2. Ar-Raz!, Tafs�r, Vol.
Vol. 1. p. 95.
l, p. 164 ; Dictionary of Technical 
J. Tabaqat al-Mu'taz�la, P• 8; Muslim Creed, p. 133.






on the one hand, and on the other, to widen their concept of
the Muslim community to include all those wbo claim to be uslim,
irre spective of their conformity to Islamic religious observat ions.
In the �Iurji'ite theology ·the effect of these views is
evident• As Wensinck has already stated, "the Murji 'ite gave
predominance in their definition of 1m8n to knowledge".
1 At the
same time, however, we find considerable importance was given to
the verbal acknowledgement or confession by the tongue with the
total omission of work. Moreover, 1man was considered an entity
of its own; graver sin could not impair it, nor could good works 
increase it. All this wa s aimed at avoiding the exclusion of a 
man from the community because be had sinned. 2
It is noticeable that within the framework of irJa' we find 
the extreme view of the Jahmites and similar groups who hold tha t 
Iman is only knowledge, and the Karramites who maintained that it  
- -
is only verbal confession. We also find that Abu-ijanifa believes 
that iman consists of confessing with the tongue, believing with 
the mind and knowing with the heart. 
-
-
confessing alone is not 
iman to him for if this were so, all hypocrites would be faithful. 
Neither is knowledge alone iman, for if this were so all the people 
of the book would be faithful.
3
Abu-Hanifa's concept of iman as 
confession of Him was fully adopted by
1. Muslim Creed, p. 132.
Knowledge of God and verbal 
the Maturidites.4 While 
2. watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theol ogy, p. 34.
J. Figh�Akbar, l, wensinck, Mu
siim Creed, p. 125.
4. Shar� Fiqh Akbar, p. 7.
• 
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the Ash'arites seem to have given more weight to assent {ta�diq)
and consider it as the constituent pillar of belief, since inward
attestation suffices if outward confession is impossible. aood
works are an obligatory sequel to faith but are excluded from the
definition of lm_an. Works and verbal confession are only 
manifestations of lm-&n.1 Another body of the sunnit·e 1-'luslims,
however, bold that lman consists of 
confession by the tongue (gawl) and
the acceptance
2work. 
in the mind { 'aql�) , 
Having these general outlines of the sects' views concerning
iman, we might proceed further to examine the Karramiyya concept
concerning this problem. 
- . . The Karramite Conce��of Iman 
It bas already been mentioned that Ash'ari stated that the 
Karramites believe that lman is a verbal confession, that is, public
acknowledgement by the tongue, not by the heart; knowledge by the 
heart, or, for that matter, anything other than assent by the 
tongue, must be excluded from the definition of 
- -
• 
iman. They maintain 
that the hypocrites of the period of the apostle were true believers • 
• 
1. Tambid, p. 346; Igd;m, p. 472; Usul, pp. 247-8; Mu}}a��al,
p. 174. 1,1a 'alim, p. 144. Concerning al-Ash 'ari's views, in
both the Magalat and the �ana he stated that Jman consists of
word and deed and is subject to increase and decrease. Magalat,
p. 293; Ibana, p. 8. In al-L11ma ', however, he used �a�dlq as 
definition of iman, p. 123. Ash-ShahrastanI explained ta�diq 
used by al-Ash 'anI as MGl.'rifa, igrar and 'amal. Igdam, p. 472. 










Kufr to the Karramites, is an unbelief or denial of God by the
1 tongue. 
A statement similar to that of al-Ash'arl, was mentioned by
Ibn-�azm who maintains that the l{arramites hold that iman is
nothing but the "saying" by the tongue; and said that as long as
a man declares verbally that he believes, he is a believer in the
sight of God: even if his inner conviction be kufr, be is a friend
of God (wali-Allab) and in the hereafter he will be among the people
of Paradise."2
From these statements the Karramites, according to their 
opponents belivve that Iman is a verbal confession by the tongue, 
including neither assent by the heart nor work, and that kufr is 
similarly verbal denial, therefore the hypocrite is a believer and 
be will enter paradise. But al-Baghdad! and al-Isfara'inI supply 
us with a version of the Karramite concept of Iman completely 
different from that attributed to them by al-Ash'ari and Ibn-�azm; 
surprisingly, however, all of them agreed that the Karramites 
maintain that the hypocrite is a true believer. 
Quoting al-Baghdad! "the Karramites hold that iman consists 
only of a single confession made at the beginning of time. Its 
repetition is not regarded as an act of faith except from an 
apostate who confesses it after his apostasy. They maintain that 
it is the confession -which was made for the first time by the off-
1. Asb'arl, Magalat, PP• 141, 43.
2. Fisal, Vol. 4, p. 204.
.. 
14 
spring from the loins of the prophet [i.e. Adam] when they
declared: certainly (pala). They believe that this declaration
endures for ever, becoming ineffective only in the case of apoataay.
They also believe that he who confesses both parts of the shahada
is a believer even if be is a convinced heretic with respect to the
apostle ship. They also bold that the hypocrites, [concerning whose
disbelief God has revealed many verses in which He condemns them
as infidels], are believers indeed and that their faith is as pure
as that of the prophets and the angels. ,. l
In agreement with al-Baghdad!, though in more precise terms,
al-Isfara'In! had this to say: "One of the Karramitea' innovations
. . - . - � concerning iman is that they said .iman is only verbal confession. 
But they did not mean one's public acknowledgement that there is 
no God but God; they meant that confession which was made by ·the 
offspring of Adam at the beginning of time, and which was referred 
to by God saying 'And when thy Lord brings forth from Adam's children 
- out of their loins - their offspring and make them witnesses
against their own selves by saying Am I Your Lord?' They say 'Yes
indeed ' '' • ( Q. VI I : 172 ) 2
From these statements the Karramite views might be swmnarized 
as holding that Iman is only confession, but it is the confession 
which was made by the whole people at the beginning of Creation. 
It will endure and last for ever unless one apostatizes. Sbahada
is valid only in the case of apostasy. At the same time confession
1. Farg, p. 223; trans. p . 28;
2. Tabsir, p. 69.
- ... 
-
see also, Baghdadi, U�ul, p. 250.
-
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of the sbahada is enough for belief, even from the convinced
heretic. The hypocrite is a believer who bas the same degree of
faith as the apostles and the angels.
The difference between these later statements and those of
al-Ash'ari and Ibn-�azm is obvious, because though all of them were
talking about confeaslon as a definition of Iman, al-Ash 'ari and
Ibn-�azm were referring simply to the enunciation of the shapada, 
while Baghdad! and Isfara'inI were talking about the confession made 
at the beginning of Creation. The Karramite viei-vs as presented 
- -
by al-Bagbdadi and Isfara'InI are very confused and contradictory. 
While they defined l�ari as the primal confession and considered the 
enunciation of the shahada as useless, they accepted the shahada 
as belief when made by the convinced heretic {who is in fact an un-
believer). Moreover they consider the hypocrite (who is assumed 
to have recast the pr:imal confession and thus is, in fact, an un­
believer) as a believer in the real sense of the word. 
so it might be asked what is the real definition of Ima� to 
the Karramitea? - Did they hold it to be a primal confession or 
was it to them only the enunciation of the shaha_q_a? Moreover, is 
it possible that the Karramites hold these confused and contradictory
views, Bnd in this case what will be the expJanation? Or have
their views been distorted and misrepresented by their opponents?
A statement mentioned by ash-Sbahrastani might help in
giving answers to these questions and shed a light on the views
of the Karrimites. According to him, the Karramites assert that 
-
l�t,
Iman is iqrar by the tongue, nothing else. It does not include
-
-
T assent by the heart, nor any external work. "But" Ash-Shahrastan1
said, "they make a dia•tinction between the problem of calling a
man 8 believer in so far as the fo1•1aal matter of the present world
and the obligations of religious life are concerned on the one hand;
and on the other "the same problem in so far as it concerns the
conditions of life in the hereafter, and the final reward and
punishment. Thus a hypocrite in their view is a believer in the 
true sense of the word as long as be lives in the present world,
but he is doomed to eternal punishment ( in the fire) in the
her ea ft er". 1
- Tf If one ignores for a while that part of asb-Shahrastana s 
statement concerning the definition of Iman as !g__rar, one finds 
the remainder highly suggestive. It clearly shows that the 
Karramites made a distinction between the application of the ter m  
mu'min in regard to this life, and its application regarding the 
hereafter; it is therefore possible that they likewise differen­
tiated between the definition of iman according to these two 
aspects. And it might be suggested that the Karramites define 
Iman as verbal confession by the tongue as far as the position of 
a person in this world is concerned; while the position of a 
person in the hereafter is determined by the confession made at the 
beginning of creation (i.e. the Primal covenant). r1oreover, 
1. Milal, pp. 84-85. Translated by Izutsu irifktconcept of Belief in
Islamic Theology, p. 152. 
.. 
1.49 
ash-$bahra atB.nI' 8 statement clarifies the Karr8.mite views
concerning the position of the hypocrite, that they did not
0
cnsider him as true believer as al-Ash 'ari, Baghd8.dl and al­
IsfarS•InI stat ed, nor that he will be in paradise in the here-
after as Ibn-�azm claimed. The Karramites seem to have sa id that
the hypocrite is a mu'min since he enunciates the shah8da, but only
is a rnu'_min as far as this life is concerned. His position in the
hereafter will be wit h the kB.firs that is in eternal punishment.
. , 
In his NiliSyat al-IqdSm, ash-sha hrast!i.ni gave another sta te­
ment whicl1 coincided with his above mentioned statem«:nt in
clarifying the sect's views. According to him the Karramites defined 
Im as confession alone, that is iqrB.r by the tongue, and said that 
a liar and hypocrite is a believer, not merely in their sight, but 
in the sight of God.1 This might suggest that the Karramites
consider the liar and the hypocrite as a true believer in matters 
concerning the hereafter. But this does not seem to be the case, 
because ash-SbahrastanI mentioned that the Karramite said the liar 
and hypocrite is a believer in the sight of God, so that he holds 
the right to share with the believers in religious laws and 
regulations, i.e. in the status and privileges conferred by Islam. 
Ar-Razi's view concerning the Karramite conception of iman 
does not seem to contradict the notion previously stated that the 
-
Karramites distinguished between two aspects of iman; but it does

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































in the hereafter is only the internal lmiin.1 The Karrami -ces,
said Ibn-Taymiyya, applied the te1"D1 mu'min, in the sense in which
the Muslims used the term muslim meaning by it in both cases
external submission.2 
It is obvious from these statements that Ibn-Taymiyya has
grasped the real view of the Karriimite concerning lman, and why
they considered the hypocrite as a believer. He, however, con-
siders that the Karramites' views are fundamentally mistaken, and
an innovation which nobody before has ever asserted. But in
comparison with those views of the Jahmites (i.e. Iman is only
knowledge), in this case Ibn-Taymiyya said, the Karramites are more
in conformity than the Jahmites, with the usage of Arabic, the
teaching o f  the Qur'an and Reason.3 It is noticeable, however, 
that neither Ibn-Taymiyya nor ar-RazI have mentioned the other 
views ascribed to the Karramites, that is, that Iman is the 
confession made by all people at the beginning of Creation. 
The statements of ShahrastanI, RazI and Ibn-Taymiyya (in 
spite of the remarks put forward against them), coincide in 
establishing that the Karramites maintain that Iman is a verbal -
confession, and that the man is considered a mu Amin in this life 
if be confesses the shahada, but to enter paradise he needs an 
inner and reai lman. The hypocrite is a believer as far as 
life in this world is concerned, but his destiny in the hereafter 
1. Iman, p. 181.
2. Ibid. , p. 118.
3. Jbid., p. 118.
152 
is that of the kafir, i.e. eternal 
But it might be asked here, 
punishment in Hell.
why did the Karramites define
im8n as only the verbal confession of the tongue, and what is the
place of the knowledge of God and the assent of the heart in their
concept? Did they consider them as useless and unnecessary? Ton-
Taymiyya related the Karramites' pers istence in such a definition
to the general principle of all the Murji'ites, that Iman is an
indivisible unit. Because of this, the Jahmites said Iman is one
thing in the heart (i.e. knowledge) while the Karramites said it is
one thing by the tongue (i.e. confession). Both groups in fact
were trying to escape from saying that Iman is di visible that is
liable t o  increase and decrease. To him the Karramites did not
deny the necessity of knowledge and assent, but they exclude them 
from the definition of Iman fearing that their inclusion might lead 
to the notion that Iman is divisible.1
- -
-
Ibn-Taymiyya's reference to a Murji'ite motivation behind 
the Karramites' definition of Iman as confessio n is understandable 
since the Karz•amites were considered as part of the Murji'ite 
group. But it does not seem that be got the right point by 
referring to the indivisibility or divisibility of Iman. What 
seems to me to be the real motive behind this extremist view of 
the Karramites, is that they were greatly influenced by the general 
view of the Murji'ites concerning the posit ion of sinners and





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Karramites said, iman has been defined as mere verbal confession,
and there is no mention of assent or work.1
Moreover the Karramites put forward many traditions in
support of their thesis, such as the Prophet's saying, "vibo ·that
says there is no god but God will enter paradise"; and "I have
been ordered to fight people until they say tbere is no god but 
God ••• rr. This Tradition shows tbat the prophet was ordered to 
-invite people only to the enunciation of the shahada. Thus tbey 
proved that what is incumbent upon people is only verbal confession. 
Besides, there are many incidents which show that the Prophet and 
bis Companions were completely satisfied if the person only con­
fesses the sbahada. They accepted him as a believer without making 
further investigation about his knowledge of God, his assent by 
heart or his works. This confirms that Iman is only an enunciation 
of the shahada and includes neither work nor knowledge.2
The Karramites argued against the notion that 1roan is assent 
or knowledge by the heart, on the ground that the heart is not 
under human observation or control, therefore man cannot be judged 
by the inner feeling of bis heart since no-one knows what others• 
hearts hold. In this case the verbal confession should be the 
judge, and it is the only 
between a believer and an 
1. Bazdawi, Usul, p. 148 .
possible way by which to distinguish 
unbeliever.3
2. Ibid., p. 148; Fisal, Vol. 3, P• 203; Mawagif, Vol.8, p.323.
J. Ar-Rawda al-Bahiyya, P• 23 .
• 
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On these grounds the Karramites considered the hypocrite as
a believer since be confesses his belief, and comes under the
religious obligations connected with the belief, and submits to the
laws and the observations.1 At the same time they maintain that
whoever assents in his heart, but does not openly confess bis
assent, has absolutely no relation at all to any aspect of Iman_,
neither in this world nor in the hereafter. Nor is such a man
. " 2 among those to whom God has addressed bis words "O You who believe • 
This might be understood as a reaction against the Jahmite and
similar groups who maintain that Iman is only knowledge by the 
heart. But one doubts whether the Karramites went to the extent 
of saying that whoever is compelled to bide bis belief (mukrall_) 
is kafj._r but will be in paradise. 3
The critics of the Karramiyya rejected the sect's arguments. 
They quoted many verses which indicate that the place of iman is the 
heart, and not the tongue. Such as: "these are they in whose 
hearts Allah bas inscribed the lman" ( Q. 22), and "save him who is 
forced thereto while his heart finds peace in the faith" (Q.XVI:106). 
These verses clearly show that the place of Iman is the heart.4 
1. Iman, P. 11s.
2. Ibid., p. 118.
J. U�fil, p. ?50; Irshi�, p. 224. According to Abu- 'Udhba, the
Karramites maintain that the mukrah will be even in the fire in
the hereafter. This seems completely absurd and does not
logically follow from the general view of the sect. See ar-Rawda
--- ·-
al-Bahiyya, p. 2J. 




1-Ioreover ·the Prophet's Tradition which says "Establish, 0 Alla h,
my heart in thy religion and obedien ce to thee" indicates that
the heart is the real place of iman.
Ar-RazI, following the Ash'arite school, maintains that
irnari linguistically me ans assent (tasdiq), and thus define s  it as
only i'tigad; the verba l  confession is only the manifestati on of
. 1 - Iit while works are exclUded from its definition. Ar-Raz 
refuted the Karramites' view that Iman is a verbal confession, and
quoted as support for bis opinion the Qur'anic verse "And there
are some people who say: we be lieve in Allah and the last day,
and they are not believers" (Q.II:8). In this verse ar-RazI argued 
God has denied to those who confess only by their tongues the 
qua lity of Iman, and if Iman is only verbal confessi on, this denial 
will not be right, which is absurd.2
From the standpo int of the language, the opponents of the 
-
. 
Karramites argued that there is no dispute that the man who 
confesses with his tongue only should be called a be liever, or 
that the outward matters of the law should be applied to him. But 
the dispute is whether he is a believer, tJ;:ien it is a matter between 
him and All ah. The Prophet and those who came after him, just as 
they ruled that one was a believer who uttered the shahada, also 
ruled that a hypocrite was an unbeliever. Thus the prophet indicated 
that the action of the tongue is not sufficient for belief. More­
over, the consensus of the Muslim Com munity confirms the belief of
1. MUQa��al, p. 172; Ma 'alim, P• 144.
2. ar-RazI, Tafsl�, Vol. 1. p. 165.
• 
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him who assented with his heart and purposes co confess with his
tongue, but something like dumbness prevented him. It is evide.n·t,
the critics concluded, that the real esse nce of Iman is not mere ly
the two words of the shahada as the Karra1nites asserted. 
l
From the se arg11ments it seems that the I{arramites' critics
have missed the important point in this sect's concept of Iman,
that is the distinction betwem calling a person ma 'min in ·this
world and bis being a true mu'min in the hereafter. As has been
said before, the Karramites do not consider the hypocrite to be a
true believer in the sight of God, because, to them, he will be 
forever in hell, which is indeed the same position as the kafir. 
Admitting these facts, one can see no substantial disagreement 
between the Karramites and their opponents concerning this point. 
The Karrami t e s' short coming, however, which makes their arguments 
appear to be naive, is that they laid great emphasis on the verbal 
confession as a concept of Iman. It is noticeable that their 
opponent completely neglects the other concept of iman as primal 
convenant, which it is appropriate to discuss now. 
The Karramites' concept of 1man as primal covenant 
It has already been mentioned that the Karramites maintained 
that iman means the confession, not by the tongue, but that which
was made for the first time by the offspring from the loins of Adam
('When they were seeds) at the beginning of creation.
2 The
1. TaftazanI, pp. 127-8; Trans. P• 119; cf. 11: _Y'a_'_a, Vol. 1, p. 105.
Mawagif, Vol. 8, P• 323.
2. Farg, p. 223; U,lliil, PP• 250-51; Tabslr, P• 69; cf. Ma
wiiqif,




Karramites believe that this covenant endures forever, becoming
ineffective only if one apostatizes. It was made by all human
beings. They based the concep t of 1man on the interpretation of
tbe Qur' anic verse which says "And when thy Lord brings from Pdam' s
children - out of their loins - their offspring and makes them
witness against their own selves by saying Am I your Lord?
they say, 'Yes indeed we do bear witness.' This He does lest
you should say on the day of resurrection we were surely unaware
of this • " ( Q. VI I : 1 7 2 ) • 
Acoording to ash-Sharif al-Murtada, the Karramites maintain 
• 
that the meaning of the verse is that God (in the beginning) brought
forth from the loins of Adam the whole of bis descendants (i.e. 
the \obole of mankind) in the state of seeds, and while they were 
yet in that state, God made them confess their knowledge of Him 
and testify for tbemselves.1
,. 
The same interpretation is ascribed to the sect by Bazdawi -
who added that the Karramites argued that God in this verse, tells 
us that the whole people said, nyes indeed", therefore this must 
be the belief of them all ( whether they are now believers or un-
believers). The Karramites quote as support for their view the 
other Qur' anic verse which says: "On the day when some faces turn 
white and some faces turn black, then as to those yJhose faces are
black it will be said to them did you disbelieve after your belief?
so taste the chastisement because of your disbelief". (Q.III:106).
1. Amal1, Vol. l, p. 28. quoted by Izutsu, op.cit., p. 156. 
-
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In this verse God addressed the unbeliever by saying "Did ,you
become an unbeliever after your belief?" but the Karramites say
there is no such belief of the kafirs apart from that covenant.
This, the Karramites said, shows that this covenant was iman for
the whole human race.1
Thus the Karramites understood this verse as referring to 8
historical event which happened at the beginning of history, and
in which the whole people made confession that God is their Lord.
That is the real belief as long as one keeps it, and does not
destroy it by apostasy.2
commenting on this verse, ar-RazI mentions two different 
interpretations, one of which he ascribes to the early commentators 
and Traditionists (gudama�' al-mufassirin wa-ahl-al- 'a�bar) and the 
• 
• other to those who were concerned with speculation and reasoning 
(a�ab an-na�ar wa-a�ab al-ma•qulat). 
One of the first groups' interpretations was attributed to 
Muqatil who said that God produces from the loins of Adam two kinds 
of progeny; black from Adam's left side, and white from bis right 
side. Then God said to Adam "these are your progeny," and God 
addressed them "Am I your Lord?" They replied "Yes indeed". At 
that moment God allotted the white to paradise and the black ones 
to Hell, and returned them back to Adam's loin". According to 
RazI, this interpretation has been maintained by many of the early 
1. BazdawI, Usul, p. 212. Ar-RazI ascribed similar interpretation
to Ubay Ibn-Ka'b wbo said that whoever becomes an unbeliever in
this life, his kuf was preceded by that pre-natal m·r primal covenant,
See RazI, Tafs1r, Vol. 3, P• 22 •
2. Ibn-Hazm holds the same view in his Fi§al,






Muf ass_i_rin such as 
ad-Dahhak, 'Ikrima 
• • • •  
Sa'ld_Ibn_al-Musayyib, Sa'id Ibn-Jubayr,
and al-KalbI.1 The similarities between




e other group, that is: aShQb an-nazar denied the occurring
• • • 
of such an historical event and explained the verse as meaning
that God produced progeny, from the loins of their own fathers,
and not from the loins of Adam. This procedure took place
according to the natural stages of creation from the stage of
the embryo to that of physical and mental maturity. At this later
stage God makes these progeny witnesses against themselves by 
equipping them with all things and signs which prove God's lordship, 
unity and power. By this equipment and signs created in themselves 
or around them, these progeny were making attestation and confession 
even if they did not actually confess by their tongues.3
This later interpretation and similar arguments were mentioned 
by az-ZamakhsharI4 and al-Murtada,5 which suggests that ar-Razi
• 
was referring� a�'�8b-an-na�ar to the Mu'tazilites and similar 
6groups. 
- T � 
-
1. ar-Razi, Tafsir, Vol. 4, P• 309. Bazdawi, ascribed this view to
the majority of ahl as-Sunna wal-Jama'a, U�ul, p. 211. 
2. This seems to be linked up with the idea of the fitra. It is a
way of saying that man is by nature a believer. 
J. ar-RazI, Tafsir, Vol. 4, p. Jll.
4. Zamakhsharl, Khashsbaf, Vol. 2, p.
 176.
5. AmalI, p. 29, quoted by Izutsu, op
.cit., p. 157.
6. According to BazdawI, some su
nnite including Abu-Man�ur al-
Maturldi, bold the same view
. U�ul, p. 211. -
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Against the al-mufassirin I s interpretation of the ·verse,
the Mu'tazilites raised many objections based on grammatical as
well as rational points. Referring to the Karramit;es in particular, 
al-Murtac)a mentioned almost the same points, so it is better to
give the latter's views as representing the Mu'tazilites' standpoint
as well. 
According to Murta�a the Karramite interpretation is
contrary to both the plain meaning of the Qur'anic verse itself
and to Reason. The Q,ur'an in the first place says "when thy Lord 
produced from the eh ildren of Adam from their bins; " and not "from
, 
. 
Adam, from his loins." Furthermore God says "their progeny" and 
adds that be arranged the matter this way in order that they might 
not say on the last day, "Verily we were totally unaware of this 
(Q.VII:172),or, "our fathers bad been polytheists in the past and 
we were merely their seeds after them. Do thou (now) destroy us 
on account of what the wrong doers (i.e. our fathers) used to do? 
(Q.VII:17J). This makes it clear Murtada says, that the problem 
• 
concerns those who bad polytheists as their fathers. In other 
words, only some of the descendants of the children of Adam are 
1in question here. 
In the second place, the Karramite interpretation of the 
verse contradicts reason too. For the "seeds" that are said to 
have been produced from the loins of Adam, and addressed by God 
and made to confess, must have been already at that stage,





perfectly endowed with mature Reason and all the necessary
conditions for the imposition of religious du·ties. Otherwise,
it would have beBn absurd on the part of God to address tl1em and
try to make them confess. But if, on the other band, they were 
perfectly endowed with mature reason, so mucb so that they fulfilled
all the conditions for the impositions of religious duties, it
must necessarily be the case that these people remembered all that
happened in the previous {pre-natal) state, even after they were
actually born into this world, grew up, and acquired mature reason.
For generally, a man equipped with reason does not forget this kind 
of event after the lapse of a long period of time, just as the 
intervention of sleep, drunkenness, or temporary insanity do not 
sweep away anything from the memory of an intelligent man" •1
Ar-RazI acknowledges the Mu'tazilites' objections to the 
mufassirin's interpretation of the verse, l-Jhich are based on 
grammatical points, but he refuted their other rational arguments.2
Razi maintains that the evident meaning of the verse is that God 
brings the seeds from the loins of the children of Adam, but this 
possibly might mean that God knows that from a particular person 
another would be produced and from the last one another one produced 
and so forth. And according to this arrangement, God brings them 
into being and distinguishes each one of them from the other. There 
is nothing, however, in the verse either to prove,or disprove that 
God brings the progeny from Adam's loins. But since the verse
1. AmalI, Vol. 1, pp. 28-9. quoted by Izutsu op.cit., pp. 156-7.
2. ar-Raz I, Taf_sir, Vol. 4, p. 212.
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proves the production of the progeny's from the loins of the
children of Adam and an authentic Tradition demonstrates t.be
bringing of the progeny from the loins of Adam, we have to accept
1tbem both since neither of them could be rejected. 
After seeing on what grounds the Karramites based their
view of i�an as a primal covenant, we might proceed further and
see whether the Karramites are consistent in holding such views,
and at the same time maintaining the Jm�q is only verbal confession
by the tongue. Professor Izutsu bas raised the point that the
Karramites' concept of the first verbal attestation would invalidate 
and make unnecessary all acts of attestation by individuals, because 
the whole of mankind has already at the beginning of history made, 
so to speak, a group confession. In bis view, this would simply 
destroy the Karramites' thesis of iman itself (i.e. verbal confession), 
for everyone, according to this interpretation, is a believer, 
whether or not he himself has confessed bis faith individually.2
These points of Professor Izutsu are quite justified, but 
it does not seem that the Karramites, by holding the concept of 
Iman as primal covenant, destroy their theory of 1man as verbal 
confession as he suggested. Because, as bas already been 
demonstrated, the Karramites confined the validity of the verbal 
confession as iman to the person's position in this life, that is 
to be qualified as mu•m_i.n, to be considered as a member of the
1. ar-RazI, Tafslr, Vol. 4, p. 212.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If, however, the child reaches maturity
'then the position of his parents should
and becomes a'n unbelie·ver, 
be co.nsidered. If they 
were unbelievers also, then no action against him should 'be ta.Ken,
but if they were believers, or one of them was, 'then ·the child will
be considered aa apostate.1
The Karramite view on this point, apart :from being consistent
with their views regarding Iman, is in contras·t with .the views of t.be
Kbarijites sect, 'the Azariqa, since the latter bold that all ·the
children whose parents were polythei�'ts, are polytheists, and 'they
will be in hell with their parents. 2 The Ash 'arites' views con-
earning this point is that they agreed on the destiny of the 
children whose parents were believers and that they will be in
paradise.3 For the children of the polytheists different views
were ascribed to the sect. 
-
Al-Ash'ari himself, while he maintains 
in bis Magalat4 tha�t the destiny of all children is entrusted to 
God to do with them whatever He wills, he maintained in Ibana that 
for the children of the polytheists God will kindle a fire in the 
next world, and then will say to them "Rush into it!" as the 
Tradition tells concerning this point.5
.From what bas been said in this chapter, it would seem clear 
that the Karramites bold two definitions of Iman.- - - -
1. Baghdad!, Usul, P• 257.
2. Ibid., P• 259; Fisal, Vol. 4, p.
J. Baghdad!, Usul, p. 261.
4. Ash'ari, Maqalat, p. 296.
5. Ash 'ari, Ibana_, p. 10. 
72. 






they defined lman as verbal confession by the tongue, but this .is
confined to life in this world. In this sense they consider the
hypocrites as believers. On the other hand, the Karrami·tes
conceived Iman as the confession made at the beginning of creation,
which is enduring and made by all human kind and only apostasy
can destroy and in this case a new confession is needed. For 
those who bold the latter attestation (i.e. primal confession) 
a verbal confession is necessary in order to be considered as members
of the Muslim Community. Thus the Karramites might be considered 
as part of the irja' movement. Some of their opponents such 
as al-Baghdad!, Isfara'ini and Ibn-Hazm have either fa iled to 
understand their views or de liberate ly tried to distort and mis-
represent them. Ar-RazI has shown some understanding of the 
Karramite views, but he allowed small room for their discussion, while 
ash-Shabrantanl and Ibn-Taymiyya fully understood and fairly treated 




�he Karramite concept of Prophecy 
In the foregoing chapters we have dealt with the Karramite
views on the nature of God and bis attributes, and their doctrine
� 
-of Free will and P redestination, as well as their concept of iman.
In this chapter we shall deal with the sect's views regarding the
problem of prophecy particularly its concept and the sinlessness
of the prophets. 
The Concept of Prophecy 
Apart from the Muslim philosophers' doctrine of prophecy 
which was largely founded upon the Greek theories about the soul 
and its power of cosnition,1 it seems that the questions concerning
the concept of prophecy and the definition of a prophet, were largely 
outgrowths from the discussions and disputations which took place 
between the Muslims on the one hand, and the Christians, Jews 
and the Barahima on the other. From the early days of Islam, the 
Muslims came into contact with these groups. Christians and Jews 
who bad their own concept of prophecy denied Muhammad's Propbethood, 
• 
while the Barahima completely rejected the idea of prophecy and saw 
no necessity for i t.2 The Barahima's views, however, might have,
to some extent, contributed to the wave of scepticism and the 
tendency to refute prophecy which pre�ed in the third and fourth 




Prophecy in Islam, 
2 E.I. Vol. 1, art.
P. 11.
"Barahima ", p. 10 Jl.
J. Ibri.bim Madkiir "al-FarabI" in History of Muslim Philosophy,








Ibn-Zakariyya ar-RazI. Ar-RizI, apart from his rejection of
religion and his assumption that philosophy is the only way to
reform both individual and society, compiled books such as
- - - 1 Makhariq al-Anbiya' or Jliyal al-I1utanabbiyiD refuting prophecy.
I 
The reaction of t he !1uslims to both the attack against ·the
Prophethood of Mul:ammad and these heretical views showed itself
in the appearance of many works dedicated to this subject such
as Tatbbit an-Nubuwwa,2 Tatbbit ar-Risala,3 Ithbat ar-RuEJul4 and
Da �J_a'pl an-Nubuwwa; 5and in the debates and prolonged arguments
and discussions on this matter found in the book of theology. 
The Muslim philosophers - except ar-RazI - developed their 
own views on prophecy based on their concept of the human soul and 
its imaginative power, and the relation between the soul and the 
active intelligence. Upon such conception, al-FarabI maintained 
that people dif fer vastly with regard to the imaginative powers 
of their souls; while some men are almost devoid of these 
imaginative powers, others possess them in high degree. These 
latter must be exceptionally endowed men who have a total contact 
with reality, that is the active intelligence, this degree of 
imaginative power is that of the prophet.6 But that contact
betwean the soul and the active intelligence might possibly be 
1. P . Kraus and s. Pines, E.I.
1, Vol. 3, art.
2. Ibn-an-Nadim, Kitab al-Fil?rist, p. 246.
J. Ibid., p. 251.
4. Ibid • , p • 2 5 5 •
5. Ibid., p. 198.
6. Ibrahim Madkur, �.ci�., P· 463.
"Ar-Raz I" p. 1135-6 . 
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obtained in two ways. It can be obtained either by contemp.latio.n
and deep thought or through inspiration. The soul through its
o� effort, study and quest can rise to the level of the acquired
in-cellect (al- 'agl al-mustaf�d ), when it becomes the recip ient of
the Divine Light, thus through speculative stud ies the philosopher
and the Mystic can make contact with the active intelligence.
This contact is of the same nature as that wh ich happened to the
prophet, but the contact between the propbet•s soul and the active
intelligence comes about by inspiration. This inspiration or 
revelation is caused by imagination and takes shape either of true 





"when a man 's imaginative power rev eals its extreme
perfection so that he receives in his waking lif e from the 
active intelligence a knowledge of present or future facts 
or of their sensible symbols of immaterial intelligibles 
and of the higher immaterial existence, and ind eed sees 
all these - it is not impossible that he becomes a prophet 
giving news of the Div ine realms thanks to  the intellig ibles 
he received. This is the highest degree of perfection 
a man can reach with his imaginative power. 11
1
so the Prophet to al-Farabi is a person of extraordinary 
intellectual endowment such that by means of it he is able to know 
all things by himself without the help of instruction by any 
2 external source. The philosopher through his speculation and 
studies can obtain the same contact 1-1itb the active intelligence.
But this does not mean that he can obtain the same degree of prophecy
1. Filri1b1, Mad!na, p. 94, trans. F. Ral;lmSn, op.cit. pp. 
37-8.





because as Ibn-Sina held there are two ways in which pro.pbetic
intellect differs from ordinary philosophical or mystical
cogn ition (1), the ordinary mind has first to exercise itself
on the data of perceptual experience, since it is similar to 8
rusty mirror which needs polishing, while in ·the case o f the
prophetic mind this is not necessary since it is by nature pure
and can therefore directly contact the active intelligence. 2)
The ordinary mind, even when it has risen to intellectual cognition,
receives intelligiblea only partially and successively, one
reflection has to be removed in order to give place to the
succeed ing one. The prophet's mind on the other hand receives 
all knowledge at once.1 But is it possible that the philosopher 
or the mystic by exercising more effort will reach the degree of 
prophecy? The philosophers gave no clear illustration to this 
point; it was, however, carried on by the mystic and led later 
pbilosoph-mystics such as Ibn- 'ArabI to classify the saints as 
higher than the propbets.2
concerning the Karramites' views regarding the problem of 
prophecy it is said that they maintain that prophecy and 
apostleship are true attributes (sifat) J or accidents ( 'ara�) 4
inherent in the prophet and the apostle. These are other than
their revelation, miracles and their sinlessness. Everyone in 
whom this attribute or accident is actualized must necessarily be 
1. Ibid., p. 32.
2. Ibn-Taymiyya, MinhaJ
J. Farg, p. 221.
4. Tab�Ir, p. 68.
as-SU@_�, Vol. 4, p. 149 • -
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sent by God. The Karramites distinguished between the apostle
(rasul) and the "sent one" (mursal) by saying that the apostle is
be in whom that attribute or accident inheres and the "sen·t one"
1 
is he who is charged with carrying the apostleship into execution.
Moreover the Karramites bold that Prophecy is this sence was
created in the prophet b efore the revelation came to him. It is
not an acquired thing and the prophet made no effort wha tsoever
to attain it. It ha s been created in him in the same way that 
bis characteristics, or colour or existence were created and g iven
to him. The Karramites concluded that becau se of this the prophet
. 
d f h. 
· 2receives no rewar or is being a prophet. 
But if prophecy wa s neither revelation nor miracles nor the 
sinles sness of the Prophets, what does it mean then? According 
to al-Bagbdadi, the Karramites gave no answer to this qu estion ; 
they only excluded these three aspects from its concept, but they 
failed to give it a positive definition.3 In spite of the 
obvious fact that the Karramites gave no specific definition of 
prophecy, the follow ing points, however, might be gathered from 
what has been ascri bed to them. The first point is that the 
Karramites clearly stated that prophecy is something inherent or 
created in the prophet before having any revelation. Thererore
it is not something acquired by hi m, and thus it cannot be 
acquired only by man's efforts. 
1. Ibid., p. 68, Farg, p. 221.
2. Tab§Ir, p. 68.
- � 
-
J. Bagbdadi, U�ul, p. 154•




differentiated between the te:z"ln rasul and mursal; thirdly, they
made it incumbent upon God to send some one in whom these attributes
actualized. We will leave this last point, for the moment, to be
discussed later with similar points.
Concerning the first point _ that prophecy is something
inherent and is not acquired - 'Ali Saml an-Nashar is of the
opinion that the Karramites' views in this respect were mainly
directed against the philosophers or were a reaction to their tenets
that a man through his o,-m efforts can obtain some degree of
prophecy. Against these views of the philosophers, Nashar said 
the Karramites denied that prophecy can be acquired; and strongly 
emphasized that prophecy and apostleship are "abstract form" (ma '_na) 
inherent eternally in the prophet and the apostle. The Karra1ni tes 
held that prophecy is a selection ( i��ifa_�), that is that God from 
eternity selected the prophet or the apostle and endowed him with 
prophecy. Thus the Karramites' views seem to be identical with 
those of the Ash 'arites' since the latter explained prophecy as 
selection by God.1
It is true that the Ash 'arites define prophecy as special 
Divine favour by the virtue of wbic.h the recipient of the prophetic 
missionis singled out from the rest of mankind,
2 they also said that
prophecy is a mercy vouchsafed by God to those whom He bas cbosen.3
1. Nasbar, Nasba't al-Fikr al-Falsafi fi-1-•rslam, Vol. 1. p. 635.
2. Irshad, p. 204, Mawaqif, Vol. 8. p. 218.
J. Igdam, p. 428 .
-
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At the same time, however, the Ash 'arites denied that pro.phecy is
an attribute of the prophet or an accident inherent in him such
as his colour.1 They said that in addition to God's bestowal 
an effort is necessary on the part of the prophet to prepare his
soul for the reception of the message. From this it seems that
there is a difference between ·the views of the Ash 'arites and th0se
of the Karramites. Although both of chem bold that prophecy is
only a selection and beatowal by God, the Karramites hold that
prophecy is only the work of God without any effort from the 
prophet's side whatsoever. The Ash'arites, however, maintain that
the prophet's soul and temperament must possess all natural 
perfection, excellent cbarac�ers, truthfulness and honesty in 
speech and deed before bis appointment to the office, because it 
is by virtue of these that he has deserved the prophetic mission and 
bas come into contact with angels and received the revelation.
2
The Ash'arites did not agree with the philosophers that prophecy 
can be acquired nor did they hold the Karramite view that  it is 
merely an attribute or accident bestowed by God. To them prophe cy 
"is neither pure chance (without a natural descent), so that every 
creeping s huffling creature may be its recipient, nor is it 
attained by pure efforts s o  that everyone who thinks may possess it."3 
Thus both the Ash'arites and the Karramites agreed that 
prophecy is a bestowal by God and that it cannot be acquired. But 
1. Ibid., p. 462.
2. Ibid., p. 462, Fa�lur-Rfll;lman, op.cit.,p.100.





while the Karramites made no reference to the dispositive
qualities presupposed by propbethood, the Ash'arites emphasized
these points, and clearly stated that an effort on Ghe part of
the prophet must be made in order to prepare himself for the
revelation. 
The difference between the Ivies s enger ( rasul) and ·the mursa_J.
According to their concept of prophecy as an attribute or
accident inherent in the prophet or the apostle, the Karramites
make a distinction between the messenger (rasul)and the one who 
is actually sent (mursal). They maintain that he who bas this 
attribute is a rasul even without being sent (though God must send 
him), thus everyone who is mursal ia a rasiil and not vice versa.
1
They said that the mursal might be dismissed from his mission but 
this does not mean that be forfeits bis being a rasul.2 Thus the
Karramites did not differentiate between the nabi and the rasul 
as do the other Sunnite Muslims, but they rather made a distinction 
between the rasul and the mursal. such views and definitions of 
rasiil and mur�_Ei]._, however, led the Karramites to bold in opposition 
to all other Sunnite Muslims, a strange view, that the prophet 
after his death is no longer �ursal. 3 They said that be is a 
rasul in the sense of being endowed with the attribute of prophecy 
bu� he bas ceased to be mursal. But does this imply the end of 
1. Tabsir, p. 68.
-� 
2. I-tawag,if, Vol. 8, p. 399.
3. Tab�Ir, p. 68.
.. 
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his mission or Shari 'a as \-Jell, or do the Karramites simply mean
the end of ·the physical presence of the Prophet? It seems tha·t
some opponents of the Karramites understood their views as implying
the end of the prophet's mission and message.
Ibn-�azm, who strongly repudiated these views, ascribed them
to a heretic group (firga mubtadi'a), and mistakenly to the
Ash 'ar it e s • According to him that heretic group and the Ash'arites 
asserted that Mu.l;lammad (Peace be upon him) is not now a rasul.
They based this assumption on their views that the soul is an
accident ( 'ara�) and that the accident does not remain the same 
for two moments at a time, but is in a state of continuous change. 
After the prophet died they said, bis soul perished because it had 
no place in which to subsist; therefore the prophet in his grave 
is a corpse and bis prophethood and his message came to an end.1
Against these views, Ibn-�azm introduced long arguments and 
refutations. But it seems that he had either misunderstood the 
sect's views or that be was talking about another sect, because 
the Karramites did not deny that the prophet was a rasul even 
after his death, nor refUtad the continuity of his message; the 
Karramites simply said that the prophet after his death is no longer 
mursal. 
· The Ash'arite theologians also rejected the Karramites' views,
and maintained that the prophet after his death is rasul and 
mursal, in the sense that God has sent him, and he accomplished his 
mission; therefore he deserves to be called rasul and mursal 




though he, at the present, is not actually preaching his
message. This is similar to the application of the ·term mu 'min
to a person after his death in the sense that he deserves this
title for his belief and for what he did during his life.
1 
Al­
Isfari'InI in his arguments against ·the Karrimites' views did not
seem to have misunderstood them as Ibn-Hazm did (that their views
imply the denial of the prophet's apostleship or his message.
Therefore al-Isfara'InI tried to demonstrate the possibility of
calling the prophet wursal, even after his death, by drawing many 
examples from the customary usage of the language. He said "we
usually describe a man by what he has done though he is not 
practising it at the moment we are talking about him. Thus we 
describe a person as a pilgrim, fighter, thief, etc. though none 
of them is actually making pilgrimage, fighting or committing a 
th8ft. It is the same as calling a person a hewer or tailor 
though neither of  them is hewing or sewing. No one, according 
to al-Isfara'ini, says that the prophet is occupied in his grave 
in preaching his meassage, but this does not entail that he should 
2not be called "mursal "· From this it seems that the disagreement 
between the Ash'arites and the Karramites is linguistic, confined
only to whether it should be said that the prophet is mursal at
present or not, and it has no further implications of denying his
message or pr ophethood. 
1. Tabsir, p. 68.




Nash�r, however, viewed these Karrimites' ideas as repre­
senting the beginning of •the trend adopted by Ibn-Taymiyya and
carried out by the lvahbabites in the last century, that is the
denial of any sort of holiness in theperson of the prophet.
1 It 
is true that, in his arguments against the Rafigites' views, Ibn­
Taymiyya strongly criticized their veneration of the tomb of �he
prophet and of their Imams and quoted several Traditions in which
the prophet warned his followers not to venerate him and to make
his tomb a mosque.2 It is also true that the Wahhabites advocated
and put to practice such views and considered it as polytheistic 
(shirk) to introduce the name of the prophet, saints, angels 
into a prayer.3 The ultimate aims of Ibn-Taymiyya and the 
�vahh-&bites were to counter theJX)pular movement among the 1,1uslims
of malting the tombs of the prophets and of the saints into holy 
places visited and venerated; they were anxious that such a trend 
might easily lead to polytheism. Therefore the explanation of 
the Karramite view as being the forerunner of such doctrine needs
more evidences. But neither the scant views ascribed to the 
sect nor the argument of their opponents support Nashar's suggestion, 
lbich is, however, highly interesting. 
The sinlessness of �be Prophet 
If the concept of prophecy was developed later in Muslim 
Theology, there are evidences to show that the question whether
1. Nashar, �.cit., Vol. 1, p. 637.
2. Minhaj as-Sunna, Vol. 1. PP• lJ0-32.




prophets are liable to sin o.r not had risen compar,ativ,el rlier. 
'rhe Qur'an itself presents the prophets as human beings liable to
make mistakes and sins; and many mistakes made by the prophet,s
were recorded. In the collectio.n of t.he Tradition, there is no
trace of the impeccability of the prophets; on the contrary
h . 1 several of t. em were mentioned in connection with sins• 
Doctrine of the sinlessness of ·the prophets, however, owes 




. 1 2 circ ea • 
But it must be remembered that the SbI 'ites did not advocate this 
doctrine for its ovm sake or for the sake of the prophets, ·but 
they were in  fact preparing the way for their views concerning 
the infallibility of their Imams. 
Among the Sunnites, the early source in which �hls doctrine 
appeared in formal shape was the Fiqh Akbar �+� ' which might go back 
to the time of al-Ash'ari (873/935).3 In this work it is clearly 
stated t;hat "All prophets are exempt from sins both light and 
grave, from unbelief and sordid deeds; yet stumbling and mistakes 
may happen on their parts. rhe prophet liuJ::lammad himself, however, 
did not serve idols, nor was be at any time a polytheist even for a 
single moment. And he never committed any small or grave sin. ,,4 
In the creeds of al-Ash'arI in the Ibana and the Maqalat, which were
I 
respectively described as representing the views of ahl-as-Sunna and 
ashab-al-Haditb, no trace of the doctrine of the sinlessness or the 
!_ • - - � 
1. The Muslim creed, p. 217.
2. Ibid., p. 218; Donaldson, the Shi'ite religion, p. 331.
J. The Muslim Creed, p. 246.
__ .,;;.,;.. _________ � 





sinfulness of the prophets can be found. .But immediatel t,er 
-
al-Ash'ari this problem was widely discussed in the bo�s of
theology, and it led to various differences of opinion amonR the
Muslims. 
-
T Ar-Raz1 in bis treatment of this problem gave a comprehensive
Virtws� 1 summary of the sects,. He first defined the aspects related to 
this problem whether the propheti's impecabilitiy in regard to
something related to their belief or the conveying of their message
(·tablI�), or legal rulings and decisions or s 1metbing related
to their acts. The majority of the communit y agreed that the 
prophet cannot be an unbeliever or go astray regarding his faith, 
the Fu�ayliyya among the .Kharijites, however, allowed this because 
they consider the commission of sin as an act of unbelief. There 
is also unanimous agreement athat the prophets have been protecced 
from lying and from distortion in their tabli�, otherwise one can-
not put any confidence in their messages. As for the legal rules 
and decisions, it is unanimously agreed that the prophets cannot 
err in this sphere intentionally; some people, however,permitted 
some kind of unintentional error, while others have rejected even 
this. 
concerning the prophet's actions, five different opinions 
were mentioned; the �asha'nites allowed the cormuission of grave
sins and errors on the part of the Prophet even intentionally.
2
- -
1. Ar-Razi, Tafsir, Vol. 1. P• JOl.
2. cf. Taftazani, p. 136. Al-Babul-��di- 'Ashar, pp. 58-9.
...._ 
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The Mu'tazilites however did not allow that grave sins and errors
could be committee by the prophets, but they permitted small
intentional errors except those which are repugnant such as lying
and deceiving. Al-Jubba' i, among ·the !·Iu 'tazilites, hold that it 
is not possible for the prophet to commit grave or small sins and
errors intentional ly,but it is possible for them to do so unin­
tentionally. There is also the view that prophets cannot err 
except by mistake and through lack of intention, but that they are
punishable on account of these errors, even though such sins and
errors are not punishable among their communities. The reason
for this is that the prophets' sight (mA'rifaL are much greater 
and they are much more able than the rest to control themselves 
and guard against errors and sins. The Rafi�ites bold that the 
prophets can commit neither grave nor small sins or errors 
intentional� or unintentionally. 
As for the time of impeccability, the Rafi�ites hold that 
the Prophets are impeccable from the time of their birth; tbe 
I•lu 'tazilites maintain that they are impeccable from the time of
their reaching maturity, yet they do not commit acts of unbelief




Ash'arites and Abu-1-Hudhayl and Abu- Ali amon9 the Mu tazilites
assert that these sins are possible before the prophets 
but during their prophetbood they are inconcei
vable.1
• • mission,'
It is noticeable that in bis stateme
nts of the sect's views
- -





regarding this problem, ar-RizI did not mention the Karr�mites'
t.heir tenets, howe,ver, were preserved by al-BaghdiidI and Ibn
AbI-•1-Hadid 
• 
According to al-BaghdadI, Ibn-Karram has mentioned
in one of his books that prophets are 
not explain to what sort of sins they 
liable to sin,
1are liable. 
but .he did 
His followers, 
however, explained this point and said thaC prophets are immune
from every sin which disqualifies them from giving testimony or
which renders punishmen� necessary, but they are not immune from
lesser sin. Some of the Karramites say the prophets cannot 
possibly sin while conveying their message, but others think it
admissible and believe that the prophet "Nu}?ammad" was guilty of
a lapse in delivering the Qur' anic verse "Have you considered El-lat 
' 
-
and El- Uzza and Jliianat the third, the oth er" by 




So the Karramites' views concerning the sinlessness of the 
prophet, is that the prophets might commit sins, but not all sins 
irrespective of their being grave or small as Ibn-Hazm ascribed 
• 
to them; 3 They limited the sins to those which will not dis-
qualify the prophets from giving testimony. ,Thus a similarity 
might be found between the Karramites' views and those of the 
Mu'tazilites, but the latter bold different views from those of 
the Karramites regarding the lapse of the prophet in conveying his
message. 4
1. Baghdad!, Usul, p. 168 .
2. Farq, pp. 221-22, Usul, p. 168.
3 • F_i _s a 1 , Vo 1. 1 • pp  • 1, 2 O 5 •















bn-Abi-1-�adid's reports regarding the Karramite views
on this problem, are in agreement with those mentioned by al-
Baghdad!. He identifies the Karrimite views with those of th0
?asbaWites and according to him, some of the Karrami tes said it is
possible for the prophet to make mistakes in his sayings such as
in the case of the gharanig (the statement mentioned above). 0thers
maintained that such mistakes are possibly only in the case of
matters the proofs of which are not limited only to the reports of
the prophets, because a mistake in such matters does not entail 
the invalidity of God's proofs aiainst bis creatures (ib�al �ujjat-
Allah 'ala khalqihI) • The instance of the gbaraniq is of this 
kind,because the mere utterance of those words by the prophet did not 
entail the invalidity of the rational conviction and proof that 
idols should not be exalted. As for the matters which are only 
known or proved by traditional evidences (�am'i) i.e. rvvelation, 
it is not possible that the prophet makes mistakes in them, othe�­
wise the proof of such matters by the prophet's report would be 
· 1
·a 1 inva i • some Karramites maintain that the prophet might make
mistakes in words and deeds that are not explanations of the 
revelation or connected with the SharI'a. In these latter cases, 
mistakes are not possible. In matters ttnt have nothing to do 
with religious affairs, the prophet might make mistakes, such as 
his suggestion to the farmers of Medina not to pollinate their 
palm trees which later appeared to be wrong advice.
2
1. Ibid., p.  287.
2. Sharh Nabj al-Balagha, Vol. 2, p. 588.
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Thus though the Karriimites differed regarding the limit and
the cases in which the prophet might make mistakes, most of them
believed that the prophet was mistaken in the case of the ghar8niq.
- -
1 . Tbe gharaniq instance is often mentioned by the commentators ID
their commentary on the Q,ur' B.nic verse, "And we never sent a
messenger or a prophet before thee but when he desired the devil
malle a suggestion respecting his desire; but Allah annuls that
which the devil casts , then does Allah establish His messages.
And Allah is All Knowing All vlise" (Q.XXII:52).
-
,r Ar-Razi, commenting on this verse, ascribed the story of 
the gharanlq to the literalist commentators who stated that when 
the prophet saw that his people in Mecca were tur ning from his 
message, he desired that something makes them accepted it wouJd 
be revealed to him. At that moment while he was sitting in the 
ka'ba with numbers of Meccans, the Sura of an-Najm was revealed 
to him and he recited it until he came to the verse "Have you 
considered El-lat and El-'uzza, and Manat the third the other" 
(Q.L.III:20) Satan put upon his tongue 'These are the exalted 
females whose intercession is to be sought''• On hearing this the 
11eccans were delighted and even prostrated themselves with the 
prophet, but later Gabriel blamed the prophet for reciting this
2 
statement. 
1. rabarI, 17, PP• 119-21.
2. •r-RazI, Taf�Ir, Vol. 6,




Ar-RazI t�as rightly considered as one of ·the zealous
advocates of the doctrine of the sinlessness of the prophets.
-
TIn bis commentary on the Qur'an and his work al-Arba'in, ar-Razi
elaborately discussed and refuted all the arg11men·ts pu·t forward by
those wl1o denied ·the absolute sinlessness of the prophets; it is
said that he compiled a book onttbis aubject.1 "It is due to his
writing that the present dogma of the sinlessness of the prophet
wasfinally included in ijma '• or the general agreement of the Sunnite
theologians. 112 So it is not surprising to find his views on this
point in disagreement with those of the Karramites. 
-
T Ar-Razi
maintained that the prophets during the time of his mission 
committed no sins either grave or small. Therefore regarding the 
instance of the gharanlg, ar-Razi did not hold the Ash'arite 
vievs - that this word was interlocution by satan who interpolated 
it between the parts of Gbe prophet's sermon, but he went to the 
extent of rejecting the story altogether as being mere fabrication, 
and introduced rational proofs and traditional evidence to show 
its falsity.3 
The rest of the Karramites 1 views concerning the protiem of 
prophecy seem to be closely connected with the sect's other views 
about the place of reason and whether it is incumbent upon God to 
do the best for his servants or not. The saying that every one 
in whom the attribute of prophecy is realized must be sent by God, 
1. 'Uyull, Vol. 2, p. 29.
2. Donaldson, The Shi'ite Religion, p. 337.
- -




is ascribed to the sect. They a.lso hold lihat if God had con-
fined the charge unto mankind to one messenger from the beginning
of time to the day of judgement and continued the Ia\-1 of the
first He would not be wise.1 It is obvious that these two points 
are closely connected with the problem whether it is inc11mben·t
upon God to do things or not. The Ash'arites who hold the
opposite view - that nothing is incumbent upon God, rejected these
Karramites' ideas and maintained that prophecy is an intellectual
possibility and God might send a prophet and might not, but as a
matter of fact it is an actual phenomenon. They also maintained
that if God confined the message to one prophet frcm the beginning
of time there would be no injustice in that.2
The Karramites also hold that if the call of the prophet aas 
not reached a person, he is nevertheless bound to believe rational 
axioms and to acknowledge that God sense messengers to His 
creatures. Al-Bagbdadl rightly pointed out that most of the 
Qadarites have already anticipated the Karramites regarding the 
necessity of believing in certain rational principles; but, to 
him, no one before the Karramites bas declared that it is necessary 
to believe in the existence of prophets before they actually 
existed. 3 Sine e the 1'1:u 'taziljtes believe that the intellect 
makes it necessary for man to know God, 4 the similarity between
their views and those of the Karramites can be understood. The 
1. Farg, p p. 221-J.
2. Igdam, p. 417;
3. 
-
Far9., p. 222. 




Karriimites unprecedented views (as al-Bagbdiidi put it) that man
should believe tba·t God bas sent a messenger to His creatures
even before the appearance of those messengers might be explained
thus: It is possible that the Karramites hold this view because
they believed that prophets are necessary for the benefit of
human beings, and since God does what is good for His servants,
therefore Reason alone might deduce that God has sent messengers
even without the actual coming of those messengers.
"
According to al-Baghdad! the Karramites also hold that when 
a prophet's message is announced, it is incumbent upon every one 
who hears it from him or receive its report, to put his trust 
in the prophet and to confess his belief in him without waiting 
for a recognition of his proofs. - � . - . To al-Bagbdad1, the Karramites 
stole this innovation from the Iba�ftiyya among the .Kharijites 
who argued that the prophet's utterance about himself, "I am a 
P h t '' . . . t 1 
· · lrop e , 1s in 1 se f proof which requires no other signs. 
It seems that these Karramites' views answered the question 
whether the prophet should give man a chance to ponder bis message 
or whether he should believe immediately without hesitation. The 
t1u 'tazilit es bold the former view and maintain that man should be 
given time to rerlect about the prophet's proors.
2 But the
Ash 'arites emphasize the necessity of the proofs and say that a
prophet wfl1iout a sign of prophecy testi�ying to bis truth is
inconceivable because the reality of prophecy is true utterance
1. Farg, p. 222.




together i.1itb sup portlng signs. l 'rhe Ash 'arites however, reject
the Mu'tazilites views and say that such views will lead to the
interrupt ion of the prophets mission since no definit e tim.e can
be ·poatulat ed for refl ection. 2 It is possible that as an answer
to that question the Karramites affirmed their views that the
prophet must be believed without asking him any proofs. But is
it possible t hat such a view might lead inevitably to confusion
between pret enders and true prophets? rt does not seem that the 
Karramit es were aware of this possibility.
From what has been said it might be concluded that the main 
thesis of the Karramites concerning prophecy was that prophecy to 
them was an attribute bestowed by God and cannot be acquired by 
man. They d ifferentiated between rasul (who has this quality) 
and mursal (ae who is actually sent). The prophet after his 
death is r�sul but he is no longer mursal. Prophets are 
immune from grave sins, but they might make mistakes in their 
sayings and their deeds. On some point the sect's views are 
similar to the 11u 'tazil.ites' while on other points they are in 
agreement with the Ash 'arites. 
r 
1. Ibid., P• 41+4 •






In the foregoing chapters we have tried to explore the
history of the Karramiyya sect and to expound their theological
doctrines. Since ar-RazI was deeply involved with the Karrimites,
we tried to give an outline of his life especially that part
connected with the Karramiyya. It has been shown that although 
- T ar-Razi was respected as a great scholar and theologian he was
a target of the Karramites' attack. They repudiated his views
and attacked him publicly and possibly caused his death. All 
this has been demonstrated in the first chapter of this thesis.
In the second chapter we have tried to trace the history 
of the sect. We have started with the founder of the sect him-
self f·1uhaztnrtad Ibn-Karram • 
• 
After evaluation of the different aspects 
of bis life and achievement we came to the conclusion that, contrary 
to the views held about him in the past and by some modern scholars, 
Ibn-Karram was not an ignorant man or a mere pretender. He was a 
sincere preacher, devoted ascetic and a theologian of great 
importance. On the popular side he was able to attract many 
people by his simple appearance and modest way of life. On the 
intellectual side he made his influence felt in the fields of 
theology, fiqh and mysticism and occupied scholars of other schools
in refuting bis views and arguing against �im. Moreover be left
large numbers of adherents who ca
rried on bis teachings after bis
death and played a major role in the Muslim life. The foundation
of the first institution for learning in the Muslim world is
-
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attributed to these adherents. They also contributed to the
conversion of many people to Islam, and played an important part
in the life Of Kburasan and the GhUr region.
In the following chapters we went on to investigate the
theological doctrines of the sect. We pursued the method of
comparing the Karriimi te views with those of the other sects,
particularly the Ash'arites, and pointed out, throughout the study,
the similarities and disagreements between these sects and the
Karramites. It bas been shown that tbe main problem which 
occupied the Karramites' thought was that of the nature of God and
the reality of His existence. tJe have pointed out that all the
Karramites applied the term "body" to God and we have shown that 
they did not mean the materialistic concept of the term, but they 
simply used it to demonstrate the existence and reality of God. 
Their opponents, however, saw that the application of the term 
body implied His origination and would destroy the idea of His 
transcendence. They therefore vigorously criticised the sect's 
views • Concerning the Karramite view that God is the locus of 
originated things, we concluded that this problem was largely 
connected with the sect's views regarding God's attributes. we 
have seen that the disagreement between the Ash'arites and the 
Karramites on the latter point resulted from the fact that both 
groups were trying to solve the problem of the relation between 
God's attributes ana the originated things of this world. vJhile 
the Ash 'arites hold that God's attributes are eternal and have
been eternally connected with the originated thi














the Karr8mites find it difficult to maintain .such views,
therefore they affi1w originated attributes related to the
originated things of this world and subsisting in God's essence.
Connected with the Karramite views of the attributes of God is
their theory of the origination and annihilation of the world,
which has been also discussed with the other points in ·the third
chapters. 
As for the sect's views regarding the problem of free will
and predestination we have seen that although the Karramite1agreed
with the Ash'arites in holding that everything happens according
to the destiny and decree of God and in using the te11n kasb, the 
Karramite views seem to be more close t;o those of the J\1u 'tazilites; 
because, like the Mu'tazilites, they allowed man some sort of 
freedom in his acts. They agreed with them also in holding that 
reason is the criterion of good and bad, and that it is incumbent 
upon God to do what is good for His se�vants. 
have been discussed in the fonrth chapter. 
These points 
- -
Concerning the sect's views of iman which have been considered 
in the fif�h chapters, we concluded that their views on this point 
were typically I-1urji 'ite. They hold that Iman consists only in 
the confession of the tongue as far as the person's position in this 
life is concerned. In this case it includes neither ta�diq nor 
works. At the same time, however, the Karramites uphold the view 
that all people are believers from the beginning of creation





the sect's doctrine of prophecy is expounded. It has been shown
that the main thesis of the Karr8mites is that prophecy is bestowed
by God, it cannot be acquired by man's contemplation or quest�
Tbus the sect's vi ews in this respect are similar to those of the
Ash'arites and in opposition to the philosophers who maintain that
prophecy can be acquired by man through contempla·tion and quest.
The Karramites differentiate between rasul and mursal saying that
the former is he who has the attribute of prophecy and the latter
he who has been actually sent. They also bold the view that the
prophet after his death is a rasul but he is no longer mursal. 
Concerning the sinlessness of the prophets the sect's main views are 
·that the prophets are immune from grave sins, but they are liable
to commit small ones and make mistakes in delivering their message
as long as these mistakes do not affect the message they preach. 
After this attempt of investigating the history and elucidating 
the theological doctrines of the sect, we believe that a full 
understanding of the Karramites' place in the history of Muslim 
thought needs further clarification in certain aspects. The 
contribution of the sect in the field of mysticism and fiqh 
and their relation to the �anafite school of fiqh and the 
Maturidites school of Kalam merit further consideration, as do their 
relation with the �anbalites and the sect's possible influence upon 
scholars such as Ibn-Taymiyya • 
• 
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